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TWO EXHIBITIONS
-OB-

ART PICTURES
AND

—

PORTLAND MUSEUM,

PANTOMIMES,
for the benefit of the

MAINE GENERAL

OUR

HOSPITAL,

HALL,
—

ON

and Saturday evenings
Saturday matinee,
preparation, will be produced the
superb comedy of

—

and Friday
October 26th and

Thursday

evenings,
27th,

arranged by G. H. Bartlett of Deerfield, Mass.,
assisted by a large number of Ladies and
Gentlemen of this city.
Doors open at 7 o’clock; commence at 8.
Tickets to be obtained at F.
Admission. 35 cents
Hale’s, Sturges & Co.’s, and at the door.
50
Reserved Seats,
cents, to be procured at Stockoct23d,5t
bridge’s.
F.

B R O

TJET

Eos office open daily from 9
from 2 till 6, and till 9 p. m.

aeptlidtt

LAST EXCURSION
FOR

—

One

Years

TO THE

Fifth

Grand Annual Ball
OF

—

THE

Tuesday,

Oct.

Baud

31, 76,

furnished by Chandler’s Band.
dlw

Low Rates to

THE—

Portland & Worcester Line,
Norwich Line Steamers.
and Pennsylvania R. R.

$11

PORTLAND

at 2.30 P. M.

$11

ELEVMJOLMBS

By this

00
12.00
13.00
13.25
13 75
14.C0
14.00
16.00

Bath,
Richmond,
Gardiner,
Hallowell,

Skowhegau,

From Augusta,

Wiuthrop,
W. Waterville,
Waterville,
Beltast,
Dexter,

13 00
15 00
15.00
16.00
16.00

Farmington,
Bangor,

16.00

all IranBlers are avoided, both in
York, and passengers are landed
the
Grounds.
Centennial
directly
Purchase your tickets via this route and avoid all
trouble and annoyance in making the trip.
|3P*Tickets for sale at B. Barnes. Jr., No. 28 Exchange street; Kollins & Adams, No 22 Exchange
street ; W. D. Little & Co No. 31 Exchange street;
Graud Trunk Office, No. 74 Exchange street, and at
oc26d4t
the depot
route
Boston and New
on

ARMY AND NAVY

$11

CENTENNIAL J

$11

CENTENNIAL !
CENTENNIAL !

$11
$11

14.50

$11
$11
$11
$11

CENTENNIAL !

Don’t go by a Second-Class Route when
you can go by the First-Class Route
at the lowest Rates.
GO

We

■

No ring

Night Change*, making early anil
connections, ani/ing at Fall Kiver at 7 A p. m.,
trip ou the Finest Steamers in the

anp enjoy a
World.

CENTENNIAL,
CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL

§11
§11
§11

l

§11

!

§11
§11

!

GRAND PROMENADE CONCERTS
every evening on board tbe magnificent steamer
Bristol and Providence by Rail’* Celebrated

SIX CONCERTS,
ONE LECTURE.
AND AN

—

Excursions leave

Portland
Oct 31st.

pleasure of announcing
Public, that tbeir

to tbe

TENTH ANNUAL COURSE

CITY

WITH

BONE.

prices LOWER than

Court Comparison.

—

A

Hov.

IJIsters !

Over Coats

$10.00
12.00

1

One Price, Polite Attention and Clothing at
Manufacturers’ Prices.

PRICE

283

GRAND CONCERT

Paid when

FOR

Middle

AND
Total

—

BY

—

ACCIDENT.

ALLEN, JR.,
POE PORTLAND,

OF BOSTON!, MASS.
CASH CAPITAL
$200,000.
SURPLUS
40,000.
J. H. WELLMAN, President.
J. W. BELCHES, Secretary.
W1H. ALLEN, JR.,

FOR PORTLAND.

Mechanics’ Mutual Insurance Co.,

OF BOSTON,
CASH CAPITAL $200,000.
ALFRED BICKNELL, President.
J. S. PARSONS, Secretary.
WM. ALLEN, JR.,

on

FOB PORTLAND.

CASH

Insurance

STORE,

Agent

se23

SECOND

—

BY

Rev. Dr. E. H.

Chapin,

Subject: “John Hampden, or the Progress
of Popular Liberty.”

d2m*

WINTER RESORTS.

ME.

Dec.

21st,

codtf

BAHAMA

BY

THE

RICHARD S.

MB*, II. I». MTI1TII Soprano.
.TJIN8.ABBY I MKHK. Contralto,
lilt, n
H. TEMMUIVIIIilV, Tenor.
■till

TIYUO.Y W. » UITIVEY, Basso.
.11 IBM CI.ABKE, Pianist.

FOURTH ENTERTAINMENT

Thursday, Evening, Jan. 4th,’77.
—

THE

—

HIKRS SISTERS’ CONCERT CO.,
will

give the great Moral Musical Drama, entitled

“OutOf Bondage.”

in

Europe.’’

Dec. 27th.

An Entirely New Stock oi Fine, Medium and Common Grades of

MEN’S,

RARNABEE CONCERT COMPANY,

consisting of the following artists:
MRS. H. E H. CARTER.
the distinguished Soprano,
MISS ANNA C, HOLBKVOK,
the pleasing Contralto,
MR. J. C. COLLINS,
the eminent Tenor,
MR. H. C. RARNABEE,
the renowned Basso and Humorist
Vocalist,
MR. D. HENKV SUCK,
the talented Violin Soloist,
MR. HOWARD N. DOW,
the accomplished Pianist,

ONE PRICE

APTPPWnnM

ii w

an-

ummuimuumn

g

CHILDREN.

The first of the Children
on tbe afternoon of

given

Entertainments

will be

Saturday, Dec. SO, 1876.
The

arrangements for this date

completed,
MISS. ZIIjIiA

Assisted by
EOUISK

but will be announced

Second

The

on

ENTERTAINMENT,
Grand Concert by

ChaMler's Full Killitarv Band & Orchestra.
D. n.
Assisted

CHANDLER, Conductor.

by tbe

best

Vocal and Instrumental Talent
m

the

city.

SEVENTH ENTERTAINMENT

Wednesday evening,

Feb.

14th,

entitled

“All Afternoon with

CHURCHILL.

Humorist, K9. C.
HAHMHi’li, and others will appear.

Tickets to the regular course ol eight entertain31.50.
Members’ tickets §1.00 (each member entitled to
two)
be served Seals §1.00 extra for
Evening entertainments only.
Eveuiiig Tickets 50 Cents.
Purchasers of Course Ticke ts will be entitled to
two tickets to each ot
the Children’s Entertainments.
CONCERT

BY CHANDLER’S RAND
one-half hour previous to each lecture.

be Procured at
Mnal^sfo?*4™
nnrtCa?
Music store,
and
alter Wednesday
on

same

Grand Concert of the Course,

Reserved

on

0C

Eve“n“ EnSkin

B. Cool mat?
F FBRKish'
UliO b swktt'
J’

M.
H

BENJ. BARNES, JR..
CEO. C. BCRUESS,

^dtnov17
men. Women nod Children who

cnjnrio haveen.y fitting.
and
.erviceable

“8

nre noni

good

Root.

look.
Rre

Sure to Dome

CO TIIT1 IT TEE:

dtf

Ladies’ Cloakings
w

Co
fiud

ju!2dtl

IT1KDDLE ST., where they will
Ini'goni Slock of Cine Moots
an
this €oun%y.
HI. «. PALHIER,

the

ill open

Job

ami (paid

ffiwvleh}

No. 37 PHmi Street.

The above schooner, well found and
fitted with new sails, spars and rigging, is
ottered for sale and will be sold at a bar
Said yacht is well
gain if sold soon.
'known as a fast and handsome yacht and
would make a good pilot boat. Inquire of
B. LEWIS & CO..
(40 Commercial Street.
julleodtf

For Sale.
HATTIE E. SAMPSON, 231, GI-100 tons
burthen, N. M., “ell found in sails and rigging
hllCAH SAMPSON,
&c. Apply to
lOCommercial St.
Jne21dtf

SCHIt.

For Baltimore.
Oracle,” Capt. Humphreys,
Ship
for freight apply to
0Ct2Idtf
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.

THE

new

September (when

Cloakings

Cloak

a

nice

IMPORTATION.

YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE PREJUDICES OF
others, stand between your suffering child and the
r.iiet that will be SURE-ves, ABSOLUTELY
SURE— to follow the use of this medicine, if tirnelv
used. Full directions for using will accompany each

bottle.
Be

sure

and call for

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,”
the outside wrapper.

d6m

LADIES’

Castor Gloves!

slock of

We have just opened

Trimmings.

Portland, Sept. 23,18768ept23d2m

CLAIRVOYANT.
MADDOX,the celebrated
MADAHIEN.II,
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress.
located at Market
can

Square, rear of the Dollar
Store, owposite ohe Horse Car Dej>ot, where she can
be consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss tiiis opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Per ns entering intoany
new business or profession, the con ucting oi whicn
they do not understand, will find it to the!r advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all w ho have
consulted her in her constant travels »ince she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies 50Joents. Office hours
roro 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
no9dti

ot Ladies’

a

full line

Two-Button

.English

Gloves, the very hest quality. Every one who has ever worn
these goods know that they arc the
most economical Gloves to buy.
Larger sizes tor Gents’ wear.

Castor

Owen & Moore,
Congress St., Cor. Brown. dtf

octl8

A nLlLTt INCHED GOODS
a

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddles,
very nice article for family use, picnic parties, and
board vessels at sea.
For sale by Grocers generally.

on

?10 Ver Day
be

made by energetic salesmen with
CAN
goods, Call at 42J Exchange Street, between
and 10 A.

1 f,

&c.,

to

oui

M.,or enclose $1.00 foi sample, directions.
Box 1932 Portland, Maine.
ja20dtodti

unpreeedently large vote

out 4000 or 5000 more than

f

Ladies’

an

they did

in

Sep-

tember, the Tilden electors will be chosen.
With this project in their heads they are actively canvassing, distributing documents and
employing all the tactics of a “still hunt,”
backed up presumably by a cask or two, if
not a barrel, of Tilden’s money.
In brief,
ministered.
they hope to give us a little surprise party on
This valuable preparation has beeu used with
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS in
November 7th. To render their chimerical
scheme utterly futile, it is only necessary to
Thousands ot Cases.
mention it.
Republicans throughout the
It not only relieves the child from pain, but in
vigorates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity
state should see to it that our voters are all
and gives tone and energy to the whole system. It
will almost instantly relieve
j out. No general campaign will be made, but
Griping of the Bowels, and Wind the local committees are charged with the
Colic.
duty of seeing that their respective towns
We believe it is the best and surest remedy in
give a good account of themselves and help
THE world, in all cases of DYSENTERY AND
swell the popular majority in the nation lor
DIARRHOEA IN CHILDREN, whether it arises
We would
tiorn teething, or from any other cause.
our next Chief Magistrate—Rutherford B.
say to every mother who has a child suffering lrom
of
the
not
let
Hayes.
foregoing
complaints—do
any

Sold by Druggists throughout the world
aug26

now

Yacht Ray for Sale.

We have put up and sold this article for years, and
CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it,
what we have never been able to say ot any other
medicine-NEVER HAS IT FAILED. IN A SINGLE INSTANCE, TO EFFECT A CURE, when
timely used. Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it. On the contrary,
all are delighted with its operations, and speak in
terms of highest commendation of its magical effects
We speak in this matter
and medical virtues.
’•WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after years of experience
AND PLEDGE OUR REPUTATION FOR THE
FULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE,
in aimpverv instance where the intant is snftp.r.
ing from paiu anu exhaustion, relief will be found
in fifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is ad-

Iflondn next an extensive lice of

Also

BERRY,

it, mothers, it will give rest to you
selves, and

Relief and Health to Your Infants.

on

OIlADBOtIM & KE11LL

OF iTHEIR OWN

STEPHEN

upon

Having the fee-simile ef “CURTIS & PERKINS’’

dtf

sept27

Bank.
cc7eod

P. S.—Examine ours before you purchase.

(ho

COmmiTTEE-

CHAS. W. ROBERTS,
■lOHN’O. PROCTER,

Course

A. K. PAUL,
W. E. DENNISON,
K. J. LIITLE,
W. E. THOMES,
K. K. GATLEY,
W. E.SIMMONS.
GEO. E. BROWN.

Ladies should be cautious ill purchasing Oossamer Rubber cloaks, and not
buy those with sewred seams as they are
JiOT Waterproof. Wo are making a
superior quality with cemented seams
that ARE WATERPROOF, at HALL’S
Rubber Store, under Falmouth Hotel.

flth

Sea'swillcornrne,me
at
llthTt™ o'clock

Saturday, Nov.

LECTURE

tickets, §2.00 each, for sale at the usual
.Seats for the Couise. §1.50 each.
Sale will begin at Aimv & Navy Hall, Wednesday
evening, Nov. 1st, at 7 o’clock, and, numbers will be
given out in the afternoon, the same as last year.
The Reserved Seat tickets will be tor sale at Win.
E. T'>omes\ under Music llall, after Nov. 1st.
Members’ tickets, §1.00. Each member entitled to
two. Can be procured of the Treasurer, T. J. Little.

OAUTIOM

Stockbridge’fl

Nmr

Entertainmenl atS!

Concert before the Lecture and Reading by the
Portland Band.

OCt:i

place

Doors open at 6 30 o'clock.
ment at 7.45. Afternoon

and will be announced in a few days.

places. Reserved

sepl28dtf

ISTearlv Opposite

Canal

ments

The sale of

The Eighth Entertainmant will be the

liaruabee,’’

which occasion tbe renowned

on

Select Readings by

Prof J. W

yet fully
days.

Saturday Afternoon, Jau. 18, 1877,

McQlJESTEN,
Vocalist.

SIXTH

are not
in a few

ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE,

rwiFPDiPtmiumHmci

***

FOB

Boston Philharmonic Club.

189

Subject to be announced.

addition to the above the Committee would
nounce tbat they have arranged for
In

TWO

STORE,

the Dollar.”

Wednesday, Feb. 21sl,
REV. H. M. GAL LAMER.
Lecture.

TO ALL, AND THAT PRICE
A LOW ONE

REMEMBER THE

Higginson,

of

Plain Figures.

EXAMINATION and COMPARISON is ail we ask, as we feel sure
that tlie GOODS on our Counters are marked lower than the same
quality can be purchased elsewhere. Strangers visiting the City will
be AMPLY REPAID BY GIVING US A CAUL.
Goods sold not proving
satisfactory will be EXCHANGED or
MONEY BEFUNDED.

Mu.ica! Director.

SYRUP

Sure to Regulate the Bowels,

These Goods are Manufactured IN ©UK OWN WORKROOM in
Boston, and we confidently assert that we cannot be undersold by any
DEALER IN THE STATE.

in

WINSLOW’S

greatly facilitates tbe process of teething, l>y softenmg tbe gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
all pain and spasmodic action, and is

MADE CLOTHING.

Every Garment Marked

But there is a hint in thi3 address of a little
which the wily hunkers have deluded
themselves into believing might be played in
Maine, ot which it is well enough that Maine
Republicans be informed. It is well known
that the vote of both sides is habitually less
at our November fhan at our September elecIn 1864 the Republicans threw 3780
tions.
less votes in November than September; in
1868 5000 less, and in 1872 over 10,000 less;
the Democrats made a corresponding loss of
2192 in 1864, nearly 14,000 in 1868, and over
26,000 iu 1872. Now their theory is that if
the Republicans throw 12,000 or so less votes
in November of this year than they did in

For Children Teething;,

Depend

Wednesday, January 24tli,

Subject—“The Aristocracy

MRS.

CHIUHHEY’S

AYS*

YOUTH’S

READY

SELECT READINGS.

Col. Thos. Wentworth

of their abun-

game

SOOTHING

Entertainment.

Mrs. Louise Woodworth Foss.

New

AND VOCAL CONCERT

Street,

Wednesday, Jan. 10, 1§77,

ENTERTAINMENT

GRAND INSTRUMENTAL

Store

KTo. 189 Ik/dEiciclle

Wednesday, Feb. 7th,

Thursday Evening, Jan. 18th.

the

disposal

stances.

To be announced.

MISS MAI DANIELS,
of this city.

FIFTH

Old and New in

Musical

Characters by
MR. J. W. LUCA.
JlB.WAi LACE KING.
MB. SAM LLCAS.
MB A. C BAILOR.
MIMS ANNA in IB YE KM.
MIS* EMMA L. H Yft Its,

JAMES LI BOER WOOD Sc CO.,
7 58 Broadwaj, New York.

OCt20dlm

OPENED AUGUST 30th,

STORES, D, D.,

Wednesday,

—

SMITH-WHITNEY CONCERT COMPANY.

Clothing Co.,

I8LA1VDN,

T J. PORTER, Prop.
Open,
Steamers leave New York, Oct. 28tb, and Nov. 20th.
For full information apply to

Wednesday, Dec. 13th,

GRAND CONCERT
—

Boston and Portland

Wcalth,’*|

Subject—“Evolution.”

ENTERTAINMENT.

Thursday Evening,

JR.,

HOTELS.

Street,

to come and the

dant campaign funds among their hungry
henchmen everywhere has roused great liveliness in their ranks, and Ihey will leave no
effort unmade and no device untried to capture the government.
They have not had
much encouragement for many years and the
faintest ray of light makes them wildly sanguine. So unused are they to anything approaching propriety that they really don’t
know to act and become very absurd and
preposterous. This is shown in many ways,
but perhaps the extreme pitch of independence which has been yet reached even by a
Democrat, is that of their state committee
for Maine, which issues an address to the
“Democracy of Maine” setting forth their
glowing hopes of carrying the country and
suggesting the possibility of carrying Maine.
This is too much for ordinary gravity—even
Mr. Talbot’s venerable horse could scarcely
refrain from laughter under the circum-

WALLEY, Secretary.

for Portland.

NASSAU,

Wednesday, Nov. 29th,

Subject—“The

—

of

spoils

THE ROM VICTORIA HOTEL

PROF. EDWARD S. MORSE.

ENTERTAINMENT

Wednesday Evening, Dee. 6tli.
LECTURE

THIRD

Subject—“The Ministry

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.
CAPITAL §200,000.

WM. ALLEN,

CO.,

IJ1IIE

REV. HENRY WARD REEIER.

Co.,

Audit nearly

Now

MISS. EMMA THU KM BY, Soprano,
MISS ANNA DHAMDIL, Contralto,
(First appearance in this city.)
MB. WM.JK WINCH. Tenor.
MB. JUH!VF. WINCH. Basso.
HERMAN KOTZSCHMAR, Pianist.

Jr.,

REVERE FIREINSURANCE CO.,

OF

magnificent September election,

brethren in other parts of the country
are waging the fiercest political warfare
that has occurred since the close of the rebellion. The Democrats are fighting a life and
death battle with all the energy of desperaation. Inspired by the old time spectacle of
a united South and by their partial success in
Indiana, they are throwing all their energies
into the last days of the contest. That they
will be beaten grows more and more certain
as
the days go by.
New York is
the most conspicuous arena and there the
Republican cause is improving in a most satisfactory manner and the great frauds attempted in the city have been in a large
measure detected and foiled by the
vigilance
of the Republicans under the efficient leadership of Commissioner Davenport. The interior of the state is all ablaze and a majority of 80.000 outside the city is confidently
predicted—a majority so large that the criminal masses of the city cannot possibly overcome it.
New Jersey is in a most hopeful
condition. South Carolina is certain for the
Republicans now that the advent of the bluecoated guardians of the peace has silenced
the revolver and the shot gun.
Well founded hopes are also entertained of Louisiana,
Florida, North Carolina and Oregon. These
states which have hitherto either been considered doubtful or have been conceded to the
Democrats, joined with the Blates which are
conceded on all hands to the Republicans,
will make a largo majority in the electoral
college for Hayes and Wheeler.
But the Democrats are active.
Hope of

FOUR MILLION DOLLARS I

AGENT

To Maine Republicans.
resting quietly on the laurels

our

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

LIFE

WHEELER,

NEW YORK.

we are

at our

Wm. Sharp,
301

Commercial Ntrtef

ju22

Portland, Me.
dll

by a Liberal, B. A. Willis. It will
stoutly contested by the Republicans. Thy
12th, 14th and t5th districts are certainlDemocratic. The 13th District is now represented by John O.
Whitehouse, Democrat.
The Republicans have nominated J. H.
Ketcham. Mr. Whitehouse has declined a
renomination in consequence of his antipathy to Tilden. Dopes are entertained by the
friends of Ketcham that he may be elected.
The 16th District is now represented by C.
D. Adams, Republican, who was elected as a
result of a split in the ranks of the Democracy. It is to be seen whether there is greater harmony now than in 1874.
If not, the
Republican representation will be continued.
In the 17th. 18th, 19tb, 20th, 21st, 22nd,
24th, 25th, 26th. 27th, and 28th districts the
Republicans are certain of success by large
majorities. In the 23d district hopes are entertained of defeating Lord, the Democratic
representative. The Republicans are also
hopeful of redeeming the 29th District, now
represented by a Democrat. The 30th District is very close, but the Republicans are
confident of holding it. The 31st is in
danger because of the nomination of two
candidates. The 32ad is certainly Republican and the 33d is sure to be redeemed
by
them.
One of the things which no feller understands is Massachusetts politics. Iu Northamnton the Republican paper bolts the Re-

publican

nomination for county treasurer bethe candidate i3 an undertaker and will
the books in a room “where there is the

keep

PRESIDENT,]

For Presidential Klectors.

While

resented

The New York Delegation.
New York will do its share toward assuring a majority in the next National House of
Representatives, and defeating the control of
that body by the Confederate Brigadiers.
The Republicans are confident of gaining four
districts and hope for three or four moreThe present delegation is classified as 15
Republicans, 1 Independent Republican, 4
Liberal Republicans and 13 Democrats. It
really stands 16 Republicans and 17 Democrats, the Liberals having gone over to the
Democratic camp, and the Independent, Mr.
Chittenden, being in regular Republican
standing. The next delegation will contain
at least 20 Republicaus and not more than 13
Democrats. There are reasonable hopes that
the Republican majority will be even larger.
In the 1st district, where Metcalf, Demo,
crat, was elected by 1682 votes in 1874, the

Republicans are very hopeful of the election
candidate, John A. King, who is very
popular. They entertain strong hopes too
of redeeming the 2nd district, now represented by John G. Schumaker, the notorious
lobbyist. In the 3rd district S. B. Chittenden, the present representative, will be supported and elected by the Republicans. The
4th district is now represented by A. M.
Bliss, Liberal, and the Republicans think
they can redeem itr In the 5th district the
Democratic
representative, Meade, was
chosen two years ago by only 175 majority.
The 6lb, 7th, 9th and 10th districts, where
repeaters prevail, are without doubt Democratic. In the 8th district the Republicans

of their

have been confident of success, but have ime
perilled their chances by dissensions In regard
to candidates. The 11th district is now rep-

smell of varnish and the sight of caskets.”
Furthermore, the candidate is opposed behft is rirh. and hapniiaa thn

CAT1SA

otinnM

go to “some worthy and poor young man.”
Thii is a wonderfully frank statement of the
spoils system. It has heretofore been held
good to have a rich man for treasurer.
D-Imociiatic journals are fond of pointing
State which has greatly
prospered since it has passed under white
rule. They proudly say that it has reduced
its debt from $30,000,to one half that amount.
It is true, and in the event of a Democratic
success we may expect to see the same
plan
applied to the National debt. Alabama reduced her debt by repudiating one half of it,
by forcing her creditors to accept In place
of a $1,000 bond at 8 per cent., a $500 bond
at four per cent. This is Democratic financial reform.
to Alabama as a

The Milwaukee Times has been sued by
Lucille Western for charging her with intoxication while playing in East Lynne. The
charge is probably unfounded, but Miss Western or any other actress who has to
play
“Madame Vine” would be justified in resorting to drink,and an audience to enjoy the play
should be very drunk iudeed. The reporter
who made the charge seemed to like East
•
Lynne very much.
The New York Canvass.
New Yoke, Oct. 24.
To the Editor of the Press:
I was at the Republican head quarters Fifth
Avenue Hotsl, last evening and found our political friends confident of carrying thii State
by at least 35,000 majority. The Republican
majority outside of thisoity in the State will
not be less than 75,000, probably more.
In this

city it is very difficult to decide how much
peating will be done, but the Republicans

reare

vigilant and determined that no man shall vote
not entitled to the elective franchise, and that
no repeating shall be done. They well snow
that New York is to be the great battlefield of
this Presidential election. They realize that
the contest is between religious and civil liberty
0n the one hand, and oppression, ignorance and
superstition on the other.
The registration has been enormous, and the
Democrats have made great preparations for
fraud. Tildeu, like a good general, is throwing all his reserves into New York city. But
the Republicans do not intend to be cheated out
of the electoral vole of New York if they caa
•••

i/oujuvmiiu

lUUJltll vy

IU

the city does not exceed 25,000 to 30,000,and anything beyond that can only be obtained by cheating. In the state outside of the city the Republicans are gaining votes every day. There has
not|been so much enthusiasm in any campaign
Bioce 1840. Everywhere the Republicans will
have heavy majorities.
The latest news received here from Florida,
South Carolina, North Carolina and Louisiana,
lead the Republicans to be very hopeful and
some are confident of
the electoral vote of
these states. Rut intimidation may make the
result otherwise. The men who by; their industry could produce 70,000 tierces ot rice in
the Georgia and South Carolina rice rwamps,
a cotton crop of 4,600,000 bales. 90 to
100,000
hogsheads of sugar, and very large com and
wheat crops may not have the privilege of the
elective franchise, although far more intellgent and industrious than the majority of Irishmen in New York city.
Loyal men here recognize that the great
question before the country is the mainteuance
and perpetuation of the national government.
They sea with alarm that Alabama, Texas,
Arkansas and Missouri have stricken from
their constitutions the requirements of paramount allegiaace to the Uoited States and the
Union. Business men view with dread the
possible election of Tilden. They remember
that when the Democratic party went out of
power government had to pay twelve per cent,
interest for money although the country was
prosperous and at peace with all nations, and
they fear a return to that experience. They
dread another financial revulsion. Business is
improving, but a Democratic success might
throw us back into the Slough of Despond. So
the business men of New York think, and
thinking thus they are laboring earnestly for
the election of Hayes. Their, influence will
assure New York to the Republicans.
H.

News and Other Items.
There are 246 Freshmen at Harvard this year
180 at Cornell, aud 150 at Yale.
There is considerable activity in the lumber
trad in Ottawa.
The demand for all kinds of
sawn lumber for the United States markets is
steadily on the increase and fair prices are real-

ized.

physiciaus of Cincinnati propose to dispublicly the merits and demerits of vapor

Two
cuss

baths. Oue of them who has used the baths
and recommended them to others for fifty years
scientific interest in the subject, while in his
own person and his eighty years be presents a
strong argument in their favor.
In a communication to the French Academy
of Scienoes, M. A. Moret states that daring a
recent balloon ascent off Cherbourg with M.

Duronff, they

surprised, at the height of
the bottom of the sea in its
though the channel at that

were

1,700 metres, to

see

minutest details,
point must be sixty or eighty metres deep
The rocks and under currents were clearly

visible.
The latest use to which electricity has been
put, is the calling ol the cash-boys in large retail dry goods houses. Iu oue on Eighth avenue,
New York, the cash-girls are stationed in one
part of the building at a stand, from which run

telegraph

wires to all the

sales counters, and
the saleswoman, by pulling a strap calls a messenger to her without the noise and confusion
attendant on the former process.
Up iu Snyder county, N. Y., they have a
panorama of the Holy Laud, which is enlivened by sparring matches, conducted by two emibruisers between the scenes. A few evencontest became unnecessarily warm, and was prolonged to such an
extent that the boy at the crank became disgusted and turned oujthe next picture, just as
the ninth round was about to conclude.
The

nent

ings ago the pugilistic

consequence was that one of the combatants
was knocked clear through the ruins of
Solomon’s temple, and took refuge behind the Sea
of Galilee just as his adversary kicked his boot
through that sheet of water. The panorama is
now

closed for repairs.

The brightness of the lamps in the lighthouses on the Florida co »st frequently produces
great destruction among the birds when miAs they fly along the beach in the
grating.
gloom of the evening, or seek the shelter of the
land when the ocean breezes blow too strong
for their comfort or
pleasure, they are dazzled

by the brilliancy of the lights in the towers,
and frequently fly blindly against the glass of
the building, crushing and breaking their bones

and often killing them instantly. On Wedncs.
day evening vast numbers flew against the
tower at Mayport and were killed, or so badly
It is
bruised that they crawled away to die.
said one light keeper swept off in the morning
000 birds from the top of the towers, and that
many others were scattered
the foot.
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[From the Cincinnati Commercial.)
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At Large.—WILLTAM W. THOMAS.
NATHAN A. FARWELL.
First BisZricZ—SYLVESTER LITTLEFIELD.
Second
I. WARREN MERRILL.
Third
BENJAMIN D. METCALF.
Fourth
J. W. PORTER.
SETH L. MILLIKEN.
Fifth
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1237 t» select from, ranging in prices from
$6 50 to $30.00
19 Imported Diagonal Frock Coats, $5.00, Co3l to make $12.75, Sizes 33 to 35
Youth Pants from
Youth Suits from
$1.75 to $6.00
$7.00 to $20.00
50 cents
6.00 to 12.00
50 Youth Vests,
Boy’s Suits from
2 00
Children’s Suits. A11 Grades, A11 Sizes, a good two-third W<joI Suit,
Nice Dress aud School Suits from $4.00 to $10.00
Shirt Waists from 37c to 1.50
Kilt Skirts from
6.00 to 12.00
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RUTHERFORD B. HA FES,

A. J. CUASE, General Agent for State.

Handsome single breasted Sack Suits, $ 9.00 Substantial,Wsol Frock Suits*
12.00 Fancy Basket Goods Suits,
Genuine Silk and Wool Suits*
Iroiu 14.00 to 25.00
Fine Dress Suits
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Course
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names of the officers and directors
permanency.
familiar as household words, and a voucher
for the prudent management and integrity of the
corporation. With Oue Quarter ot a Million Dollars
paid-up Capital, aud over Half a Million Dollars of
Assets, Hill ALL RISKS widely scattered, the
safer classes of risks only insured, and tho highest
ratio ot assets to liabilities, this Company offers the
very best indemnity against loss or damage by fire.

AGENT

1

journal._

Life

This Company was organized by the leading business men oi weiv Hampshire, ana emphatically possesses the elements ot
economy, success and

AGENT

SUffS

SUITS !

reserve commu-

regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
will
confer a favor upon us by demanding
managers
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

A. Straw, President.
Ex-Gof. James A. Weston, Vice Pres.
Geo. 15. Chandler, Treasurer*
John C* French, Secretary.
Frank A. ItlcKecn, Special Agent,
Geo. W. Eastman, Asst. Secretary.
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27 pairs Double and Twist I'ants, $1.40
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Her (Sirlbosd, Her Oratorr and Her
•
Crown of Thorna.”

THE VOICE

OF AN APPRECIATIVE AND

HONEST

CRITIC.

Twenty years or more ago, a quiet Quaker
widow dwelt in
Philadelphia, with her young
family. Two of her boys went to select school,
like the good Quaker lads
they were. The two
good Quaker lads wore square-topped, broadbrimmed hats. All the other
bojs wore caps.
Caps were the fashion for hoys then, and a bat
for

a boy was as
ridiculous as spectacles on a
baby. The two meek lads bated their square
topped hats like death, but they had to wear
them because they were
Quakers. The other
boys with their caps ridiculed the Quaker lads
as only boys can.
The close of school every
day was the regular signal for a boy mob and
a
running fight. The other bovs gathered in a
sort of
army and chased the Quaker boys
home,
livery afternoon they were pelted,
mocked and yawped at, and pursued into their

very doors. They submitted to this hot persecution because they could not
help themselves,
and endured tormeots.
But the Quaker lads bad a
younger sister at
home-younger than both. She made up her
miQu at length that she
wasn’t going to stand
this sort of thing. A bright idea siezed her.
Ibere wasn t any nonsense about her
way of
stopping the attacks on her big brothers either.
Every day, near school-close, the little girl
thrast a long iron poker into the tire, heated it
red hot, took the upper end ot it ia a doth
holder, aud, armed with this weapon, sallied
torth against the boys who mobbed her
big
brothers. She routed the enemy, root and
branch, as you may well suppose, aud bore her
brother?* home in triumph. Every day the battle was repeated with the same result, until the
little red-hot poker girl became |a familiar object on the street, aud the terror of all the
boys in the neighborhood. There was “no foolin’’ about her, you see.
Two or three years went'on, until, one mornng the club of “Progressive Friends*' advertised to discuss the rights aud wrongs of woman
on a Sunday afternoon.
The society of “Progressive Friends’* was ooe of those queer bear*
which
gardens
spring up and die out from time
to time in every citv—a
place where “shorthaired women and long-haired men,** oddly
dressed and with dirty finger-mils, people a
little cracked and not a little conceited, meet
and dispose of the universe once a week or so.
lu the discussion of that afternoon a
queer
party, one ot those donkeys who measure the
human race by the little tape line which compasses their own skulls, was particularly officious. This queer party assured the world that
woman was not the equal of man in intellect.
And, as if to add insult to iojury, he w*s particularly ugly and tantalizing in his way of
He had barely finished his mean
say tog it
and unjust speech, when suddenly a little

schnnl-!7t»l

anrancr

at.

him

liira

t»

umall

fnmrr

Sbe wore a little hood, and a modest child's
dress bnttoned np behind, without a ruffle or
ornament. Sbe buret upon the mean man like
a bolt of
lightning from a thunder cload, and
poured into his ears a torreut of rod-hot Invective which made him tingle all over and
electtiAed that bear garden. She did not stop
for breath till she had spoken all the angry
thought tnat was in her, tbeu suddenly, for the
Arst time realizing what sbe bad .done, the
child shot out of the door like a whirlwind
and away home.
The discussion was advertised to continue
next Sunday, and thither the little school-girl
was somehow drawu agaio.
The mean man
was there again
with nis mean little speeob,
and this tim<> be walked down the aisle and
Axed his eye on tbe child in the hood, and
shook his Auger in her face. Be bad daughters,
said the mean man. His daughters had not
intellect enough to be preachers and lawyers,
be knew, therefore no other man’s daughters
had. On the instant, like a fury again, the
child iu the hood was upon him, every drop of
blood in her body throbbing with noble wrath.
She never thought of addressing the chairman—never thought of anybody except the
mean man who bad angered
her so. And this
Arst recorded speech of that little girl was
in
this
ordbr:
something
“You say, sir, that your dsngbters have not
intellect to be preachers or lawyers. Sir, yoar
daughters are fooltl Iu the name of heaven,
what else conld be expected of the daughters
of such a father!”
And again she Aew oat of the door like a
whirlwind.
The bear-garden thundered aDd
roared, and thundered and roared again.
“Who is that little wild-cat?” growled tbe
bears.
No one knew. Acting from an uncontrollable impulse two ol tbe bears arose and followed her home. Sbe saw that she was followed, and doubled and turned up this square
aud down that to avoid her pursuers, bat in
vain. Very quiet and scared she entered her
home and crept up-stairs. The gentlemen followed on np to tbe door. One of them recognized tbe name on the plate and started back
"Good gracious!” said he, “it’s little Lizzie

Dickinson!”

True to her worst forebodings, the culprit upheard a loud ring at the bell, and presently an uncommon hubbnb in tbe hall. She
peeped tremblingly over tbe railing and saw
stairs

[VO

UPntlpmon talking Piirnonf.lv

In

bar

mnfher

while the good Quaker mother, with tears rolling down her cheeks, stuoil wringing ber
hands and lamenting in tones of unalterable

grief:
“O, that child! that child! I always knew
that ungovernable, furious nature would bring
her to some bad eud, and now it's come, it’s

last!”
The gentlemen stared in amazement. “Why
madam,” said one of them, “X would almost
give my life for a child like that.”
The Union Iieague employed Anna to speak
in the political campoign. From state to stale,
from city to city she went, carrying all before
her with her marvolous eloquence.
She never
wrote a word of those wonderful campaign
speeches beforehand. She did not often make
notes of headings even.
All seemed to come
to her, word by word, at the moment It was
spoken. There was never anything like It in
America since the days when Patrick Henry
electrified the House of Burgesses in Virginia.
Anna Dickinson’s worst enemy must admit
that.
After six months' public speaking
“little Lizzie” came borne so address the people of Philadelphia. Sbe spoke in the Aoademy of Musio, and the Quaker mother went to
bear her daughter for the first time. Long before the hour the building was packed until
there was not left standing room in an aisle.
Seven hundred people were crowded upon the
The Quaker mother looked
stage aloue.
arouod at the immense throng and turned cold
with fear.
“That child never can talk to all these people;
she never can do it,” said the mother to ber
other daughter, who sat beside her.
“Why mother, thee knows she has been talkinti to just such crowds for six months,” said
Sister Sue.
A gentlemaD touched the mother’s arm.
“Pardon me, madam, but are you connected iu
any way with the yoUDg lady who is to speak
some at

to-uigbt?”

"Tea—yea, thee means my daughter,” said
the mild Quakeress.
The whole couutry at that time was in a particularly excitable and emotional state, and
instantly all faces near turned toward the
mother and sister, till it seemed to the timid
mother as if she were swimming in a sea of
eyes. The gentleman who bad spoken to ber
was the mayor of Philadelphia, and it was hia
duty to introduce Anna to her audience. 11a
wou

tbe elections

in tbe states ot Mains and

New

Hampshire; bow she, tbe danghter of
Pliilodelphia, bad gained tbe applause of tha

world.
“And now,” said he, taking her band, ‘‘Philadelphia. receive your child!”
It was the only time in all Anna’s lex pel iouce that
lier heart almost failed her. Tbe
audience burst into thunders of applause, wave
ou wave of sound shock tbe building, aDd
tha
noise was terutic. The little Quaker mother
beard it all, and covered her face with her
hands, and bent her bead in an agony of
terror.

“That child

can never

do it!”

Presently Anna spoke
Tbe little Quaker mother

her tirat sentence.
raised her head, and
became so absoibed in the speech that sha
all
about
“that
child” ia tha
actually forgot
wouderful oratory of Anua Dickinson, which
made stroug mtu weep one moment and rend
tbe air with wild cheers the next, in spite of

themselves.

As soon as Anna came of age she was forout of Quaker meeting for “iDCitiog
to war and bloodshed.”
Nothing |can describe
ihe effect of her speeches so well as the brava
old Bible sentence: “And the heart of all tha
people was moved as tbe heart of ODe man."
Well, all that was a dozen years and more
ago. Tbe occasion which waked the echoes of
this magical eloquence has passed, and I pray
Ueaveu it may never come again! The occasion
has passed—has the power and glory of tho
young orator passed with it? Please the fates,
no! A woman at three and thirty can hardlv
have lost either her good looks, her intellectual
geDius or he courage. Decidedly no!
Since taking the stage, Miss Dickinson has
been offered double her old price to lecture ju6t
once ai different places. She will not. Wb*tber rightly or wrongly,she has chosen the stags
and will stick to it through thick and thiu till
she makes a uoble success. Mark that. The
genius is all there still; tbe indomitable pluck
is all there, and her stage make up is as beautiful as that of any woman who ever trod the
modern boards. The technicalities will corns
in time
It is tbe sheerest nonsense lor critics
to say that sho is lacking in emotional power.
What was it, pray, O wise old sticks, but just
exactlv the tremendous emotional power of
Auna Dickinson which once ‘‘moved all the
hearts ot the people as the heart of one mau?”
Tbe tenderer, emotional nature is not usually
lacking where blue-gray eyes and black hair
go together in a complexion,and even the critios
will maybe hud alter a time that the softer
emotions are not lacking iu this blue-eyed,
black-haired young woman, who has received,
more love letters than any other woman in
America. The stage expression of tho softer
emotions will come; will you miod that again?
I myself have heard a number of gentlemen
who were not dramatic critics remark: "Anna
Dickinson has tbe sweetest smile I ever saw
on the stage.”
Again, as a matter of fact, it if not truo that
the lauguaga of her play is commonplace. Let
us be honest; and, it we cau’t be honest, let us
ho as honest as we can. The play of a “Crown

mally read

of Thorns” may Dot be a play which will ever
draw immense audiences of people who enjoy
Black Crook and things, bnt people who listen
to it will be rewarded by finding it Btudded all
through with sparkling epigramatic sentences
and poetic fancies. One trouble with the
"Orowu of Thorns"islthat it requires some little
knowledge of history to enjoy it properly, and
yonr average citizen resents as a mortal insult
anything which pre-supposes any historical
knowledge on his part. Miss Dickinson’s
“Jane Byre” will probably be a better paying
play than her “Crown of thorns.” An ardent
admirer of hers wrote her a letter asking her
why she harrowed up people’s feeliDgs by having Anne Boleyu’s head cut off! ft was her
own play, and she could end it as she pleased.
Why did she not have Henry VIII’s|bead cut
off and make Anne Boleyn queen of Eugland?
said this critic. She has given a new and nobler conception to the character of Aune Boleyn
She has read and studied more about the times
of Henry VIII. thau probably anybody else ever
did, and her conception of Anne Boleyn is
likely to be correct, therefore—at least as anybody’ can be in these times.
Every boot-black, so to speak, seems to swel 1
up with a call to criticise Anna Dickinson.
There are scarcely half a dozen people in her
audiences who are not watchiog for her to make
And the queerest part of it all
some mistake.
is that every boot-black, so to speak, considers
himself competent to judge of her acting. I
noticed that a particularly greasy headed lellow
why sat behind me, aud kept digging my back
with his dirty toes, ever and anon, all the evening, keptlsaying to himself, “Tain’t her forte.”
"I appeal to the King of kings,” said Miss
DickinsoD. Dig went the toes. “’Tain’t her
forte.,’ says the greasy-headed fellow. Why
people should be so much severer to Anna
Dickinson than to other debutantes I do cot
know and cannot tell. They certainly have no
right to be. For myself I must say that there
are already some passages in her acting which I
never saw and never expect to see excelled,particularly the scenes with Wolsey. Furthermore
the majority of us plebians who have heard her
believe in a grand .future for Anna Dickinson
on the stage.

BY TELEGRAPH.
[Special Despatch

some two feet and this morning it was discovered that the eddy below the Brewer end was
washing into the bank some 20 feet. A large
force of men was at once employed filling in

with timber and rocks, and it i3 thought the
washing out has been stopped and that no serious damage will ensue.
Train Thieves Arrested.
Rockland, Oct. 26.—Through the efforts of
Superintendent Batchelder, assisted by Marshal Low and the city police, the notorious
train thieves James Quinby and Fred Sherburne of Great Falls, N. H., were arrested at
the house of David H. Ames in this city this
afternoon. These fellows belong to a gang of
four, who pursued the plan of breaking into
freight cars and stealing goods which they disposed of through a store in Waterboro’. Sherburne had been arrested and put under bonds
and ran away.
Quinby has not before been in
custody. Meldreo, the third confederate, was
arrested and examined at Dover, N. H., but
One Mellen, the fourth member
of the gang and a desperate fellow, is still at
large. Sherburne and Quinby will be taken to
New Hampshire tomorrow.
Doings of Council.
Augusta, Oct. 26.—The Governor and CounPeticil adjourned this evening to Nov. 14.

discharged.

Mr. William Castle has seceded from the
Kellogg opera troupe, and is now preparing to

tioners for the pardon of Hayes and Enwrigbt, Augusta rum sellers, bad leave to
withdraw. The claim of Mark Trafton against
the state for land referred to the Council by
the legislature in 1874, was decided in favor of
Trafton. John Downs of Washington county,
sentenced for life to state prison for burglary,
was pardoned on recommendation of the judge

appear io Italian opera.
King Louis of Bavaria has returned as unexpectedly and mysteriously as he vanished.
The ministers were discussing his absenee in
the oouncil chamber, when be walked in and
said: “Now, gentlemen, to business.”
Italians are said to be very much ashamed of
Verdi because he took no part whatever in the

who sentenced him.
They also pardoned Frank T. Dillon of Philadelphia, committed for 14 years from Knox
nnuntv id
in 1809
1869 for arson.
The first three davs
county
days

recent enthusiastic ceremonials attending Belon

tbat it wonla
wonld please
bim to
please him
contrary, said that
be present, and they are proportionately pleased
with him.

the
tbe

of the next session of the Council are to be devoted exclusively to counting votes for state
and county officers.
Sentenced.
Judge Danforth today sentenced Leon Jordan of Litchfield six months in the county jail

One of tbe carious articles in the Woman’s
Department at Philadelphia is a shutter from
the window of Mary Phillipee, the haughty
damsel whom George Washington wooed in
vain. Delicate flowers on a background of
gold have been painted upon it, and it is now
waiting for some wealthy relic-hunter to come
along and claim it.

for

burglary.

Oscanyon, tbe well known Oriental lecturer
and late consul general of Turkey in New
York, is to have a seat in the new senate about
to be formed by the Turkish government as one
to have ten members in that body. Mr.
Oscanyan was not long ago elected a member

are

NEW YORK,

of the national assembly of the Armenians.
Mr. Joseph Jefferson has been devoting himself, as far as his dramatic engagements wil'
permit, to oil painting, and his talent is bear-

THE BAUER MURDER.

fruit. An enthusiastic English admirer
says he bids fair to become as famous in one
department of art as in another. Borne of the
greatest painters have passed high encomiums
It should be understood that
upon his works.

ing

Capture

anxious to obtain a ticket, and discovered
that a friend of his had one, which he: was
willing to sell, but it seemed to be in a very

was

and the price demanded a very
to which the would-be buyer de'
marred. “Nonsense,” replied the friend, “it
is the best in the whole house.” “How so?”
‘It is next the door.”

position,
one,

inquiry into the assassination of Gen.
Prim, which begin in Madrid December 27,
1870, has just come to an end. Eighteen
judges have been killed under it, and the documents amonnt to 12,000 folio pages. One
hundred and twenty persons have been implicated, of whom forty have been dismissed exThe

auu uinuuuobui nuuuuucu.

After choking Maggie, be kept his grasp on
her throat and carried her through the cornfield
to the woods, where he attempted violence,[and
crammed leaves and the corner of her bonnet
into her mouth, tying tbe strings together about
her neck.
He also took her waist ribbon and
tied it tightly around her neck, which completed the work of murder. He afterwards broke
down some cedar limbs so he could find the
body after dark for the purpose of hiding it
more effectually, but when darkness came ou he
was afraid to go near the place.
McConachi was taken by the officers to the
Valley Stream depot to take the train back to
Jamaica.
Here, tbe confession being noised
about, tbe crowd gathered with a rope and the
was saved with
great difficulty from
prisoner
immediate death by lynching.
McConachi is 27 years old.
He was born in
this country. His family are highly respected
residents of Brooklyn, and have for some time
refused to have anything to do with him.
The Continental Life.
The suspension of the Continental Life Insurance Company, while it is to be regretted, is
not likely to entail any serious losses.
The
prospect is that policy-holders will be protected.

culpated, fifty-four have never been arrested,
six have died during the inquiry, and twenty are still in prison. But nothing like a
piece of positive proof against anybody ha9
been found.
Even the great charm which the Circassian
women have so long
exercised on tbe Turks is
owing less to their beauty than their intellect'
ual quickness. They seldom have good fea-

tures, but are slender, generally fair, with delicate pale complexions, and as these charms
are rare[ they are highly valued by the rich
Turks. The Circassian women are also very
quick at learning all sorts of needlework, embroidery and weaving, besides singing, playing
on the zither, and relating stories.
It is true
they are accused of a desire to domineer and
tha wildest iealousv. Thus monavamnus mnr-

riages

would suit them best Their under
standing and their sagacity they have often

enough shown,

when they span
invisible
threads between the seraglio and the Caucasus
and prevented the subjugation of free tribes by
Bussia. If they were to receive instruction
be the real masters of

the interests of their relations, who conThe sale of the young
girls is looked upon as an act of fatherly tenderness, as the children are taken from mud
huts and placed in magnificent palaces. From
vance

stantly pay them visits.

tbeir earliest youth the girls are sewed up in a
of leathern armor, that they may remain

sort

slender. Nature revenges itself however, by a
terrible corpulency, which few escape, after the
birth of the first child. The features of the
Circassian women, as far as I am able to
judge, or have heard, retain traces of beauty
much longer than the Turkish.
When I
pointed out to Mustapha and Allah the blessing instruction would be to the Circassian
women, they shook their heads in disapproval.
The men must learn something first, they con-

Centennial.
About 1500 gentlemen, members of commercial organizations iu this city, left to-day for
the Centennial.
Baltimore Produce and Cotton Exchanges closed to-day, as are many of
the offices of the brokers.
Democratic Parade.
The parade of tbe Democratic clubs in supof
the
national and state tickets set out
port
from Washington Square at 9 o’clock this evening. Tbe entire line of march along 5th Avenue, 23d street, Madison, 3d aud 4th avenues,
was crowded from 8 o’clock.
Tbe avenues and
cross streets along tbe route were ablaze with
torches and transparencies and resounded with
cheers, laughter and tbe crush of tbe bands,
A detachment of police headed tbe column,
which was miles in length and took twt hours
to get fairly on the march.
Tammahy Hall
was abUze with lights.
Rockets and bombs

was, she
head of “peculiar”. In a letter to a friend,
hitherto unpublished, and written before her
brother’s death and the imagining of “Jane

Eyre”
pivoed

she says: “My curiosity is a
about that countess you mention.
is her name? you have not yet given it.
not decide from wbat you say whether

little
What
I canBhe is

really

clever or only eccentric. The two sometimes go together, but are often seen apart. I

generally feel inclined to fight very shy of eccentricity, and have no small horror of being
thought eccentric myself, by which observation
I don’t mean to insinuate that I class
myself
under the head clever. God knows that a more
Consummate ass in sundry important points
browsed

than.I.

Duuiowwca

As to

society,

ui

the
O

green

Lord, Nell,

lainu^

iulu

WPffl

much about

complicated affair indeed, wherein nature is
turned upside down. Your well-bred people
appear to me, figuratively speaking, to walk on
their heads, to see everything the wrong way
np—a lie is with them truth, truth a lie, eteris

their notion of

happiness, sensible pursuits their ennui. But
this may be only the view ignorance takes of
what it cannot understand. I refrain from
judging them therefore, but if I was called upon to swop—you know the word I
suppose—to
swop tastes and ideas and feelings with_for
instance, I should prefer walking into a
once

by an

act of

voluntary

in the
of

legal tenders for the redemption of certificates
of deposit, $40,045,000; .coin, $73,835,144; including $33,402,400 in coin certificates; outstanding legal tenders. $368,494,740.

__

The New Eonn.
Of fifty millions of the new loan sold by the
syndicate in September, more than half was
taken in this country, notwithstanding that
two-thirds of the called bonds were held ir Europe. It is known that when the propositions
for a negotiation of the loan were first
made,
the Ko.b8childs syndicate proposed to take
twenty-five millions, while the American syndicate bid for forty millions.
These facts exthe claim that the principal sales have
plode
been due to the association of the Kotbschilde,
or that the negotiation could not have been
quite as successfully managed by other Eurojiean houses.

In connection with the recent stock-jobbing
report of the death of Commodore Vanderbilt,
it is interesting to read how a similar offense
was punished in England sixty years ago. The
story is told by Mr. Townsend in the Graphic.
The offender was Lord Cochrane.
He spread

abroad a false report of the death of Bonaparte.
He was sent to Newgate for one
year, exposed
in the pillory, and expelled from

parliament.
For 25 years after he was a vagabond on the
face of the earth, and all his romantic
gallantry in Greece, Chili, and Brazil could not soften the British heart.

_
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Nupended,
Salt Lake, Oct 26.—The register and receiver of the land office at this place were today suspended from duty by orders from Washington, pending an investigation of tboir office.
Col. M. M. Barnes, Secretary of the
Territory,
has been placed in
charge.

ROB ABILITIES FOB THE NEXT

TWBNTV-FOCB

MADE

Philadelphia, Oct. 20—Gov. Haye9 of Ohio
attended by his personal staff entered the exhibition gates at 11.20 o’clock and was received
by the representatives of the management and
numerous delegations of Ohio people, who with
a band escorted the Governor to the Ohio state
building which was gaily decorated with flags,
and surrounded by an immense multitude,
blocking up the approaches to all the entries,
and estimated to number 120,000 persons.
At
the door of the building the Governor was received by Gen. McCook and others of the Ohio
Centennial Board, aDd a few moments later
was presented to the people
from the perch on
the east end of the buildiDg,
After an enthusiastic greeting, President Hawley on behalf of
the Centennial authorities, formerly welcomed
Gov.
Gov. Hayes and all visitors from Ohio.
Hayes was then introduced and when the
cheering subsided spoke as follows:
On behalf of the people of Ohio I desire to
make their grateful acknowledgment to all of
the centennial authorities for the reception and
cordial welcome given to all of ns.
I desire also in behalf of the state of Ohio to
express our appreciation of the honor done to
Commisus by the presence of the Centennial
sioners from foreign countries who are here
with us in their respective representative capacities; to the executive department of our national government in charge of government ezhibits and to the Centennial Commissioners of
who have honored us with
our sister states,
their welcome presence; also to the people and
all citizens of other states and other lands than
our own who are here to join with us in this
commemoration. The citizens of Ohio have
been deeply interested in this celebration and
If events
are greatly gratified by its success.
are to be measured by their resalts the work of
the great founders of the national government
may well be commemorated by tbo people of
all the states and by none more heartily than
When independence
by the people of Ohio.
was declared Ohio had no existence.
Over ail
that is now Ohio was stretched one vast unWhat is Ohio now?—a
broken wilderness.
state with 3,000,000 of people—a greater population than that possessed by all the colonies
when they achieved their independence, but it
is not for me; it is not for us fellow citizens of
Ohio to dwell on the growth, the progress and
the prosperity of Ohio. A very instructive ad
dress on all these topics was delivered some
weeks ago by a distinguished citizen of our
state.
We ore here today as citizens of Ohio
upon the invitation of the Board of Centennial
managers of unr state, to complete the commemorative exercises on our part contemplated
national com
id
in me
the national
the original invitation
invitation or
of me
mission. It is enough (or us to say that we rejoice that our housts are in Ohio. It is enough
lor us to say that we are gratified that our lines
have fallen unto us in such pleasant places and
that we have such a heritage as Ohio now is
Ohio has been signally honored here by the
selection of one of her citizens as the director
general of this great enterprise. We are glad
to know that Gen..Goshorn has bo discharged
the duties of his office that his name will be
honorably remembered in connection with this
exhibition. We wish, as citizens of Ohio, to
congratulate especially the citizens of Philadel
Dhia and the people of Pennsylvania on the for
tunate issue of this great enterprise. It is
mainly their enterprise. Upon them its great
burden devolved aud to them belongs the lions’
share of the glory of its great success. This
Centennial exhibition is now drawing to its
It will pass
close. It will not be forgotten.
into history. It will live in the mind3 of our
countrymen linked with recollections of the
fathers whose work it has so fitly commemorated. We hope that the influence of this celebration will be to extend aod perpetuate the
principles of our revolutionary ancestors, and
to give increased assurance to all mankind;
that the new nation brought forth on this continent a hundred years ago is destined under
Providence long to remain the home of freedom and the refuge of the oppressed.
At
the conclusion of Governor Hayes’
and
the
speech
reception commenced
the
was
fur
some
continued
hours,
Gov. shaking hands with a large number of
His
of
the
visits
to
various
parts
people.
exhioition occupied the remainder of the day.
DuriDg the afternoon he made a brief speech
at a lunch given to the Commercial exchanges
He is expected to revisiting the exhibition.
main in Philadelphia till Saturday.
About
The poultry show opens to-morrow.
The exhibition
5000 birds will be exhibited.
will continue ten days.
The cash admissions today were 122,268; at
half price 422.
Gov. Hayes was given a reception at the
Union League Honse to night, and made a
brief speech to the crowd outside the building,
which was brilliantly illuminated.

POLITICAL
[Special Despatch to the Boston Traveller.]
Washington, Oct. 26.—That Tilden himself
is thoroughly alarmed about the political outlook is evidenced by his letter ou thejpayment of
Southern claims, which is regarded here as a
desperate move to check the tide of public sentiment in the North and to try to save New
York state to the Democracy.
The Southern Democrats are very indignant
at Tilden’s coarse, and some of them freely as-

j

!•
Officer, Washington, D.O.,
Oct. 27, (1 A. M. j)
For New England.
and the Middle states rising barometer, station,
ary or slightly lower temperature, north to west
winds, clear or partly cloudy weather, and followed in the western portion of the latter by
slowly falling barometer and winds shifting to
warmer easterly or southerly.

The Post’s Berlin dispatch states that Ronmauia has given assurances that her military
measures are intended for no! other purpose
The six weeks
tliau the autumnal practice.
armistice with a prospect of subsequeot proif
is
now
necessary,
longation
reported as secured.
London. Oct. 27.—The Times correspondent
at Belgrade says: The depression here continI caDnot help thinking we are at the beues.
ginniDgof the end. if the Russo Servian army
is left unassisted the Trnks will assuredly
reach Belgrade. They are advancing slowly
and irresistibly. However, unless the armistice is concluded Gen. Tchernayeff will certainly fight to the last. There is scatcely any
reason to doubt that the Servian government
has lost all control over Tchernayeff, which is
completely at variance with the minister of
In regard to the minors of a crisis a corwar.
respondent says doubtless the minister would
gladly resign if the Priuce would accept his
resignation, nud if they could get others to replace him.

that his letter will drive away from him
thousands of voters in the South. Olliers,
while denouuaiug him, assert privately that
they regard the letter as purely an electioneering dodge, and that he will be only too glad to
give them the payment for the losses incurred
in the war, when be ascertains that the Democratic party in the South are united on this

Cheyenne, Oct. 26 —The arrival of General
Merritt’s command at Red Cloud Tuesday, signalized the closing up the Big Horn and Yellowstone campaign which will be succeeded hy
the Powder river expedition, consisting of fifteen companies of infantry and eleven companies of cavalry, the latter principally of the
fourth regiment, with a few companies of the
second and third, which have not beeu in the
All are fresh troops and
summer campaign.
will be commanded bv Gen. Crook in person.
its winter headquarhave
will
The fifth cavalry
ters at Fort Bussell, Gen. Merritt in command.
Ten compaThe third goes to Fort Laramie.
nies will remain at Red Cloud.
installed
chief of
Tail
was
formally
Spotted
the Sioux uatiou by virtue of authority of the
President, aud was as such accepted by all the
Indiaus at that agency.
On Monday a baud uuder Young Man Afiaid
of his Horses, ran utf in the excitement and
started north. Word was sent them to come
back in five days or be considered hostile to the
government.
The capture made by General Merritt consisted of 500 Indians, 700 ponies and a large number of arms.
The ponies and arms are to be
disposed of at auction on the 2d of November
at Fort Laramie.
The moral effect of this decisive policy is
wholesome, and peace promises to prevai1 at
the agencies.
Larimie, Oct. 25.—Red Cloud and 84 warriors
left the agency armed and equipped for the war
path, taking a northeasterly direction towards
Gen. Mackenzie started to
Sbadron Creek.
bead them off, and in a short time bad them
surrounded and corralled twenty miles from the
agency. The warriors surrendered, though Red
Cloud wanted to fight. He finally submitted
and the whole outfit were disarmed and are
now prisoners.
Red Cloud told Geu. Merritt
to let him out, give him a chance and he would
show him some fighting.
The Indians have
nearly all left the agency, going north in large
bands.
The stage just in from Custer says 85
ponies crossed the road going north yesterday.
There were fifteen lodges of Indians.

NOV.

THANKSGIVING

_

ENGLAND.
The Grand Trunk Meeting.
Tokonto, Oct. 26’—A special cable despatch
to the Eveuing Telegram from London, Eog..
says that the shareholders of the Grand Truck
Railway held a meeting to-day. Its relations
with the Great Western were discussed and
Mr. Childer’s animadversions were answered.
Mr. Tyler delivered an able speech and assured
the meeting that the board of directors were
The report was unanithoroughly uuited.

mously passed.

SPAIN.
Spanish Conspiracy.
Madrid,Ocr. 2G.—All the persons implicated
in the recent conspiracy will he tried before the
Among the documents
ordinary tribunals.
discovered by the government are decrees signed by Riez Zorilla conferring public appointments upon the intended leaders of the insurrection, and hoods redeemable after the success
of the movement. All the military arrested
were on the half pay list.
The

_

30TH.
TUE DOMINION.

A

Presidential Proclamation.

The Gale.

Halifax, Oct. 26.—A despatch from the
Magdalen Islauds reports that on the 16th and
17th insts the severest gale known for years
Considerable damage was
was experienced.
done on shore and many fishing boats were destroyed. No wrecks are reported. The weath-

Washington, Oct. 26.— By the President of
the United Slates of America, a Proc tarnation:
From year to year we have been accustomed to
praise in our daily pursuits and set apart time
and offer our thanks to Almighty God for the
special blessings He has vouchsafed to us,with
oar prayers for a continuance
Wo
thereof.
have at this time equal reason to be thankiul
for His continued protection and for tbe material blessings Ho has bestowed. In addition to
these favors accorded us as individuals we have
especial occasion to express our hearty thanks
to Almighty God, that by His providence and
guidance our government established a century
ago has been enabled to fulfill the purpose of
its founders in offering an asylum to tbe people of every race, securing civil aud religious
liberty to all within its borders, and meting out
to every individual alike justice and equality
before the law.
It is moreover especially our
duty to offer our humble prayers to the Father
of all mercies for continuance of His Divine
favor to us as a nation and as individuals.
By reason of all these considerations, r, Ulysses
S. Grant, President of tbe United States, do
recommend to the people of the United States
to devote the
30th
day of November
next to the expression of their thanks and
to
God
and laying aside
prayers
Almighty
their daily avocations and all secular occupations to assemble m their respective places of
worship and observe said day as a day of
toanksgiving|and rest.
In witness whereof I have herewith set my
hand and caused the seal of the United States
to be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington, this 26th day of Oct, in the year of Our
Lord, 1876, and of the Independence of tbe
United States of America, the one hundred
and first
U. S. Grant.
(Signed)
By the President,
Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State.
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Big Shipment.
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Chicago,Oct.

the

shipment ever

question.
Among Bepublicans the letter is

spoken of

a virtual admission that the Democrats
are
in danger of losing New York, or else that the
chairman of the National Committee would
not have called on Tilden to supplement his
letter of acceptance with a declaration of what
his course would be io regard to certain measThe letter has done more to
ures if elected.
inspire Bepublicans with confidence that New
York will be carried by Hayes next month,
than anything that has occurred during the
campaigo. It is said here that the instructions
were
sent from the New York Democratic
Headquarters to keep the letter oat of the
Southern Democratic papers, so as not to reach
the eyes of Southern men, on the ground that
it was written purely to affect the canvass in
New York

as

Jury.

1500 to 2000 names.

state._
MARINE NEWS.
Schooner

Wrecked.

Bangob, Oot. 26.—A private despatch from
BarriDgton, N. S., says schooner D. B. Doane
of Brewer, is a total wreck.
The mate and
of tbe crew were drowned.
The Consul
will sell tte wreck Saturday.
No further particulars.

two

Henry Failure.
Chicago, Oct. 26.—Wm. B. Whitney filed
his voluntary petition in bankruptcy this morning. Liabilities $425,000, distributed over tbe

northwest and in New York state. The heavicreditor is E G. Whitney, Madison, Wis,,
who has a claim of $105,000.
The Louisville
City Bank has a claim of $20,000 and the
Northern Bank of Kentucky one of $10,000.
The assets are bank and other stocks to the
est

Belleropbon

ou

THE TURF,

Oct.
2G.—The free-for-all
The followpurse of $2000 was trotted today
ing is a summary:
Ladv Maud,
1—1—1
3—2—2
Adelaide,
Nettie,
2—3—3
Time 2.26, 2.32J. 2.25.

THE

SOUTHERN DISTURBANCES.
Chamberlain’s Coarse Ap-

Gov.

proved.
Columbia, Oct 26.—Judge Magrath and

called
Dessaussure
on
Govand
General
ernor
Chamberlain
Huger
yesterday to request the presence of United
Stales troopa»in Charleston county to insure
peace and order at the coming election. They
appeared as representatives of the white citiGov. Chamberlain and Can. Huger gave
zens.
them assarance that perfect impartiality should
be observed in all their official acts.
This visit of leaning white citizens to seek
the aid ot United States tioops is received here
as conclusive proof that tne tioops are not regarded as partisans, and that the Governor’s
purposes relate only to the pnblio peace and
General

safety.

_

THE RAILROAD WAR,
of Eastward

Freights.

New Yoke, Oct. 26.—The Post says the
railroad representatives which recently met at
Detroit are now in session in this city. From
what we heard yesterday we are led to suppose
that such arrangements would be made as
would lead today to the announcement of a
Our information
general advance in rates.
this morning dees not prepare us tor such an
several
days, although we
announcement for
has been practiare assured that an advance
cally agreed on and is only delayed by settlement of details.
At the railroad meeting today there were
present John Newell, representing the Lake
Shore; Messrs. Sloan and Ledyard, President
and general manager of the Michigan Central;
Mr. Broughton, representing the Great Western and Grand Trunk of Canada, and Mr.
W. L. Scott of the Canada Southern.
They
unanimously agreed to advance eastern bound
settlement
the
toward
The
next
Heights.
step
of the railroad war is a meeting of the eastern
trunk lines, which will be held iinmediately.
The meeting of the eastern trank lines or representatives is called for tomorrow at the office
of Wm. H. Vanderbilt.
A Brothers’

Quarrel.

Bellows Falls, Vt., Oct. 26 —In the village
of Grafton, Vt., about 12 miles from this place,
two brothers named Frank A and Solon S.
Wooley, had an altercation on business matters
yesterday, which ended in Solon drawing a revolver aud shooting Frank iu the abdomen,
probably fatally wounding him. A leud had
existed between them tor some time. Both aro
well-to-do citizens of Grafton.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

FORE ISO- N.

which together with the fact that raw sugars are
veiy scarce give the reason ot the late advance.
Flour is generally dull and there is but little movement. Corn is strong and in good demand.

The Eastern War Cloud.

Foreign Exports.
HAVANA. Schr Frank W Emery-5681 shooks
and heads, 23,00(1 ash hoops.

The Six Weeks’

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By Boston & Maine Railroad.—Josselyn &
Co 3 cars dour, Cummings, L & Co 1 do lumber, A L
Loring 3 do corn and 2 do oats, A W Jordan 1 do do,
Marr, True & 1 do flour, Paris Flouriug Co 1 do

Armistice Se-

cured.

flour, Hoagland & Clark 2 do oats,

Phare da
text of the
delivered
Gen.
speech
by
Ignatieff, the Russian
ambassador, on presenting his credentials to
tbe Saltan. Gen. Ignatieff said the Czar understood the difficulties of the situation and
although he did not dissimulate his sympathies
for Turkey’s Sclavonic subjects, he trusted the
existing difficulties would be removed so that
the Saltan might improve the condition of his

Trunk Railroad 10 do meichandise, Maine Central
isauroaa di ao mercnanaise, roruauu «b Ogdensburg
Railroad 2 do merchandise, Portland 13 do merchan-

dise.

by

thp miPKlinn rtf

art

ormiatina

flann.nl
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Deligrad.
Bucharest,

Oct. 26.—A decree convokes the

Roumanian Chambers in extraordinary session
on the 2d of November.
Brussels, Oct. 26—Advices received here
from Vienna represent that the position of
Count Andrassy. minister of foreign affairs for
the whole empire, and Herr Tizar, Hungar ian
premier, are precarious.
The students of the University of Festb, who
have been forbidden by the police to make the
contemplated torchlight demonstration in
honor of the Turkish consul, have determined
to disregard the prohibition. No conflict, however, is apprehended.

Berlin,

Oct. 26.—A controversy has arisen
between the German and Austrian newspapers
in consequence of the latter’s criticism of Germany’s attitude. The National Zeituug to-day
in replying to an article in the Pesther
Lloyd
says:
“The attitude, of the Hungarian press
only
tends to confirm Germany’s cautious reserve
and to justify its expediency.”
Vienna, Oct. 26.—Baron Anton von Prokeschosieu, the Austrian diplomatist, is dead.
Belgrade, Oct. 26-Gen. Novesloff has
asked for reinforcements far the Servian army
of Ibar and Col. Becker has been ordered there
with fresh troops. An official bulletin states
that the Turks on Tuesday made a desperate
attempt to break Gen. Novesloff’s lines, but
were repulsed with great slaughter.
Ragusa, Oct. 26.—The Montenegrins have
cut off Mockhtar Pasha’s communication with
Trefinje and iuvested Nic3ie. Great distress
prevails in Montenegro, notwithstanding the
military successes, because of the necess ty of
maintaing so large a number of refugees.
London, Oct. 26.—The Standard’s despatch
from Ragusa says the complete failure of Derj vish Pasha’s recent attack on the southern
for
j frontier of Montenegro ends the
I this year as the winter season hascampaign
commenced.

conveyance-1009 bush cornmeal

W. True & Co.

to

G

BomIod block Market.

LSalea at the Brokers’ Board, Oct. 26.]
$80 Eastern Railroad scrip... 47
105 Eastern Railroad. 6$

Oct.

tieff, the Russian Ambassador, will have another private audience with the Saltan Saturday.
Advices from Tiflis reptat that the Turkish
Consul-general and bis wife have been murdered by robbers. Russia is making every effort
to discover the perpetrators.
Fighting continues around Alexinatz and

water

I

Mew York block and

Money Market*

New York, October 26.—Evening—Money market
v® 3 per cent, on call. Sterling Exchange is (lull
and weak at 48:$ lor 60 days and 484$ for demand.
Gold steady throughout the day at 10PJ. Borrowing rates 1$ 1 and 2 per cent.; loans also made flat
and at 1 (eg percent, for carrying. Clearances $12,566,000. The customs receipts to-day were $411,0<M).
Treasury disbursements $464,000 gold interest and
$ 11,000 in silver coiu. Governments steady.
Stocks weie irregular. In early business prices
were firm and higher, except for the coal stocks,
at 2

which were weak. Subsequently there was a partial reaction from the best prices, followed again by
strong market and higher rates, but finally under
sales to realize profits and considerable hammeriug
closed lower and weak. Western
by the bears market
Union Telegraph, under transactions reaching 57,000
was
conspicuously strong despite the stateshares,
ment put afloat of great extensions of business by
& Pacific Co., which claims to have addAtlantic
the
ed 200 new offices and 20t0 miles of wire to its previous existing facilities.

ciosmg quotations of Gov-

following
ernment securities:
United States 6s, 1881, coup.118
113
United States 5-20’b 1865, old..
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new.112J
United States 5-20’s,1867.115$
Uuited States 5-20’s, 1868 .116$
United States new 5’s.1 u|
United States 10-40s, coup.115*
Curreucy 6’s.
124$
The following were the closing quotations of
The

Stocks:
Western Union

were

oparna

the

Telegraph Co,

73$
Pacific Mail. 24|
New York Central & Hudson UR.104$
ex.

Erie..
Erie preferred.

log
21

Michigan Central. 50g

Panama. 125
Union Pacific Stock..
61
Lake Shore....
Illinois Central. 83$
89
Pittsburg R.
Chicago & Northwestern. 38g
Northwestern
preterred.614
Chicago
New Jersey Central. 36|
Rock Island.
274
St. Paul.
St. Paul preferred.
578
Ohio & Mississippi. 11$
Delaware & Lackawanna.
Atlantic <£ Pacific Telegraph. 16
Missouri Pacific... 3$
Atlantic & Pacific preterred... 2
The following were tbe closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad secunt ies:
Central Pacific bonds.
109$
Union Pacific.
106
.....

..,.10l|

75§

CLARION

PORTABLE LOOKING RANGE.

om iui

SPOKEN.
Sept 20, lat 49, Ion 18, barque Proteus, Orcutt, tm

Dunkirk for New York.
Oct 22. off Delaware, sch
New York.

by

NUTTEIt BROS. &

CO.,

PORTLAND.
BY

—

—

JAMES PENNELL, Saccarappa*
and about all ot the flrst-lass dealers in the State.
octl6
snd3w

DJAMIL
rmnua
A.ND

ORGANS.

El). B ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street,
has the celebrated W>b«*r JPiauo, and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning
attended, to as

nly

aug^is

Tukesbury &

Co.

just recelveil from Yew York
and Bostou markets some very
have

choice

DRESS GOODS
with velvets to match.

listings

in all shades cat bias.

European market*.

eod&wlw

Pena.t ola for

Merino Vests.
One

more

case

heavy Tor

extra

50 cents each.

537

Congress Street,

BETWEEN OAK & CASCO STS.
(ltf

The Western Uuion Telegraph Company lias re£
duced its rates more than
Messrs. Drexel, Morgan & Co.
52 PER
CENT, in ten
OH
years. Its own lines are
MESSRS. J. 8. MORGAN & CO., London,
connected with more than
Belfast Banking Company, Ireland,
thousand stations
seven
FOR SALE
and through its connecWOODBURY & MOULTON, tions reaches
directly more
67 EXCHANGE STREETthan ten thousand stations.
It has twenty-eight wires
!
coming into Portland from
Just received Choice Michigan Apples,
all directions, while its ri3 Bushels in a Barrel. val whose advent is herThese Apples are hand picked and alded
.with much sounding
—

BY

—

—

Michigan Apples

packed

as

were taken from the tree

they

oc9d3msn

91 COnfflEBCIAIi STREET,

Bath.

In Brunswick, Oct. 24, by Rev. Geo. C. Crawford,
Joel H. Weymouth of Bath and Mrs. Mary A. Putnam of Auburn.

CHINESE.
sep26

sntf
/

26, Mrs. Charlotte T., wife of Da-

wire

in

direction. The rates
the
Western Union lines
by
will always he as low as
by the lines of any other
Company that has any capacity for handling teleone

graph business.
J. S. BEDLOW,
BARRETT,

SWAN &

DEALERS IN

No,

nut one

pnrase,

Bath, Oct. 23, Moses Black of Phipsburg and
Miss Laura D., daughter the late David Curtis of

Saturday

prices.

\

In

afternoon at 2 o’clock,
[Funeral services
at No. 3 Anderson street. Burial at convenience of
the family.
In Bowdoin, Oct. 21, Mr. Nath’l G. Cornish, aged
56 years.
In Woolwich, Oct. 24, Mr. James M. Thwing, aged
36 years 6 months.

in all the latest styles at very low

iNOWS.

J. S. CROCKETT,

MARRIED.

CLOAKINGS

0Cl4

—

!

Remedy.

—

Sterling Exchange I

October 26—12.30 P. M.—Consols 94 15-16
for money and account.
London, October 26—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, new 5s, at 1062; Erie at
102. 4 p. m.-United States bonds, 1867, 1081; new

of oar standard medical journals
says: “I was cured of Dropsy in one mouth by using
Hunt’s Remedy.” All diseases of the Kidneys,
Bladder and Urinary Organs, are cured by Hunt’s

ASD

Clothed” from head to feet, I
York styles” at Georgh Fenno’s,
/
of Beach and Washington Street,
Boston.
dtdecll

sep21

London,

FOR

for sale

are

1

Mobile, October 26.—Cotton is firm; Middling

one

from

everybody knows,

; most

Charleston, October 26.—Cotton firmer; Middling uplands at 101 @ I0|c.
Augusta, October 26.—Cotton is active and firmer; Middling upands at 9| @ 10c.

FROM

BAN Q OR
These Ranges

dys are

uplands 102 @ I0|c.

95 3-16

Susan,

MOST EVERYBODY

Savannah, October 26.—Cotton is quiet and easy;

NAME

WOOD, BISHOP & CO.,

►

Middling uplands 102c.

In this city, Oct.
vid H. Webber.

ottered to the public, and we have no hesitation
in saying that all who will carefully examine it will
he convinced ot these facts.
All in want of a new Hange are invited to call and
see for themselves and obtain a pamphlet containing
description and the names of parties having them
in use, to whom we refer.

ever

SPECIAL NOTICES.

firm; Middling

act23

We claim to have prodnced the meet elegant and
economical, compact, and convenient Cooking Hange

Philadelphia.

dling uplands at 102c.

A writer in

paused.

imaj uicu,

(Latest by European steamers.l
Cld at Liverpool 10th inst, Belle O’Brien, O’Brien,
Balize; Sami Watts, Lermoud, Sandy Hook; 11th,
Wm A Campbell, Curling, Balize; T J Southard,
Minotr, Galveston.
Sid fm Plymouth 10th, F L Carney, Jackson, for
New York.
Cld at Cardiff 9th inst, F L Richardson, Watt, for
Havana; 11th, Geneva, Me Loon, Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Dunedin Aug 16tb, Ada Wiswcll, WiswelJ,
New York.
Ar at Calcutta Sept 17, Florence Treat, Short, from
Bombay; 18tb, El Capitan, Lincoln. Cagliari.
Sid 13tb. John Clark, Pendleton. Bombay.
Sid fm Bombay Sept 20, Cora, Coombs, Calcutta.
Sid fm Malaga 6th inst, Martin A Berry, Berry,
New York.'Sid fm Cuxbaven 9th inst, Carrie Wyman,Wyman.

26.—Cotton is firm and in
Louisville,
good demand; Middling uplands 102c.
Galveston, October 26.—Cotton strong; Middling
uplands 10|c.
Wilmington, October 26.—Cotton steady; Mid-

for money and account.
Liverpool, October 26.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton
market is active; Middling uplands at 6d; do Orleans at 6 3-16d: sales 20,000 bales, including 3000
bales tor speculation and export; leeeipts of 21,000
bales, all American.
Frankfort, October 26.—United States bonds,
new fives, 102.

uii£

Boston.

October

5s, 106|; Erie 102.
London, October 26—2.30 P. M.—Consols

iuoi,

Passed Port Molgrave NS 20th inst, sch Norman,
Smith, from Cardin for Sheuiac.
Ax at Yarmouth, NS, 21st, brig Vesta, Portland.
Sid fm Cow Bay 19th, brig Tally Ho, Cates, for

Detroit, October 26.—Flour is firm at 6 00 @
6 50 for choiec brands of White Winter. Wheat is
steady; extra White Michigan nominal; No 1 White
Michigan 1 271, milling 1 22 bid; No 1 Amber Michigan at 1 20 bid. Corn is dull and steady; No 1 Mixed held at 53c. Oats steady; No 1 White nominally
at 4lc; Mixed 372c bid, 381c asked.
Receipts—579 bbls flour, 16,574 bush wheat, 440
bush corn, 2450 bush oats.
Shipments—1454 bbls flour, 14,918 bush wheat, 000
bush corn, 3817 bush oats.
Cincinnati, October 26.—Pork strong and higher;
market appears to be cornered ;sales at 16 25 @ J6 50,
closing with latter bid Lard is irregular; new at
9 50 @ 9 65; old nominally at 10; kettle rendered at
102 @ log. Bulk Meats are dull and lower ;shoulders
at 6|; clear rib sides 8; clear sides at 82 @ 8flc. Bacon
easier; shoulders 71 @ 7$; clear iib able at 9 @92;
clear sides at 91 @ 9|. Whiskey inactive and lower
Butter dull and unchanged.
at 1 10.
Hogs active,
firm and higher; common light at 5 0*) @ 5 40; fair to
at
60
5
5
50
5
5
85; receipts
@
70;
heavy
@
good light
1418 head; shipments 805 bead.
Cleveland, October 26.—The Petroleum market
steady; standard 23.
New Orleans, October26.—Cotton flimjMiddling
is

iuui

iuim isiauu

Higgins, New York.

@51.
Receipts—10,000 bbls flour, 89,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—8,000 flour, 53,000 bush wheat.

uplands 10Jc.
Norfolk, October 26.—Cotton
uplands at 102 @ 10ic*

Valuable Iroprovementa Lave been incorporated
into this hange, which gives it the advantage t»ver
any other Hange in the market, and all who have
wen and tested it, have been disabused of the idea
that the day of invention and improvement had

anH

firm; No 2 Spring at 861 @ 87c; No 3 Spring weak at
49 @ 494c. Provisions are activo and nominally unchanged. Mess Pork at 16 00. Prime steam rendered Lard at 94; kettle 10}.
Freights quiet but steady; Wheat to Buffalo at 5

200 Middle

Sapt.

octl2

BONDS,

2d Dist Eastern Divison.
(ltf

Street,

OFFEB FOB SALE

DATE

of New York .New York. .Havana.,.Oct 26
Cimbria.New York. .Hamberg.Oct 26

City

Polynesian.. ..Quebec.Liverpool.Oct

28
Leo.New York. .Nassau. &c.. .Oct 28
California.New York .Glasgow.Oct 28
Australia.New York. .London.Oct 28
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 28
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool.... Oct 28
Atlas.Boston.Liverpool..Oct 28
City of Havana.New York. Havana.Oct 28
Scythia.New York.. Liverpool.Nov 1
Atlas....New York. .Kingston,tftc.Nov 1
Columbus.New York. .Havana.Nov 2
Sardinian.Quebec..... Liverpool.Nov 4
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow......Nov 4
Elysia.New York. .London.Nov 4
Andes..New York...Aspinwall....Nov 4
Marathon. Boston.Liverpool....Nov 4

Almanac.October 97.
Sun rises.6.28 High water.7.15 PM
Sun sets.4.59 I Moon sets.12.30 AM

Portland municipal 6s,
Portland Aid Railroad 6s,

Great Reduction

Cleaveland, Ohio, 7s,

and other equally choice investment securities.
needed information given relative to

A

price*

ia

of

H0_“CA1LED” BONDS. FURNITURE

TOTED STATES

The highest market price paid for such bonds and
for Government Bonds of every description.
Par and interest paid for Calais bonds maturing
Dec. 1st, 1876.Ju7eod6m2dp

—

MU'SGETTHB BEST!

AT

—

DEANE BEOS.,

i»l in a Jure

MARINE

Andersons & Dow

ISTE3W8.

Brig Adeline Richardson, Driako, Philadelphia—
10 Randall & McAllister.
Brig San Carlos, Atherton. Boston.
Sch H Prescott, Merriman, Baltimore—coal to
Rounds & Dyer.
Sch Profit, Manter, Plymouth—apples for a market.
Sch Magnum Bonum, Turner, Newburyport—apples and onions to Hougdon & Soule.
Sch Nina Page, (Br) Taylor, Barrington, NS—fish
to Trefethen & Co.
Sch Pennsylvania, Smith, Dennysville for Boston.
Sch Kobt Foster, Robinson, Millbridge for Boston.
Sch Arrival. Earn bam, Boothbay.
Sloop Active, Hamilton, Boston.
CLEARED.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York,—Henry
Fox.
Sch Frank W Emery, Falker, Havana—Geo S
coal

Hunt & Co.
Sch Argo,(Br)

Daley, Digby, NS—John Porteous.
Sch Georgiaua, Reed, Gloucester—master.
Sch LO rostr, Eldridge, Dennisport—master.
Sch JMariel. Anderson, Thomaston—T Holyoke.

Ar at

Havre

25tn, ship Forest Eagle, Hosmer, from

Sept 6. lat 6 30 N, Ion 22 15 W, Bhip Oneida, from
Liverpool tor Bombay.
MEMORANDA*
Ship Admiral, (of Yarmouth) Blanchard, at New
York from Liverpool, reports a succession of westerly gales on the passagt; lost and split sails, shiited
cargo, giving ship a heavy list to port.
Barque Halcyon, from Liverpool for New Orleans,
which put back in a damaged condition, was run into
7th inst, off Bardsay, by steamer Balbec, and lost
bowsprit, head gear, and sustained other damage.
She repaired and proceeded 21st.
j
Barque Adelia, irom Bangor for Port au Prince,
which went ashore at Barrington, NS, has been condemned and ordered to be sold.
SAN

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO—Cld 23d, sblp Nearchus,Pierce,

Queenstown.

GALVESTON—Sid 18th, sch Jennie B Gilkey,

Gilkey,

Mobile.

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 20th, ship Bombay, Work,
Gloucester, K.
Cld 24th, ship Melrose, Neil, Havre.
MOBILE—Cld 19th, sch Sadie Wilcutt, Gilchrist,
Pensacola.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 19th, barque Sagadahoc, Powers, Havana.
PENSACOLA—Ar 24th, sch San Juan, Noble, Irom
St Thomas.
SAVANNAH—Ar 23d. sch Florida,-.
Sid 24th, brig Mary C Rosevelt, Kennedy, St Marys
DARIEN—Sid 18ib, scb Ralph Howes, Collins, lor
Waldobo»o.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 23J, sell Florence V Tur-

Rockport.
RICHMOND, VA-Ar 23d,

ner, from

sell

Insurance

Companies,

Calbla, Whitten,

Rockland.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 22d, sch Daisy E Parkhurst,
and Mabel Thomas, eastward.

DOWN !!

DISCOUNT.

BEST !

OF I.ONnOML

v^aii auu examine our

COMBINED

DEANE

$35,000,000 !
<*9_

Exchange

St.
sntf

Underwriters,
BOSTON,

Assets,

get

our

prices

oc-

BROS.

Ladies’ Fine

BOSTON
OF

uuu

0Ct2dim

OFFICE

No. 33

guous

fore you purchase.

ASSETS

MASS.

$3,000,000

Boots!

A full line of Ladies’ Hand-sewed Boots in French
Kid of the finest quality, especially adapted to tender teet, at

PKKBLK

TlAvIf1' } LEAVITT & DAVIS

No. 1 "Rim Streot.
yf_dtf
Oak Ship Timber for Sale.

Now landing from Sekooner Koret and for sale by
CURTIS X DAVIS,
ocbdtf
154 Commercial Hirers.

For Kent.

I If sur e s
from

ST.

Do not fail to improve this opportunity. Remember our Stock is of our own manufacture, warranted to be the

ARRIVED.

Havana.

way DOWN !
will be sold at a

GREAT

Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, N S—passengers and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Barque S W Holbrook. Mitchell, New York—iron
to Rolling Mills; vessel to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Brig Iza, (of Portland) Chandler, Bonaire, with salt
to Stevens & Co; vessel to Chas Merrill.

New Orleans.

EXCIL1XBC

and

Thursday, Oct. 26.

LFROM MERCHANT'S EXCHANGE.)
Ar at New York 25tb, steamer Columbus,

51

Every article marked

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Man’f Co 1 do cotton, Blake & Jones 11 do corn, Hol-

Tne Snlian replied in a similarly conciliatory
strain. He hoped the Czar would contribute
towards facilitating the reforms.
The correspondeuce of the North German
Gazette from St. Petersburg denies the more
alarming reports, such as those of the concentration of large forces on the Turkish frontier
and the calliug out of reserves.
The writer
says the army is not yet on war footing. Only
preliminary measures have been taken, so that
in case of need a considerable
army could be in
readiness without delay.

nn

Alden 2 do

way & Robinson 1 do flour, Winthrop Mills 11 do
cotton, S L Adams 1 do bran, A F Merrill 1 do middlings, J B biske 111 do flour, Chas Hayward ldo
flour, J C Towle & Co 1 do corn, J H Bonney & Co 1
do flour, Cabot Mau’g Co 4 do cotton, John Dennis
Co 1 do flour, Crosby <& Blaney 1 do corn, Grand

subjects.

26.—It is believed
Constantinople,
here that an understanding will be reached

VV L

flour, G W True & Co 1 do flour, D W Coolidge 1 do
flour, A L Berry 1 do bran, Howes, Hilton & Col
do flour, Shaw. H & Carney 2 do flour. S W Tuaxter & Co 4 do corn, Hathaway & Woods 1 do
flour,
Kendall & YVhilney 1 do seed, Blake & Jones 1 do
bran, D Keazer 11 do flour, W & C R Milliken 1 do
W
H Milliken 1 do flour,Rufus Deering & Co 1
flour,
do lumber, C B Varrey 1 do flour, Norton, Chapman
«& Co 10 do flour, King, Gilman & Co 4 do flour, Pars
lin <& Merrill 1 do flour, G W True & Co 11 do corn
aud I do bran, Kensell, Tabor & Co 1 do corn, Bates

Constantinople, Oct. 26.—Tbe
Bosphore (newspaper) publishes the

Uarlan ia

..1 1.VT.v 1 af COn

DEPARTURE OP STEAMSHIPS.

Thursday, October 26.—Sugars have advanced
to-day and granulated is quoted at 12c and Extra C.
at life. There is just now a great export demand

SPECIAL. NOTICES.

_

Portland Wholesale market.

Fatal Accident.
Oct. 26.—E. W. Hawkins,
the proprietors of the St. Johnsbury
Granite Company in Ryegate township, was instantly killed this afternoon by the falling of a
derrick.

Johnsbury,

—

...... 91$
Sinking Funds..
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st.
)7£
17
Guaranteed.

DIED.

Postmaster General Tyer has gone to New
York for a few days on business. First Assistant Postmaster General Marshall being absent,
the President has designated 2d Assistant Postmaster General Brady to perform the duties of
Postmaster General during Tyner’s absence.

Washington,

St.
one of

Explosion.

Ar 25tb, sch Lamoine,
PORTRESS MONROE
Leach. Rio Janeiro, tor orders.
BALTIMORE—Cld 24th, sobs Sarah F Bird, Hall,
New York: Fred Smith, Smith, do.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 23d, sch Margie, McFadden, Portland.
Providence Print Cloth* Market.
Ar 24th. scbs Kate M Hilton, Adams, Gardiner;
Almon Bird, Drinkwater, Rocklaud; *lora Condon,
Providence, It. I., October 26.—The Printing
Clotbs market is dull aud weak with some sales reFrench, Ellsworth; Laura E Mescer, Gregory, and
ported on basis of 4$ @ 4gc thirty days lor bestt 64 x Ella M Watts, Watts, Boston; Abbott Devereux,
Haskell, do.
64 goods.
C.d 24tb, sch Aneroid, Talbot, Charleston.
Sid hn Lewes 24th, sch Clara Fletcher.
Domeniic Market*.
NEW YORK—Ar 24th, ship Admiral, Blanchard,
NewYork. October 26—Evening.—The Produce
Liverpool 33 days: Mbs Lily. Cole. Charleston; J A
markets are closed to-day.
R Flint, Haskell,
Spencer. Haskell, Kennebec; Chas
Gardiner; Mary F Pike. Good. Rockland NB; Aimer
Chicago, October 26.—Flour is quiet and steady;
Bedtord
New
Leonessa,
common to fancy Western extra 4 50 @ 6 25; Minne;
Aeborn,
Taylor, Dodge.
sota extra at 5 25 @ 7 00; Winter extra at 5 00 @ 7 25.
Viualhaven ; E Waterman, Hinckley. Nantucket;
Bristol
Wheat is inactive aud lower; No 1 Chicago Spring
;
Hart,
Sedoua,
Bangor;
Mary, Hallowed,
1 12$ @ 1 13$; No Chicago Spring 1 10$ cash; 1 11 for
E M Baxter, LamDher, Somerset.
seller November; seller December 1 13$; No 3 ChicaAr 25th, schs Sarah Potter, Wall, Matanzas 21 ds,
go Spring at 98c @ 1 02$; rejecter! at 87 @ 93c. Corn
(lost and split sails); Kate Canton. Grant, Cardenas
is inactive and lower; No 2 at 42|c for cash; 42§c ior
18 days; Carrie S Webb. Rogers, Georgetown.
seller November. Oats are dull ana drooping at 32§c
Ar 26ih, ship Undaunted. Dmsmore. Liverpool.
all round. Rye is firmer at 61$c. Barley is firm at
Cld25th, barque Addie McAdam, Curtis, Glouces85c all round. Pork is dull, weak aud lower at 15 75
ter. E; schs Marv E Webber, Hariis, Ponce; Nettie
@ 16 00 for cash; 15 40 @ 15 45 seller October; 15 3o
Walker, Ingalls, Portland; Orizon, Otis, Boston.
all the year. Lard is dull, weak and lower; new 9 75
Sid 24tb, barque Sarah, for Portland; brig Ann
10
40
seller
9
50
seller
9
35
cash;
Elizabeth, tor St Thomas.
October;
November;
seller all the year Bulk Meats are dull and $ lower;
Passed through Hell Gate 24tb, brig Abby Watson,
shoulders at 6$c; sides 8| @ 8$c.
Whiskey is steady Holdeu, trom Port Johnson for Newburyport; scbs
and steady.
J C Rogers, Rogers, Hoboken tor Boston; America,
Freights easier; Wheat to Buffalo and Corn do 4$ Colcord, Port Johnson for Rockland; TH Living@ 4|. Railroad to New York 20.
stone, McDonald, New York tor Belfast; Delmont
Receipts—10,000 bbla nour, 73,000 bush wheat, 147,- Locke, Pendleton, tm Port Johnson for Providence;
Frances Hatch, do tor Providence; Victor, Perry,
000 bush corn, 49,000 bush oats 32,UOO bush barley,
do for do; Ann, Strattou, Hoboken for do; Addio
9,000 bush of rye.
Sawyer, Cook, Port Johnson for Boston; Vicksburg,
Shipments-8,000 bbls tiour, 97,000 bush wheat, 75,000 bush corn, 64,000 bush oais, 23,000 bush barley,
Higgins, New York for Bangor; Nettie B Dobbin,
400 hush rye.
Dobbin, fin Hoboken for Portsmouth: Silver Spray,
in
the
board
the
afternoon—BreadOn the call of
Chadwick, New York for Bostou; Fleetwing, Kenstufts unchanged. Pork lower at 15 35 seller October;
nlston, do for Portland; W H Sargent, do tor Fall
all
the
at
9
seller
15 27$ all year. Lard lower
River; j s Moulton, Crowley, Hoboken tor Ports32$
mouth.
year.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 25th, scho Ring Dove,Swain,
Toledo, October 26. Flour is steady. Wheat is
Calais; Sarah P. Westcott, do tor Westerly.
firm; No 2 White Wabash 1 30; No 3 White Wabash
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 24tb, sch A B Crabtree,
at 125; No 1 White Michigan at 127; extra White
Wooster, Sullivan for Philadelphia.
Michigan at 130; Amber Michigan at 122}; seller
Sid 24th, scbs E G Kniehr, Eben Fisher. Wra U
October at 1 22$; seller December at 1 25; No 2 AmPage. Ring Dove, Charlotte Fish, Mary D Haskell,
ber Michigan 114; No 1 Red Winter at 1 28$; No 2
H Pre®oott, and others.
at 119$; do November 1 20$; No 3 Red at 114. Corn
BOSTON—Ar 25th, sch Sibyl. Wils n, Lubec: Geo
new
at
47c;
is dull; High Mixed at 49$c; low Mixed
H
Collins, Hodgkins, Lamoine; D K Arey, Ryan,
damaged new at 39c; no grade at 47c; new at 46$c: Belfast.
Oats dull and nominal.
Cld 25th, sch Isaac Orbeton, Crockett, Windsor, NS
Receipts—700 bbls Hour, 32,000 bush Wheat, 36,000
Ar 26th, brig Mary E Pennell. Eaton, Port Caledobush Corn, 3,000 bush Oats.
nia; scbs Mary D Haskell, Carter, East Harbor, Tl;
Shipments—600 bbls flour, 46,000 bush Wheat, 31,Eben
Fisher, Reynolds, Baltimore; Sarah Louisa,
00 bush Corn, 8,000 bush Oats.
Wincbenbacb, Waldoboro.
St. Louis, October 26.—Flour is quiet and unCld 26th, barque Everett Grey, Loring, Gloucester;
changed ; Superfine Fall at 4 00 @ 4 25; extra Fall at ech S C Traftou, Oliver, Bath.
4 50 @ 4 75; double do 5 00 @ 5 50; treble do at 5 75 @
NEW BURYPOKT-Ar 25th, sch Hesperus, WoosWheat inactive and lower, No 2 Red Fall at
6 25.
ter. Hoboken.
1 24$ @ 1 24$ cash: l 25 for seller November; No 3
Sid 25tb, scbs Helen G King, Bracy, Calais; John
Red fall at 1 14$ cash; 1 18 seller December. Corn is
C Reed. Farrell. Machias; Florida, Grant, Rockland.
fairly active and shade higher; No 2 Mixed at 40} @
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 24tb, sch Webster Bernard,
4lc cash; 40$c seller for all year. Oats inactive; No 2
Turner. Bucksport.
at 32$ @ 33c. Barley firm and unchanged; sample
KENN E BUNK PORT—Ar 25th, scbs Susan Ross,
lots prime to fancy Minnesota at 75c @ 110.
Rye is
Gardiner, New York; Stephen Waterman, Boothby,
firm and unchanged. Whiskey inactive and lower
Boston.
at 110. Pork held higher at 17 25 asked with only a
jobbing trade. Lard quiet and unchanged. Bulk
FOREIGN PORTS.
Meats quiet and unchanged. Bacon quiet and unAr at Cbritiansand 15th inst, brig Mary E Leighchanged.
Leighton, New York.
Receipts—4200 bbla flour, 43,000 bush wheat, 37,- ton.
At Honolulu 16th inst, barque Willard Mudgett,
000 bush corn, 6,000 busb oats, 17,000 bush barley,
from Yokohama, arSept 16, for Portland, O.
Dickey,
00
bush
000
cattle.
bogs,
rye,
3,000
Ar at Cette 18th inst, barque Horace Beals, Pickett,
Milwaukee, October 26.—Flour is quiet and unOdessa 28 days.
changed. Wheat unsettled at $o decline and closed I Ar at Havre 25th inst, barque Danl Draper, Sedgfirmer; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 18$; No2 Milwaukee
ley. New York.
at 112$; seller November at 1 12$;seller for December
Sid tm Havana 14th inst, barque Sagadahoc, Powat 114|; No 3 Milwaukee at 1 05, Corn is unsettled,
ers, Pascagoula.
openea firmer; No 2 at49@49$c. Oats are steady
Ar at Sagua 12th inst, sch Nellie Shaw, [Cates, for
and in fair demand; No 2 at 32c.
Rye is in fair deMachias.

Grants.100$

Land

seriously injured.

Washington Races.

Tbur.-day.

The schooner Thistle arrived here from Fortune Bay, N. F., reports on tbe 20th Instant
schooner Auuapolis, produce ladeD, drove into
tbe bay ou her beam ends. Tbe body of a man
and pieces of others were found lashed to tbe
No doubt all bands were lost. The
rigging.
vessel was probably bound from Annapolis to
Boston, and got bio wn off.

<JPUU,UVU.

Ol this amount $125,000 has been realized under an assignment made in 1875 to George W.
King, B. F. Earning and John Clark of Indiana under the insolvent laws of that state.

In Distieaa.

Fort Monroe, Oct. 26.—Arrived, brig Wm.
Bobertsou in distress. She encountered a hurAll ber sails were blown
ricane on tbe 17th
away and she is leaking badly. She was bound
to Boston from Turk’s Island, with salt,
Lon of a Schooner.
Halifax, Oct. 26.—War steamer Zephy
leaves to-morrow forBermuda, and the flagship

UUUU3

point

Internal revenue receipts yesterday 8359,331.9G; customs receipts 868,054 25.
Tbe number of visitors at tbe White House
now average about 2000 per day.
Steamship Columbus, from Havana, has ar
rived at New York.
The Amerique from New York, has reached
Havre.
The Erin fiom New York, has reached London.
Tbe Atlas, from Bermuda, has reached New
York.
Edward Ryan was drowned in Warren river,
Providence, Wednesday, while attempting to
board a vessel.
The interments at Savannah Wednesday were
three, including one from yi 11 ,w fever. There
were no deaths yesterday from any cause.
There has been no frost yet.
The United States monetary commission is
now in session in New York, taking evidence.
A sub-committee will shortly start for the Pacific coast.
James T. Brackett of Haverbill, Mass aged
about 30, was riding to Groveland on a freight
train when be foil between tbe cars and was
killed.
Two Frenchmen quarrelled in Haverhill,
Mass., Tuesday night, and Jacob Plouff stabbed Louis Emrnill, who has since died.
Tbe
murderer is under arrest.
The body of C. C. Holmes, a coffee broker of
Wall street, New York, was found in tbe river
Wednesday night. He was at his regular business until late in tbe afternoon.
Nothin? has vet been heard of Phil in Ottman of New
York, the wealthy batcher, who
has been missing sioce Saturday, aud twoyouDg
women are missing under circumstances which
excites the alarm ot their relatives.
The residence of S. Taylor, situated at Satland, Priuce George county, Maryland, was
burned yesterday. It is thought it wa9 set in
the basement, and a family living in the upper
story narrowly escaped. Loss $50,000.
An extra freight train on the Worcester Riilroad broke in two near Millville last night, and
the down passenger train ran into the detached
portion. The locomotive was disabled and several freight cars wrecked, but no person was

Hanford,
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Base ball—Bostons 10; Hartfords 5.
San Francisco—consolidated Virginia's 55.
Tbe treasury yesterday received 81,152,374 in
national bank currency for redemption.

Sullivan,
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made from this

Fatal

ing and again informed the court, Judge McAllister, that they were unable to agree and
asked to be discharged. With this request tbe
court then complied. It is understood that
they stood 11 for acquittal and 1 for conviction
on that charge.
There is much discussion iu
the city about Judge McAllister during the
trial and especially in his instructions to tbe
jury. Prosecuting attorney Beed has openly
intimated in court his opinion of the rulings
and the feeling is so strong in town that several
petitions are in circulation asking McAllister
to resign. The petition of the board of trade
has been signed by a majority of the most influential and prominent members and embraces
some

/\„A
vi/«.

St. John, N. B Oet. 26.—An explosion tonight in tbe building occupied by Adam Young
Seven
as a tinsmith shop tired the building.
Richard
men were working in the 5th story.
death
to
and
Andrew
was
burned
Coyle
Nugent
Two others were
was probably fatally iojuted.
burned serionsly.
Afraid of Iudians.
Ottawa, Oct. 26.—Advices from Commissioner McLeod at Cypress Hill announces the
arrival there of 100 men, a mounted police
force, and two guns. They will winter at Cypress Hill fort, and a similar force will be stationed at Fort McLeod in view of tbe moveA large numments of the American Sionx.
ber of Indiaus have already congregated in tbe
of
both
forts.
neighborhood

26.—The jury in the case of the
vs. Alexander
on trial in the
criminal court here for the murder of Francis
came into the coart room this morn-

people
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A
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oil, or 1362 barrels, were shipped from here today for Europe. This is tbe largest single

THE SULLIVAN TRIAL.
Disagreement

the islands continues mild.

T_

sert

HOCKS.

War Dbp’t, Office Chief Signal l

charged.

TO 120,000

People.

vance

Treasury—currency, $12,718; special deposit

tion.”

city yester-

mnrph

Tirnanrj Balances.
Washington, Oct. 26.—Balances

combus-

Hon. Charles E.
Delong, ex-miaister to Japan, died of typhoid fever at Vienna

t.h« lin« nf

WASHINGTON.

good
Yorkshire kitchen fire and concluding the bar-

gain at

dinner

ers,

HeiL-weariness.

I don’t understand

flisnharapd

great enthusiasm prevailed among the paradwho numbered probably 50,000 working
men, with bands, banners and transparencies
with Democratic mottoes. When the head of
the column entered Union Square, twenty minuteB past 9 o’clock, Governor Tilden, accompanied by Judge Comstock of Syracuse, New
Wickham
and
York, Mayor
Geoerals
Magone, McQuade and McMahon and ex-Senator Gwin ot California, Senator Kernan of
New York and other prominent Democratic
gentlemen from all parts of the union mounted the platform to witness the march past. At
one o’clock this morning the procession had
not finished marching past the platform which
was in front of Everett House on Union Square.

herb of
I’m in dan-

it, but from the few glimpses I have had of its
machinery, it seems to me to be a very strange,

nal and tedious botheration

Coal Sale.
One hundred thousand tons of Lackawana
coal was sold at auction yesterday.
Bidding
was
lively but prices show a falling compared
with last month
The following are the prices
obtained: 5000 tons steamer started at $310 and
fell to $3,074, at which price the balance was
bought; 20 000tons grate commenced at $3.10,
fell to $3 074, then to $3.05 and closed at $3 024;
25,000 tous egg opened at $3 and closed at the
same price, aud maintained that price throughout; 50,000 tons stove opened at $4.10, fell to
$4,074, $4.05, $4 024 and $4, and closed at
$4,024. Tbe following are the highest and lowest prices obtained at last month’s sale: Steamer $3 15 and $3,124; grate $3.25 aud $3,174; egg
$3 30 and $3 274; stove $4 15 and $4.
Tbe Tammany Troubles.
A rumor was circulated te-day of the intended resignation after tbe November election of
John Kelly from the leadership of Tammany
aud some changes are likely in tbe Tammany
Oil for the

and unworldly as Charlotte Bronte
could hardly be classed under the

bis bounties

ered.

countyjticket.

sidered.—London Standard.

has seldom

Itcpealiug.
Five thousand false registrations in this city
and 1200 in Brooklyn have already been discov-

Turkey.

Those in the harems always know how to ad-

Quaint

Guilty and Escape

New York, Oct. 26.—Frank McConachi, previously arrested on suspicion, was again arrested last Saturday night on Long Island, charged
with the murder of the child Maggie Bauer.
This is the crime of which Mrs. Kate Hoffman
was
almost convicted ou circumstantial evidence, so strong that many persous were dissatisfied when she was released from custody.
When taken to the spot where the body was
found, McConachi trembled violently and Completely broke dowu. He made a full confession,
not only of the crime, but of the manDer iu
His horrible story is
which he committed it.
as follows:
On the afternoon of August 11th he was in a
cornfield, when Maggie went to show Kate
Hoffman the way through the woods to the
Valley Stream depot. He saw them both go
past the cornfield, watched Maggie’s return,
and as she got opposite to him he sprang out
and grappled her by the throat to prevent her
from making a noise.
At this point in his confession the mother of
Maggie, who was present, sprang upon the
prisoner with the ferocity of a tigress and grasped him by the throat. The officers removed her

tion for skill with tbe pencil.
It’s well that Herr Wagner can afford to
have fun poked at bim, for the satirists are indefatigable. The last story is this: “Someone

they would soon

ot the

of the Innocent.

his studies in oil have been of comparatively
reoent origin, although he has long had reputa-

high

HAMPSHIRE.

The Benefit of Torchlight Processions.
Rochester, Oct 26.—The stores of S. FSaudersoD, apothecary, and J. F. Landers, grocer, were entered by burglars last uight. They
got a small sum of money but were frightened
by a torchlight procession and fled.

of the representatives of tbe Armenians who

bad

_

NEW

SPEECH

A

Washout.
Bangok, Oct. 16.—The rise in the river since
the closing of the cofferdam has caused the water to flow over the new dam at Treat’s Falls

Wagner is out £3000 by the Bayreuth opera.
This is spoken of as the deficit of the future.

Wagner,

Red Cloud Surrenders.

the Press.]
a Cent.

Rockland, Oct. 26.—Fire was discovered last
evening in a room of the Ocean Hotel in Tenants’ Harbor, but was extinguished with slight
A.
damage.
[To the Associated Press.]

Men and Women.
Kingsbury, once an actress, is
gaining renown as a sculptor in San Francisco.

THE CAMPAIGN CLOSED.

of Gov.

Hayes.

A Little One for

Miss Alioe

lini’s reinterment in Cantania.

to

Trebinje.

*

Enthusiastic Reception

MATTERS IN MAINE.

Mockhtar Pasha will shortly withdraw to
The plain around Trebinje is completely flooded. Dervish Pasha’s army is thorAll the Catholic Albandemoralized.
oughly
ians who joined tue Turkish staudard have returned home and refuse to relinquish the arms
supplied them by the Turks. Tue Asiatic volunteers have peremptorily demauded to be dis-

THE INDIANS.

THE CENTENNIAL.

new, elegant and convenient Cottage, with
ali the modern improvements. Apply at
ang2isdtt
NO. TO BRACE ETT STREET.

Buildings, Dwellings, THE
Houses &. Furniture
—

FOR

T. C.
AOV

01, THREE

EVANS,

—

RTISINO

OR FIVE YEARS.

Ala. other claHie. of proper!,

nl

fair

rale*.

GET THE BOSTON FORM OF POLICY.

SPABBOW & PECK,
AGENTS,
184 MIDDLE STREET.

oct20__sndtt
Dr. Wikbor’s Cod Liver Oil
and Lime. Invalids need no longer dread to take
that great specific for
Consumption, Asthma, ana
threatening Coughs,-Cod Liver Oil. As prepared
by Dr. Wilbor, it is robbed of the nauseating taste,
and also embodies a preparation of the
Phosphate of
Lime, giving nature the very article required to aid
the healing qualities of the
oil, and to recreate
where disease has destroyed. This article also forms
a remarkable tonic, and will cause weak and
debiliated persons to become strong and robust.
For sale
by all respectable druggists throughout the country,
and should be kept in every family, for convenience
of instant use on the first appearance of Coughs or
Irritation on the Lungs. Manufactured only by A.
B. Wilbor, Chemist, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
eodlw
oel23

ER8’
106
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PRINT.

WAREHUl'lE,

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kmda of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nserteil in any
paper in the United States or Canada9 at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

ESTABLISHED I If 1849.

S. IU. PETTENUILL X CO.’S
AUVEUTIHINO

AGBItfl

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Bow, New I otk
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising In al
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Prov
nceg-___
J. WHEELER,

■

TOVESHAPBBABVKBTISlNGAGltT
Ho. S

Washington Building,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
S. K. NILES,
AOVKKT1HIN14

AfiENT.

Contracts for Advertisemenls in all Newspaper ol
all cities and towns ot the United States, Canada
nd British Province!!.
Office No, 6 Tremont Street, Boston.
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THE HONEY FEY.

A Society of Portland Girls.

1870

THE PRENB

Marquis,

Biddeford,

Watervillfe,

CITY

AND VICINITY.

New Advertisement*

To-Day.

ing its

PORTLAND TOST
Office Honrs.
From 8.00

Sundayg

from 9 to 10

a in

open
a m.

to 8.30 p m,Sundays excepted.
for Carriers and General Delivery

Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
p. m. and 12 30 a.m. Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.3o
and 9.00 p. in.
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.10 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at
8.30 a in and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.20 p m
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.30 a in, 2-30 and 9.00 p m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
m. and 3 00 p. in.
Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.40
am. Close at 6.30 a m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. in., and
3.00 p m. Close at 0.30 a m, 11.30 a m and 5.00 p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.30 and 11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a maud 2.00
p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 11.25 a m and 4.20 p m. Close at 10.00
a m and 2.20 p in.
By the Briugton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
C.50 a m.
East port, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Oastine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Maehias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 5.00 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line close every Friday
at 12.45 p. m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous io sailing ol steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 a m. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.C0 p m. Close at 11.39 a m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 2.40 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.
II amirinn I f
BEFORE judge

knight.

Thursday, October 26.—Wm. Gallagher, Patrick
Foley, anil John Curran. Larceny. Thirty days
each.

Andrew Duross.

Truancy. Reform School.

Brief Jolling*.
The Masonic Token for October is out.
The Maine Central is doing an exceedingly
heavy freight business.
The hotels are all doing a thriving business
this fall.
C. W. Wormell, late of the Falmouth House,
is now clerk of the Saco House.
The steamer Tourist will bring passengers to
this city at tbe close of the dance at the Cape
this evening.
There was no quorum at tho meeting of the
Maine Central directors yesterday, and conseno business was transacted.
In our report of the Widows’ Wood Society,
published yeslerday, the name of the veterau
Treasurer, Mr. Samuel Rolfe, was omitted. Mr.
Rolfe has held this office for 15 years.

quently

A Haverhill man was selling car loads of apples at one dollar per barrel ou Commercial

street, yesterday.
Charles Hinton,

a blacksmith residing at the
thrown from his wagon on Kennebec street yesterday, and broke his left arm.
All persons purchasing excursion tickets to
the Centennial via the Portland & Worcester
line, are ticketed over the Pennsylvania Rail-

Cape,

was

road, no tickets having been sold over the New
Jersey Central road, where the recent strike
and accident occurred.
Rev. S. S. CummiDgs, with his choir of little
girls from the Wanderers’ Home of Boston,
will give a free vocal concert at the Allen Mission, Locust street, this evening, commencing
at 7J o’clock. A contribution will be taken.
The public are invited.
Tvro Fine Large Vessel*.
Just now we have two as fine new vessels iu
our liaibor as was ever built at Mains ship-

yards.
Tbe first one we shall notice is the ship San
Joaquin, just off the yard of Capt. B C. Soule
She was brought here and
at South Freeport.
now lies in Deake’s dock receiving her rigging
and stores. She is rigged by Mr. Alvin Neal,
Her dimensions are
tbe well known rigger.
208 feet, 230 over all, 24 feet depth of hold and
42 feet beam. Her frame is of tbe best backJ.uc

lUCiaut.
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best Southern pine is used both inside and out.
Her whole timbers are unusually heavy. Those
of the upper deck beams are 9 by 15 inches,
and tbe lower decks ar614 by 15 inches.
Tbe breast books are of tbe best oak and are
bolted and secured. Four heavy transoms and several knees keep the stern of the
ship firm. Tbe keelson is five tiers bigb, of
The
14 by 15 timbers firmly bolted together.
BtaDcbions in tbe lower hold are 9 by 15 inches
and rest on the keelson. Tbe masts are made
of four pieces of white oak and aro belted and

securely

Tbe tonnage of tbe vessel
is 1639 new measurement. Tbe cabin is large
and convenient and is finished in mahogany,

clamped with pine.

She has all tbe
conveniences of the modern vessels and is
worth a visit. She has two large water tanks
and'is lurnished with Hyde’s patent windlasses

chestnut, asb and walnut.

and four large anchors.
The new ship Oracle from Bath, is
When
the dry dock being coppered.
she will proceed to Baltimore to load
San Francisco. This fine ship was

in
finished
coals for
bnilt in
now

the yard of Hitchcock Sc Blair at Bath, and is
She is 125 feet long, 30
a
noble vessel.
Her lines present
feet beam and 24 feet hold.
She
one of the sharpest models now afloat.
registers 1549.53 tons and will receive the very
highest classification. Sbe is provided with
very powerful steam engines for hoisting,
pumping, &c.; has a hard wood cabin, finished
with liriodendrou panels, mahogany pilasters
and rails, on maple grounds and decorated in
the finest manner. The Oracle was built by
Messrs. Hitchcock & Blair, and is owned by
the builders, Messrs. McLellan, Whitmore,

iorry,

Morse and Ingalls of Bath, Capt. J. J.
Humphreys of Yarmouth, wbo commands her,
Mr. L. C. Blair of Liverpool, Eng., Capt. An
drew Mack and Mr. E. A. Sawyer of this city.
Mr. Eben Haggett of Newcastle, and Messrs.
Gilchrist & White of New York.

Off Foe Boston.—The various Maine Re-

publican organizations intending to take part
in the Boston parade last evening, left here
over the Rochester road by special train, at 1
Tbe Hayts & Wheeler "Suards from
70 meD, arrived in this city
at 9 o’clock, aLd were quartered at tbe Republican headquarters during tbe forenooD. At
noon they marched to the Rochester depot to
the music of their drum corps, making a fine

o’clock.

Bath, Capt. Rogers,

appearance.
At 12.30 o’clock the Portland Continental
regiment formed in Market Square, and marched to the Rochester depot in the following or-

der:
Pioneerp,

Lieut.

Osborne—40 men.

Drum Major—C. W. Bean.
[.Chandler's Baud—25 men.

Lieut. Col. Rich and Stall.!
Co. A, Capt. McLe'.lan—30 men.
Co. B, Capt. Marwick—25 men.
Co. C, Capt. Sanborn-25 men.
Co. D, (Washington Guards) Capt Marston—16 men.
I Hayes Battery, Lieut. Ulmer—13 men.
Co. D, (Washington Guards)—12 men.
Co. C, Capt. Seaverns—35 men.
Continental Band—9 men.
Hayes & Wheeler Guards, Yarmouth, Capt. Green31

men

in white capes and white caps,

with red baud.
Co. F, Capt. Merrill—12 men.
This made up 278 men all told, and some
joined the crowd at the depot. Eight cars, filled, left the depot and five more were added at

Those contained the Saco
Moirill’s Corner.
and Biddeford companies of 150 men, and about
100 from LewistOD, besides a large number who
went

procession. The GorPhinney Guards, Capt, Sum
join the train at that place*

up to see the great

ham compaby,

mersides,

or

were to

Brunswick—Lot of land on McLellan street
fiom Theodore S. McLellan and Geo. F. Mustard to Melvin Pollard.
peering—Lot of land on Pleasant street from
Eiiphalet Clark to Susan Drew.
Pernonnl.

J. L. Elder, E.-q., Percival Bonney,
Esq.,
and M. L Stevens, Esq., of this city, are to
lecture in the Wells coarse this winter.

The
from the decoration worn.
is secret more in assumption than in

rsaliy, though men are never admitted, except
honorary members, to its raDks, tbe useless
creatures being looked upon as drones by tbe
Each particular society is
busy little bees.
called a Hive and has applied to i t some distinctive epithet. Thus the Portland society may
be known as the Forest City Hive, though
that does not appear. Its objects, so far as can
be gathered from the reluctant statements of
its members, are literary and artistic.
It is in
fact a society for mutual improvement in art,

BowdoinJ College.—Captain BurlegiU has
chosen the following men for the University
crew: F. A. Mitchell, ’77; O. Briukerhoffe, ’77;
F. U. Hargraves, ’77; F. A. Crocker,'77; C.
A. Baker, ’78; VV. Burleigh, ’80. Iu case four-

study, literature and
Presumably studies are

oared crews are sent, two of these
used as substitutes.

Temperance Reform Club.—The Club will
hold their regular public meeting this
evening
in Association Hall, at 7J o’clock. All are cor-

aud will number 50 men.
Fears of Foul Play.—It is thought that
the floating body recently seen on Fore river
may have some coDne:tion with a missing man
in this vicinity. Mr, Alexander McDonald of
Halifax, recently visited his brother-in-law,
Mr. Ilodgdon at Woodford’s Corner. He went
to the Centennial aDd returned iu great baste
He missed the traiu and
reech bis borne.
took the boat for Halifax, or at least purcbesed
his ticket, but he has not reached home, and as
he had a quantity of money on his person foul
He was of perfectly steady
play is feared.

to

habits,

\

dially

belles lettres generally
carried on in concert,
though the programme can

Portland, Me., Oct. 16,1876.
Arrival and Departure of mails*

essays read, &c
only be guessed at by the inquisitive

ones

not admitted to tbe sacred membership.
The society is understood to have been formed
for social as well as other objects, and is by no
means merely a school or art club.
It is made
up of Portland’s brightest and best. The decoration is a jewel in the form of a bee, either
of gold or enamel, and tbe
discover it worn as broach

institute

an

auu cau it

order of

chivalry,

for both

sexes,

me

Honey Fly
(Moucke-a-miel).
Toe idea was taken from Tasso’s line—‘She is
tiny, but she can inflict severe wounds,’ which
had been applied to her on account of her diminutive statnre and great powers of repartee.
The distinctive mark of the Order was a gold

medal,

with the effigy of the foundress, and
upon the reverse the line quoted above.
The
members of the Order had to take the following oath: ‘I swear by the bees of Mt. Hymettns obedience and fidelity to the foundress of
the Order. I swear that all my life long 1 will
wear the Order of the Honey Fly,
and obey
the statutes. If I am false to my oath, may the
honey become gall in my mouth, the wax tallow, the flowers nettles, and may wasps and
hornets stiDg me.’
The costume of the Order
was a coat in cloth of go’d, spangled with silver bees for the chevaliers; and tha ladies wore
robe of green satin, embroidered with stiver
a diamond of flies and emeralds. The
institution of the Order was a great success,
and the fetes in celebration of it lasted maDy
days at the Chateau de Sceaux. but the Order
a

society, and is fancifully known iu its ritual as
tha Queen Bee.
There is said to he quite a
rage for portraits of her, which are believed,
however, to be unattainable.
Hospital Entertainment.
The City Hall was fairly filled last evening,
and the receipts must be nearly as large as both
evenings last year, so that if the crowded
honse, which so admirable an exhibition deserves, is obtained to-night, the hospital will
receive a most substantial benefit. It is impossible to appreciate, without witnessing Mr.
Bartlett’s handiwork, how tableaux may be
The promptness with
glorified by genius.
which picture follows picture, is also gratifying
to the audience
Among tho pictures specially
worthy of notice was the Betrothal of the little Princess of France,” an exquisite tableau
in which a tiny blonde prince and a still smaller black-haired priuces form the central point,
a scarlet-robed prelate blessing them, while
a
brilliant court-group make the back ground.
The children were lovely, and the scene most
The
telling; this will be repeated tonight.
boat scene,

‘‘Cleopatra

her way to meet
Anthony,” was also very fine, and the dark“Kebecca
eyed Egyptian was very beautiful.
and Bowena” was given as a framed picture,
and was an admirable representation of the inon

terview where the sad-eyed Jewess brought her
priceless diamonds as a wedding present to the
The statuary was perfect, and that
alone would be a sufficient attraction for those
who have never been so fortunate as to see
these imitations of marble groups.
The three
pantomimes were sprightly and were capitally
acted throughout. Mrs. Merrill’s fine voice
was recognized iu the musical parts.
Below is

Spain.

nearly complete programme for this

ing:
Boat

PART

even-

i.

Scene....

.Love

Harmony
Statuary.Classic Group
vs.

Picture.Kembrandt
Pan tom ime.Villikens
PART II.

Boat Scene..Triumph of Ceres

Statuary.Faith, Poetry

and Peace

Picture.-.Confessional
Judith and Holofernes.
The Artist’s Bream.

Panlomime.Mistletoe Bough
part

in.

Return from the Harvest.

Statuary..The Triumph

Studio.Roman Model
Panlomime...The Lovers
The Iioman artist’s studio is the exquisite
tableau given last year where the wonderful
likeness is observed between the model and
the picture.

The Museum.—The popular comedy
of
“Our Boys” was produced at the Museum last
night, and its production was atteuded by odc
drawback:

Some of the

actors had failed to
But there was a more se-

commit their lines.
rious fault than this: Some of the actors got au
entirely wrong conception of their parte, aod

apparently got no conception at all. The
fault of imperfect committal will be remedied
by to-night. The other should be.
Mrs. Berrell for example conceived "Clarissa” as a vix-

some

en, andJMr. Sutton evidently did’nt know what
to think of “Charles Middlewick”.
His uncertainty made his rendition about as bad as it
could be.
Iu spite of these drawbacks the play was
made entertaining by some good acting by othMr. Learock was an excellent
ers in the cast.

“Talbot”, though

the spirit of Dundreary was
upon him too much. His conception was clear
and consistent, and his execution natural and
well-sustained. The “Perkin Middlewick” of
Mr. Morris was an exaggerated presentation of
a
role which is itself an exaggeration, hnt.it
was very funny, and that is perhaps all we
Miss
ought to ask of the retired butterman.

Savory was as handsome a “Mary” as even
“Talbot” could wish for and pleasing through
all the play, but she lacked something of tho
brilliancy and dash which we a re wont to as.
sociate with the character.
the new soubrette, made a

Miss Belle

Bailey,

favorable impression, though the character of “Violet” gives
little scope for an actress iu her lice. Mr.
Bascomb’s “Sir Jeoffrey” was open to the
The bironet is
charge of being too artificial
as thoroughly natural in his way as the butterman.

The lapses of memory were chiefly iu the
first act.
The others passed off much more
smoothly. The audience appeared greatly
pleased with the general manner in which the

play was presented, and were liberal of applause. The programme, by tbe way, was
headed “Announcement extraordinary,” and
tbe cast justified the beading, for neither “Vio-

“Claris«a” appeared in it, wbile
“Mary” was assigned to Miss Bailey.
The play will hold the boards tho rest of the

let”

will be

are

chosen

Day.

_

Maine Business Notes.
The manufacturing establishments of the
Messrs. Sprague in Augusta, are running on
full time aud with full crews, turning out goods
that are eagerly sought for, at advanced prices
in all the markets.

wagons containing apples, and while the owners are caliing trying to make a
trade, the boys
sample the fruit. This has grown to be such a
nuisance that tbe police are uow on the watch
for all such. One young siuner was captured

yesterday, and
tice is stopped.

more

will follow unless tbe prac-

Daring Bobbery.— Some time Tuesday fore,
noon some one burst open tho glass case containing samples of silver ware belonging to A,
H. Atwood, which sets at bis door, in Market
Square. The case was put out at niue o’clock
all right, and at noon the guds were gone.
There is no clue to the thieves.

interesting and confidental information, important to them, concerning that company
their
names, address, number of policies
by sending
and amounts ot insurance to INVESTIGATOK,
Lock Box 4475, New York City Post-office oc27dtf
Citizens’ ITIutual Relic! Society
ol‘ Portland.
milE Regular Monthly meeting of the above Society
I. will held at City Building FRIDAY EVENlearn

some

ING, Oct. 27, 1870. at 8 o’clock.
Direetois* meeting at seven o’clock.
L. G. JORDAN, Sec’y.
oei27dlt

To be Lei.
rilllK Offices in Third Story Merchants* National
A Bank, now occupied by J. & E M. Rand; also
tlie front offices. These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water and lire proof vaults. Possession
oct27dtf
given Nov. 1st.

EXPERIMENTAL !
Believing as we do that Hie present and prospective state ot the
times demand

RIGID ECONOMY,
OFFER FOR THIRTY DAYS
large stock

to tlic consumer as well as
to tlie trader,

Mr. John W. Souther of Fryeburg, was the
victim of a violent assault last Saturday at the
hands of Wm. Stilphen.
Tbe quarrel began
about a boundary line. Souther was proceed
iug to drive bis cattle from Stilphen’s field,aud
he alleges that Stilphen, who was near by, ordered him to let the cattle remain, at the same
time commencing a savage attack upon him,
striking and knocking him down, kicking and
beating him until he could not stand. Souther
has several ghastly cuts about tbe head aud
neck, and some terrible bruises on tbe legs and
groin. He was able to reach home and is now
in a critical conpitiou,
Stilphen claims that
Souther commenced the attack with a hoe.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Michael Keilty, a 12 year old son of Martin
of Bangor, ran a sliver under tbe nail
of one of his toes, Sunday, got cold and died
of lockjaw Wednesday.
Mr. Joseph Fortier of Orono, while at work
upon the dam atfAyres’ Falls, Monday last, in
attempting to blast a large timber, so as to remove a portion of the dam,
was
severely inThe knee
jured byta premature explosion.
pan of the leit leg was broken and tbe right
arm also, between ilie elbow aud the wrist.
George Crooker of Stockton, has been missing since last 'Thursday aud the people thereabouts are suspicious that he is tbe victim of
foul play. A yearago Crocker was drugged
and snipped, and a mouth’s advance wages taken by the shipping agent in Boston, and recently he retuined home. The story goes that
he was engaged to a young lady who married
another man while be was once away; that
the couple bare beeD divorced and that the woman was going to marry Crocker,
hence some
think that the former nusband knows someof
the
man.
thing
missing

Keilty

WALDO

COUNTY.

The bouse, shed and ham of John 15. Hazeltine were burned on the night of the 20th.
The fire originated in the bam and passed
through the shed into the house. Nothing was
A
saved, not even the clothing ot the family.
horse, carriage, cow and a valuable dog were
There
have been previous atburned.
tempts to burn the buildings, and Mr. H.
thinks this was an incendiary fire. Loss about
$1000; no insurance.
YORK COUNTY.

The Biddeford Times reports that Charles H.
Moulton, real estate estate broker in Washington, formerly of Alfred, has forsaken his business taking with him $98,000 belonging to othe

rpeople.
A large circle of friends and relatives gath-

ered at the house of Hon. John Hall of Morth
Berwick on Tuesday last, to witness the marriage of his daughter Miriam and Mr. 'Gilman N. Deering of Saco.

To-day will be the last opportunity to purchase those fine marble goods, bronzes, clocks,
&c at auction, and we advise all to attend the
sale and secure some of the bargains,
TnE best place to buy Dress Trimming, Buttons, Hosiery and Gloves is at Carleton Kimball’s, 493 CoDgress street.
The very large sate of the Eureka Machine
Twist is not a matter of surprise, for it proves
exactly as represented every time.
Bargains in nice Merino Underwear for ladies and children at Kimball’s, 495 Congress
street.
_

and save the consumer fully 20
per cent.
Those who arc
to
purchase
Boots and Shoes this tall, we desire
to call upon us and allow us to establisli prices before making your
purchases that we may have the
satisfaction 01 proving to you that
you can save your 30 per cent, evcrytime, and that what we here
advertise is true. We buy and sell

only, and our long acquaintance with the shoe interests, gives us every advantage poslor cash

sible in our line ot business.
It does not put us out ot breath
to show onr goods, so please call,

examine,

The all wool scarlet twilled flannel that we
selling at 25 cts. per yard is the best value
for the money we have ever given.
Eastman Bros., 534 Exchange St.
oc26tf
For Sale —A good house, seven rooms, in
nice order, near City Hall.
George A. Whitoct25-lw
ney, No. 46 Exchange street.

alpaca

wrapper, figured
plain, lined throughout, and trimmed with
Matelasse silk, can be bought for $1.00 at Eastman Bros.
oc36tf
or

or

D I. Deland, 516 Congress street, Is now
receiviDg a nice lot of BaWwiu Apples for sale
oct23-lw
cheap.
We have a large assortment of felt
which we are selliog at popular prices.
OCZOtt

X.ASTMAN

“Forest Tar Soap” cleauses the
promotes the growth of the hair.

skirts

BROS,

scalp,

and
oc21dlw

—

Fairfield, Me., April 28, 18(14.
Gentlemen—Seeing numerous certificates in
the Maine Farmer, endorsing the merits of the
Great Lung Remedy, Wistai’s Balsam of Wild
Cherry, I am induced and I take great pleasure
in giving publicity to the great cure it accomplished in my family in the year 1830. Duriog
the summer of that year my sou, Henry A.
Archer, new postmaster in this place, was attacked with spitting of blood, cough, weakness
of luugs, and general debility, so much so that
him to have a
our family physician declared

consumption.”

He was ULder medical
treatment for a number of months,but received
At length, from the solicino benefit from it.
tation of himself and others, 1 was induced to
purchase one bottle of Wistar’s Balsam of
Wild Cherry, which beuetitted him so much I
obtained another, which in a short time restored him to his usual slate of health, i can
safely recommend this remedy to others in like
condition, for it is, X think, all it purports to be
—the great lung remedy for the times!
The above statement, gentlemen,is mvvoluutary offering to you in favor of your Balsam,
and is at your disposal.
As ever, yours,
Andrew Archer.

oct23-eodlw

May Have

IV. B. Cut this out tor future reference.

oct3dim

Vonr I.ifr.

dlyeom

For Sale.
rooms, an in good muning
Photograph
order, newly painted; 11,000 inhabitants and
11
no
opposition; doing; a good business; established
of custom;
years; sold for no fault of rooms or want
will be sold low to a cash customer.
E. C. SWAIN,

oct2Gd6t

Can

Consumption

—

Premium

AT

Malden, Mass.

THE

—

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup,
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills,
Are tlie only medicines that will cure Pulmonary

Consumption.
Frequently medicines that will stop a cough will
occasion the death of a patient; they lock up the
liver, stop the circulation of tbe blood, hemorrhage
follows, and in fact, they clog the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and Dyspepsia are the causes of
two-tbirds of tbe cases of Consumption. Many persons complain ot a dull pain in the side, constipation,
coated tongue, pain in the shoulder blade, leeiings
of drowsiness and restlessness, tbe food lying heavy on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and
belching up of wind.
These symptons usually originate from a disordered condition of the stomach, or a torpid liver.
Persons.so affected, if they take one or two heavy
colds, and if the cough in these cases he suddenly
checked, will find the stomach and liver clogged, remaining torpid and inactive, and almost before they
are aware the lungs are a mass of sores, and ulcera-

ted, the result ot which is death.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain opium or anything calculated to
check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic‘dissolves the food,
mixes with the gastric juices of the stomach, aids
digestion, and creates a ravenous appetite.
When the bowels are costive, skin sallow, or tbe
symptoms otherwise of a bilious tendency, Schenck’s
Mandrake Pills are required
These medicines are prepared only by
J. H. Schenck & Son,
N. F. corner Sixth aud Arch Sts., Phila.
And are tnr snip. l»v all dnnrgriata and dealers.
oct2
oed&wlm

MUSIC 2
New Sheet Music, Bools.

GOT

HAVE

intelligent

THE

Candid

GOODS!

We knew it hotore the Centennial. Everybody will know it now that the t'entenuial has

declared it,
The

highest

encomiums

were

passed

upon the

JfiEE STtMRD FURNACE
byvisiteisat the Exhibition. This is the only
eufirelr new Furnace in the market this year.
Our sales of Furnaces are increasing every year,
thus showing that the community really desire a
first class article.
We make them in Portable, Brick and Terra
Cotta* The latter style is very hiiudsome and
unique, and in the production of which Mr. John
Magee (the inAentor oi the Magee Company’s Gwods)
devoted four years of unceasing labor.
As all of Mr. Magee’s productions have been imitated upon more or less bv other stove manufacturers, he lias, for the protection of this

of his life placed Seventeen Different Patents,
We cordially invite the citizens of this City and
County to come and see this t?urnaee. We have
gentlemanly and intelligent clerks to show our goods I
an 1 we give our personal attention to setting up the
riuuv,

v*

Magee Standard Range,
Magee Parlor Standard,
Magee Yendome Parlor,
Magee Hall and Office Heater,
Magee Base Burner, new,

ALSO

Flutes,

Banjos. Piccolos,

FULLY
We also

237 MIDDLE
oct25distf

I P

Forest

ST.
STAIKW.

Tar,

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

els. eacli.

Fine W. Bone Corsets
Irom 45 cts. upwards.
lor 35 cts. each.

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Drawers
lor 35 cts. each.

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Tests

Cashmere Under-

Heavy Cashmere Drawers

Gents’ Heavy Shirts & Drawers
from 35 cts. upwards.

Children’s Merino Tests

MISS E. D. SEWALL
will give instruction in

branches,

English

Latin.

and

Mansion, Congiess Street.

Mixed Tests and Pants,
all sizes, 38 cts.

—

Children’s New Britain

WARRANTED.

keep constantly

on

hand

a

Suits,

87 els. and $1.00 per suit.

Gent’s Heavy Merino Hose

large stock of

Furnishing

GOODS

♦

Wo keep nothing but good Roods, and have the
beat workman the State attorns, and we are
bound to do our level bent to please our customers.
oelBdlm

IN FINE

—

MILLINERY GOODS
ever

before ottered will be foand at

LATNER

50 Pieces Silk Web Velvets
—

25 Pieces Silk Finished Velveteens
better qualities and lower prices than
offered.

ever

before

Silk Tassels,

;M.,at Y.M. C. A. Library Rooms.
octi9Th,F&Stf

Pioruana
I

business
raollege
I
R

R

institution of
Thorough in-

R

AND

Bronze Figures of all sizes and designs,
F'lorentine, Marble, Agate and Alabaster
Vases, Statuetts, Groups, Card Receivers,

Fazzas, Ac.,

and many

more ornaments to adorn Parlor, Hall or
Library. To be sold at auction by
F. O. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.

.‘15 & 37 EXCHANGE STREET,

Ou AVednesday, Thursday and Friday,

on. 33lh, ‘Zttlh and 27lh,
and 3 p. m. each day, by order of G.
Giovannani & Co., of Florence, Italy.
Every piece of marble
warranted to be
carved from the original stone In Italy, and the
French Clocks to be twenty-one day and to strike the
hour and half hour.
Ladies are especially invited to examine this stock.
oc24d4t
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
at 11

a. m.

positively

Executor’s Sale.
virtue of a license to me granted, by the Hon.
Nathan Cleaves, Judge of Probate, witbin ami
for the County of Cumberland, I shall sell at public
auction, at the “Mart,” on Plum street, iu this city,
on Saturday, the twenty-eight day of Oct, A.
I),
1876, at 11 o’clock in the forenoon, the folio whig goods
aDd chattels belonging to the estate of John True,
viz.: One horse, one carriage ami two robes.
Terms

cash.

FREDERICK FOX. Executor.
A CO.. Auctioneer*
oct20dtd

F. O. K %11.l t

Portland, Oct. 19, 1876,

ASSIGNEE’S
OF

—

“4 ^ the

PB

■

collateral

■

1CKIMSS

■
■

omc'lLaw
Mbrancl.es of

■iDCCATIOM,
Addrasa,
RF Mam*.
6dtf
MTS

HgJM

Navigation

information,
Fortiaod,

the

by

s

Nautrigon

EDWARD BREEN, 199 Franklin St.,
Will teach navigation by the use of the “Nautrigon*
Invented by Rev. Dr. Hill of this city. Persons who
have acquired no knowledge of navigation can learu
in a very short time by this instrument to solve the
problems of time, latitude, longitude, azimutb, course
and distance on the great circle, and several other
problems useful In navigation. The expense of learnjpg navigation by this method is very small.
jy!5tf

EATON FAMILY

SCHOOL FOR

BOYS,

will Commence August ‘is*
Mr. Eaton has associated with himself Mr. Joel
Wilson (late Principal of Qorham Seminary). They
will be assisted by Miss N. E. Uunton, Preceptress,
Mrs. Joel Wilson, Teacher of Music, Mrs. N. W.
Otis, Teacher of Drawing and Painting; John H.
Webster, A. M., teacher of ancient languages.
For particulars address
H F. EATON.
augSdtf
Fall Term

SALE

—

Men’s and Boy’s

Ready Made Clothing,
&c.,
AUCTION.

AT

the kind
struction In

■

emansMD.nooMeeDiiigl
■

TUESDAY, Oct. 31st. at 10 A.
COMMENCING
P. M.f
M., aDd continuing at 10 A. M., and
at Salesroom 35
on

until

sold,

•JWVO VI

Exchange Street,

ma'1,1

Kiauo

vyimuillK

IUI

ill C11

wear, Woolen Cloths. Casgimeres, <&c.
time 200 pairs fine Blankets.
D. W.

a

large

SUU

OOJ'S
same

Also at

AMES, Assignee.

F. O. BAILEY 6c CO., Auctioneer*.

oct27_

VALUABLE REAL

COTTON

ESTATE ON

STREET

BY AUCTION.
?hall sell on SATURDAY, Nov 4th, at 3
o’clock P. M.« the valuable Real Estate No 4
Cotton St. near Free, known as the Ambrose Colby
house Said house is two story with 14 finished rooms,
ood cellar, cistern, «&c. Lot about 43 x 95 feet.
This property Is well situated and tbe sale offers
a good opportunity for occupancy or investment.
Terms at sale. Fo. further particulars enquire ot
ALFRED BUTLER,
383 W ashington «t., Boston.

WE

or

of

F. 0. BAILET & CO., Auctioneers.

octl*S

did

Administratrix Sale.

H. TALBOT & CO.

license from

the Hon. Judge ot
Probate tor the County of Cumberland, 1 shall
PURSUANT
to tbe
sell at
to

a

public auction,

premises,

on

highest bidder, on tbe
Nov. 7. A. D. 1876. at 3

TUESDAY,

lot of unoccupied land on Woodford street, Woodford’s Corner, In Deering, adjoining
the homestead of D. D, Rolt, deceased, containing
about 6767 square feet.
HARRIET B. ROLF. Administratrix.
F. O. BAILEY 6c CO., Auctioneers.
ob6
eorltd
o’clock p. m., the

Best

Quality Dress Braid,
6 cts. a

upwards

Shirts,

Unlaundried Gents’

Lime ui

Bonnets,

H. TALBOT & CO.

ZBTJTTOZKTS
H. TALBOT &

GLOVES !

500 doz. pairs of Kids of the best stan*
dard makes for foodies. Gents. Hisses and
Also Kid Gauntlets* Gants’
Children.
Swedes aud Gents’ JDog Skin Gloves.

Gloves*

H. TALBOT

SPECIALTY.

spool.

a

Space will not admit of farther quota-

We had part of onr
goods packed; we were compelled to unpack them, and the result was, our angry passions rose. We decided to sell, if
possible, the entire stock at almost the
cost, and for a short season do BUSINESS FOR FUN.
Where the fun comes
in, “Deponent sayeth not.”
Yours very repectfuily,

Congress Street.

LATNER BROS.
can pride ourselves and confidently say that
in the above line of goods we can show the largest
stock in tho city, best values and lowest piices,
which are very essential in these times.
Samples gladly given ot cut goods, which can
sept4eod3m
prove facts.

We

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

Fitzgerald,

Cor. Myrtle & Congress Sts.,
Portland.,

25,

& Warner’s, Norfolk
New Brunswick. American
Hosiery Co. and New Britain Un-

Cartwright
and

derwear

boat Tickets via all
the diflerent Routes
to the West, Roston,
Hew Fork, Philadelphia and return, and
all points on Maine
Central R. R., at reduced prices.

CHAFFIN,

ra

wegant

iiooas

AT

—

FERNALD’S.

CLEANING OUT!
All of
that

our Corsets to make room tor our new
we are to put in the first of November.

makes

NOTE THE PRICES.
Our 75c Cornels for 03c.
Our 91.00 Cornels for 75e.
Our 91.95, 44-bone French Embroidered
Corset, for 1.00.
Our 91*30, 30-bone French Embroidered
Corset for 91.95.
Our 99.95, 09-bone, Heavy French Embroidered Corset for 91.75.

ruti liAuicis aiu tniLunnn,

early examination ot these goods is solicited, as
onlj have about 25 dozen in stock.
Also One more Case ol
those
An

H. TALBOT & CO.
Neck Ties, aUo Lace Goods,
Worsted Goods, Ruchings, &c.

Nobby

Clapp’s Block,

No. 6

dislw

oc21

F E R N A L D
THE

UP

BEST

Dress Suits
IN

THE

&

New Woolens !

sure

KENDALL,

168 and 170 Middle

Most Reliable Returns
safe,

GOIJLD,

503 Congress Street^.
aeptlf®dtf

distt

The Latest and

a

SOCKS

FOR 25 CENTS.
Reapectfully,

CHADBOM &

MARKET.

oct25

for

SHAKER

NELSON

CONGRESS STREET.

GETS

we

Gents’ heavy double Heel and Toe

have

Mo.

sep30_dtf
Railroad and Steam-

R.

FRANK W. CHAFFIN.
oct26dlw

1876.

■ni

& CO.

give you

can

J. H.

Oct.

ocM5diet!

Feather Trimmings and Silk Braids.

Spool Silks,

Our present prices beat the world.

CO.

keep

find is impossible.

Thousand* yds of Hamburg*, also Scarfs
nuil Ties, Collars aud Cuffs,
all at your own prices.

Portland,

keep the largest assortment of

^

tions. We expected to move to our new
store on the first of October; this we

than last Winter’s prices.

CHAS.

Moss and

Trimming Buttons,

all colors, tor 8 cts.

Braids!

Trimming

for 75 cts.

and French Fell, Straw and
Velvet flats retailing at case prices.

existing between
and style ot
day been dissolved
BROTHERS,
by mutual consent, Charles R Chaffiu retires.
The business ot tbe firm will be settled by Frank
W. Chaffin, who will continue to
carry on the Fruit
and Confectionery business at the old stand, under
the style of Chaffin Brothers.
name

paper

a

nutivus,

All our $1.00 Kid

heretofore
THEtbeCopartnership
undersigned, under
has this

CHAFFIN

carry the largest line of

Stuck,

Needles

English

Dissolution of Copartnership.

—

Wamsutta. 87 cts. & $1.15 each.

Best

COPARTNERSHIP.

TOWX.

H. TALBOT & CO.

piece.

variety,

from 20 cts.

INT

17 to 25 cts.

GLOVEsT~ KID

The oldest
the State.

m

upwards.

colors, 5cts. each.

all

opieuuiu

Real Ostrich Tips, Feather Trimmings,
Peacock’s Wings, Breast*, fancy Feathers
Bought at a sacrifice—will be sold at less than
Manufacturers’ prices,

HATS- A

| without injury to throator lungs.
Defects of speech cured.
WALCIILTIIKE ,TEK K. FOBES.t graduate of B. U.
School of Oratory) Iain PoitlandevFOR
SPEEIMI
“ ery Saturday. Apply from 1 to 2 P.

hare the best stock ot

from 38 cts. upwards.
50 doz. Canada Knit Hose
for 50 cts. per pair.
Best Quality Ball Tarn,
all colors, 15 cts. ball.

consisting of

TRIMMED

teacher of piano-forte,
144 1-)A Exchange Street,
oct2
at W, p. HASHINGS'.
eodti

Ladies Wool Balmoral Hoge

4 cts.

300 CARTONSOF FEATHERS

50 Oases Hats and

STREET^

MISS EMMA L. EATON

from 15 cts. to 50.

Bustles in fine

in Cold and Black iu & different grade*
for Miiits and Trimmings.
ALSO

DOW

Gent’s Heavy Shaker Hose

all colors, 3 cts. per yard.

Ribbons|

iu Plain. Boiled and Gros Grain Ribbons
from 1 to 9 inches wide,
iu all colors, still selling at last summer’s low prices.

—

10 cts. per pair.

Silk Lacing Cords,

J3ROTHERS.

200 Cartons of

Ladies’ Heavy Cotton Hose,

from 25 cts,

MARBLE CLOCKS

BY

PIANO AND ORGAN,
6 1-2

STATUARY,

Ladies’ Knit Jackets

The Greatest Bargains
—

TEACUER OF

—

ITALIAN NIBBLE

_

se

OF

—

PARLEZ-VOCS FRANCAIS!

°ct21_ dim
FRANK A. BLACKSTONE,

oo3dt

Special Art Sale

Apply at 38 Winter street, from 4.30 to C, P. M.
°ct!8
deod2w

NORRIDGEWOCK, HIE,

from 25 cts. upwards.
IS

Consignments solicited.

in

For f* lher
L. A. Unj, A.M

Heavy Merino Drawers

and economical invest ment,m ay al
ways be iound with

we

have

Just opened, and

line

are now

of

English, German

Street,

receiving

ful

a

and French

Sore

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,

The Western Union Telegraph Company
advertise that it has reduced rates fifty*
two (52) per cent, in ten years, bnt
omits to state that these reductions

Chapped Hands, Salt Rheum, Skin Diseases,

Rollins, Loring
22 EXCHANGE

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma,
For Sale by all Druggists.

FOR

PREMIUM

FIRST

1§7G.

Liamson’s

Portrait

and ARTISTIC

Instead ofwaiting a tenth of a century,
the Atlantic & Pacilic Telegiaph Com-

AT

ROOM

janSdtf

PORTLAND.

(TO A L.
city,

tor

FOR SALE AT

Market Rates,

Randali

&

BY

—

McAllister,

COMMERCIAL,

ST.

Side Lace Boots I
A full assortment in French Kid, neat and pretty.
Also in French Morocco for Walking Boots. Measures taken and nice tilting Boots made to order tor
men or women.

no:, a. palmer.
dti

(50)

per cent, below the

llfty-lwo per

cent, of the Western Union
and the end is not yet.

Company,

Horses Wintered.
surplus of hay that

I wish consumed
on my iarm, I will winter horses for $1 50 a
week. Good buildings, hay of first quality, running
water in stable, sunny yard for exercise, horses well
cared for.

HAVING

Ashes lor Sale.
the Car-load. Apply to

BY
OCt26dlw*

BERLIN MILLS

Me.

Co.,
Berlin Mills WharL

NOBBY" HATS
and Travelling Caps, &c., just received.
see

Special inducements

in

prices and styles.

HORSE
in

Drapery Work of all kinds at very Low
Prices*

CORNER FREE
mb21

AND COTTON 81N.

octlG

a

THE HATTER,
MERRY’S,
oct!4dtf

Under
—

specialty. Sold by

is

Coining.

Get your Carver* and Table Knave* of
which we have the largest Stock and lowest prices
in the State; also have your old ones fixed up at

cto

Ilolir,

oct2G

dim

XT

JOB PRINTING
Office.

Clough

561 CONGRESS STREET,
has just received new Cloak and

Dress Trimmings including Silk
and Worsted

Fringes, plain
fancy Braids, Buttons, &c.
oct24

neatly

executed

AND

—

and
dlw

FER NALD’S

FIRST-CLASS

13

JOHN E. PALMER.
Middle St.. Portland, Me

FINE

AT

FERNAED’S.

SHIPPERS

Red, White,

at

RUBBER COATS.
lot of Men’* Rubber Coat., all
Rubber Rlanhet.
perfect, for SI .50 eacb
HALL’.
only 90 cent..
HCHKEH
A

new

STORE,under

almoiith Hotel.

furnace heat ami have rooms not satisfactorily warmed, can lind a remedy by applying

sv|>t27dU

PENNELL & CO.,

No. 38 and 40 Union St.,
where the Combination may be
sep30

teen

THE

parties have other business; store rented reasonable.
information inquire of

For

F. O. BAILEY & CO„
35 and 3» Exchange Street.

oct!i3__dlw
the premium

I.iad

»ork«,

A

The best and
market. Liberal

POD PUMP !

cheapest out door pump in the
discount to the trade. Send for a

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
dim

subscribers have been appointed Agents foi
Albion

UMBER
circular.

at woik.

Pure White Lead.
the
THE
brand of

Stock and Fixtures ot a Shoe Store; centrally
located; doing good business; by immediate
application it will be sold at a great bargain, as the

use

W. H.

reached by the fol-

FOR SAFE.

Heating,

to

FREIGHT.

points
freight
Fast Freight Lines, viz:
ALLlowing
destined to

Combination
All who

NOTICE.

OF

Co.,

Safe! Simple! Cheap! Noiseless!

oct25distf
SPECIAL

SHOE STORE

403 CONGRESS ST.

—

distf

Low Prices.

my 5iadly

—

PANT GOODS
—

EMPORIUM.

—

Charles Custis &

LINE
OF

TO

Very

Millinery and Fancy Goods

Store, situated in one of most flourishing
factory villages in the State. Desirably located, ana
doing a good business. Sold for no fault. If not
sold, would take a tirst-class Millin ;r as partner.
One who can give good references, &c. In iuire of
augl5dtt

AT

Tailoring
oct25

aug24dtf

—

Fernald^s,
oct25
distf
(ibis

Shirts

r a w e r s
—

Blue, Canada, Southern, International, Hoosac Tunnel and Merchant’s Despatch, must be shipped by
Boston & Maine Railroad. For through rates and
R. A. McCLUTCHY,
11s lading apply to
Agt. Fast Frgt. Lines at B. & M. R.R., Portland.

Coatings

D

FOllJiAJLE.

A

SPECIAL NOTICE.

DAVIS,

NO. 1 EEM (STREET

Jy7dtt

dtf

—

will

___dtf

The French Last

at least one half the telegraph business
of Portland.
The public need only to know these
facts to properly respond.
D. II. BATES,
Supt. Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph Co.

Over

Mrs. S. J.

and your old Milk Hat in exchange,
secure the latest Dunlap Style of
Silk Hats, at

For Comfort, Elegance and Durability,

cash.
Portland. Sept. 23,1876.sept23d2m

to custou. ers that pay

the Lowest Prices.

Ladies’ Fine Shoes, Ten Widths.

SATISFACTORILY

Ulmer

at

$3.50

SHADES

—AND—

Call and

them.

most of which are of our own importation, and very
choice styles; also a good stock of fine Domestic
Woolens, which we are prepared to ofter at greatly
reduced trices from last season.

BLANKETS

great variety

of

System,

per minute may be sent over a wire, it
will be enabled to handle

Thanksgiving

St., Sign of the Gold Hat,

J* C. Dennett & Barnard’s superior grade

Automatic

Address,

C. D. SMALL,
ocl3d1m»Cornish,

237 Middle

With its improved

CUTLERS, 06 EXCHANGE STREET.

a

NEW STORE ON FREE STREET.

the Hatter,

Merry,

—

ONE THOUSAND WORDS PKEBLEDAVIS^’ } LEAVITT &

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,
Lowest

at

—

WINDOW

STROKE,

by which

The largest stock and the best variety ot Coals in
the

PAPERS

GEO. II. BOSWORTH,

244= Middle Street?

60

ONE

Photographs

Now is the time to order for the Holidays!

Adams,

STREET.

pany has,

reduced the telegraph rates to Portland

from life direct or old copies however small.
Finished up to fall life size in crayon ink, or colors by
the best artists.

&

auf

the Toilet and Bath.

or

Corsets
lorj 8V

for 87 els, each.

Solution,

and for Piles.

or

Foy’s

for 87 cts. each.

Forest
Tar Troches,
Telegraphic Notice.
Forest
Tar Salve,
Forest
Tar Soap,
Forest
HAVE BEEN FORCED BY
Tar Inhalers,
COMPETITION.
Forest
or

Madame

Ladies’

or Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

or

Italian or German and be taught by the
thorough linguist in tbe New England states.
Please cuf this out for reference
The professor also teaches Latin,
Greek, Hebrew,
Arabic and Persian.
oct‘25d3t*

a

c# w#

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.

r.

vests

eularge, as the thousands in use
are daily testifying their merit

House

539

Pernald’s,

BE ASTONISHED. AND
WONDER.

READ,

Ladies’ Heavy

charges, and satisfaction guaranteed.

.A.T

Tar

here quoted are
and if
continued must
terminate in Bankruptcy.

tor 50 cts. each.

Also Hats trimmed to order by our well known
and experienced Milliner, at the most reasonable

NOBBY GOODS

prices
ruinous,

from 15 cts. upwards.

KID

Harmonicas, Clarinets,
Cornets, and ail instruments for Brass and String
Bands, in great variety; extra \ iolin Strings, Retail
and Wholesale.
Particular attention given to orders,
jan31
deodly*

that

AND

it is unnecessary to
in this community
and pre eminence.

and
must

Dealers

acknowledge

Ladies’

FRENCH AND AMERICAN CORSETS.

Organs, cheap tor cash or installments Violins, Guitars, Music Boxes, Accordions,

People

for 50 els. each.

and Ornaments

The largest Stock in the City.

Boaion, will please call or address D. P.
PERKINS, 381 Cumberland St.. Portland, Me.
Persons knowing any one of the above languages,
can learn one of the others
by the language they
have acquired, thereby reviewing what
they have
studied, and at no more expense than if they were
to take a single language and study it.
To Wingers—Tbis fs an
opportunity to get up a

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Vests

CROWNING ACHIEVEMENT

at 25 per cent, less

Middle Street, Portland.

a

tion of the goods having
been
purchased within
This fine
Sixty days.
Stock amounting to at least

F. O. BAILEY.

sciences,

in

Heavy Silk and Worsted Fringes, Buttons

C. K. HAWES,

Reed

complete,

full and
large proporare

et

of

or

WE

k

Folios,

Licencie-es-letfrc*

on

__

received daily by

Pianos,

lines

Salnrunt 33 Had 3» Bcik.D|e 81.

Prof. C. dc Lagarliere,

Philadelphia,

American

177

The

gentlemen desiring to take lessons Ibis
the above languages, of

or

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

winter in either of

class
most

BENEFIT

F. O. BAILEY * CO.,

fifteen thousand dollars
MAWSE, A. HI., Instructor
PROP.
the French Linoiciiage and l.itornture
will be thrown on the In
and the
the High School of Portland, wishes to say that
has greatly reduced his prices
account ot hard
market for the next three he
times. He will give le>sons to classes at private
GOLD
MEDAL weeks
ONLY
houses
whenever
desirable.
at a SLIGHT ADProf. M. may be lound at Loring, Short & Harawarded to goods ol their class
uuder Falmouth Hotel. Irom 11 to 12 A. M.,
VANCE ON COST.
All mon’s,
at the Chadwick

Centennial Exhibition.

Cured.

be

sep6___distf

There is no person living but wliat suffers more or
less with Lung Diseases, Coughs, Colds or Consump.
tion, yet some would die rather than pay 75 cents tor
Dr. A.
a bottle of medicine that would cure them.
Boschee’s German Syrup lias lately been introduced in this country from Germany, and its won'
drous cures astonishe every one that tries it. Ifjou
doubt wliat we say in print, cut this out and take it
to your Druggist and get a sample bottle for 10
Kogcents and try it. Two doses will relieve you.
ular size 75 cents,
sep2t)

Highest

give liis Custo-

A

Every Magee Stove, Range & Furnace Boy’s

—

SHOES,
STORE 88 CROSS ST.

—

CUT THIS OUT.
II

& Co„

&

BOOTS

oct23-eod&wlw

Adamson’s Pills are a sure cure for sick
headache and all derangement of the stomach
and bowels.

IN

We are pleased to announce to our many friends
and customers that the goods of this Company for
Elegance of Drsigu* superiority of Finish and Mechanical Miill in Construction
have received the

to

mers, the People,

IN THIS CITY AND COUNTY.

Magee Dining Room Heater

Wholesale Dealers

EXQUISITE

Unsolicited Testimony.

“seated

price.

and

C, H. Staples

are

A cashmere

—

WHOLESALE PRICES,

sec,

BOSTON,

ot

Boots & Shoes
AT

OF

BOSS

we have decided to

onr

Furnace Co.

Magee

—

OXFORD COUNTY.

__

Stealing Apples.—At this season of the
year boys make a practice of watching farmers’

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
can

—

All the banks in Augusta have contributed
to the fund for tbe beuefit of tbe widow atid
child of the late J. L. Haywood, acting cashier
of the National Bank of Nortbfield, Minn.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. A. Cates of North Vassalboro’, were agreeably surprised on the evening of the 231 inst, by the gathering at their
house of a large number ol their friends, who
came to celebrate the twonty-titth anniversary
of their marriage.

represent the

Ladies

AUCTION SALK

German & French.

Spanish, Italian,

Moving

FITZGERALD
Proposes

RETAILING

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Exchange Street,

Policy Holders in the

COUNTg,

A curious case was heard before before the
For
Auburn municipal court Wednesday.
some cause Johu S. Leavitt entertained a
unaries
uom
nvin.
jnowuiug,
gruoge against
iug ou Winter street. Auburn. As loog ago as
tbe 25th of August Downing’s family were visibly disturbed by the blowing up of tbeir stove,
tbe entire kitchen being tilled with the debris.
Investigation proved that tbo cause of the explosion was tbe presence in tbe lire of a stick
of wood loaded with powder,
By keeping a
careful watch thereafter over bis woodpile,
Downing discovered at different times no less
than 20 sticks of wood bored and doctored in
tbe same manner, all of which went to prove
an attempt on Downing’s life and property; so
tbe firewood and John S. Leavitt were paraded
before tbe court, the latter being held to appear
at the S. J. Court in January.

12

EDUCATIONAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

A. N. Noyes & Soil Prior to

oct27dlw»

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN

MISCELLANEOUS.

C. C. C., Press Office.

directly
STATE

nor

week.

ness

O. BeutoD, J. Davidson, P.
C. A. Baker. These officers
with paiticular reference to Ivy

bees, and

did not outlive its foundress.
Whether the above oath be that in use by the
Portland Order is not certainly known, but
there is strong reason to believe it is, with the
exception of the clause swearing obedience to
the foundress.
The witty Duchess, however,
is held in high regard as the institutor of ihe

meu

young man of two years experience in busiin the city, a stuation in a furniture establishment, either as salesman, driver, or bookBest
ot city rcf rences given. Would take
keeper.
one-half pay iu goods. Addiess
a

BY

Arrangements, A.
L Paine; Marshal,

searching

eye may
or pin.
The name
Honey-Fly is a literal translation of the French
Houehe a-Miel, which would perhaps be more
correctly rendered by Hooey-Bee.
Tbe Order doubtless had its origiu in a reminieeenee of the famous society formed by the
Duchesse de Maine, grand-danghter of tbe
great Condo, a lady who was renowned for her
wit in the time of Louis XIV.
She long held
a literary court of her
owuatSceaux, and exercised with her courtiers all her ingenuity in
inventing from timo to time some new diversion. It occurred to her oae day that she would

invited to attend.

The Junior class has elected the fallowing
officers: President, S. E. Smith; Vice President, D. H. Felch; Secretary and Treasurer,
J. Thing; orator, J. L. Higgins; Commitcee of

who

are

a

J. P. Thompson.

yesterday:

as

OFFICE.

WANTED !

Real Estate Sales —The following are the
real estate transfers recorded in this county

name

society

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Eureka Machine Twist.
Carieton Kimball—2.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
New York Life Insurance Company.
Wonted—Situation.
Citizens’ Mutual Relief Society.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Assignee’s Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

elected: President, Mrs. Harriet Wetherbee;
Vice President, Miss Lizzie Dyer; Secretary,
Miss Mary McCobb; Treasurer, Mrs. E. M.

Rand; Librarian, Mrs.

A number of young ladies o£ this city, believing that women have as much call as men to
form themselves into societies with sounding
names and mysterious and imposing rites, that
a girl has as much
reason to style herself a
Duchess as a man to dub himself a Knight of
the Ked Cross, have formed an organization
which partakes of the quality of secrecy which
attaches t> the societies which their brothers
hold in so much account,and which is known as
the Order of the Honey-Fly(J/oucAe-a-Jl/«ef),tak

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros.,
Brunei <Xr Co., Andrews,
Wentworth. Moses. N. B.
Keudrick, and Chisholm
Bros., oh all trains that run out oi the city.
At
of PhiUsbury.
At Saco, of L. Uodgdon and H, B, Kendrick.
At
of J S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Brog., and Stevens & Co.

Rossini Club.—At the aimaal meeting oj
the Rossini Club the following officers were

superior

Gas

strictly Pure » liilr l.snd ground in
Oil; for sale in the usual variety of packages, and
at the lowest market prices; guaranteed to be as

represented.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
41 market Square.
dtt
Ju3

Agent*. Portland, Me.

augll

128

JOHN
sep6

dtf

Fixtures!
Exchange St.

KINSMAN.
U3m

an understanding exists between
and Russia, and England does not
seem minded to go to war for the preservation
of the Turkish power. Negotiations have been
renewed, and there is some prospect that an
armistice will be agreed upon. It is evident

isl believed

POETRY.
The Democratic Flag Raising.
BY t. o. w.

that Russia has been preparing for war, and
she will tight unless she can gain her objects
through diplomacy. She will be content with
nothing less than the complete independence

Lo! There our flag, thrice bought by blood,
Now bears a craven’s name,
And thoughtless thousands rend the air,
With jubilant acclaim!
And yet, had all like Tildes; proved,
In dark rebellion's hour
That flag, if hailed at all, to day,
Were shorn of half its power.

of Servia and Montenegro, tbe autanomy of the
Ilerzegoviua, Bosnia and Bulgaria, and the ac-

quisition of Bessarrbia
her by tbe l’aris treaty

Servians during the week. One great obstacle to war is tbe financial distress prevailing in
Austria and Russia on account of their paper
currency. A panio is feared in their stock and
money morkets.

As well throw wide yonr prison doors,
And from each felon’s cell,
Bring forth its occupant to guard
All that you cherish well;
The burglar for your trusted watch,
Or treasures rich and rare;
Tbs vile assassin, to protect
Your wife, and daughters fair,

Fall Flouting.
In the October number of Scribner’s Month,
ly, P. T. Quinn gives the following seasonrble

Days.

The News (or the week coding Wednesday
Night, Oci, 33.

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

The Army of tbe Tennessee held its annnal
reunion in Washington last week, and re-elec
ted Qen. Sherman President.
The following is a statement of our com.
merce with Russia aod Turkey: Total imports
Into tbe United States from Russia amonuted
to 81,399,759. Our exports to Russia amounted
to 811,484,137. Our total imports from Turkey
amounted to 8579,947, and our exports to Turkey amounted to 81,244,874.
A Washington special says there is a rumor
in official circles that ear government is drawing np a note to be addressed to tbe Spanish
government protesting agaiDSt the rigid persecutions of Protestants throughout Spain and

religious
authority this

accorded
same

has been the subject of correspondence
between oar government and Great Britain
matter

and understanding reached that formal protest
shall be made by each government as has been
done by Germany.
Secretary Morrill does not think that in the
event of war in Europe either the status of our
securities

generally,

or

more

particularly that
growing success,

of 4J per
wonld be materially affected, Should Bussia
engage in war the demand for our bonds might
be checked temporarily, but eventually'.it would
benefit them, because they would be more
sought after as reliable securities.
The Supreme Court of the United States has
deoided that a policy of life insurance which stipulated for the payment of an annual pre
mium by.the assured, with a condition to bo
void on non-payment, is not an insurance from
year to year, like a common fire policy, bnt the
premiums constitute an annuity, the whole of
which is the consideration for the entire assurance for life, and the condition is a condition
subsequent, making void the policy by its nonperformance, but the time of payment in such
loan and its

cent

is material and of the essence of the
contract, and failure to pay involves au absosolute forfeiture, which cannot be relieved

policies

against in

equity,

CENTENNIAL.
The past week has been the best yet in point
of attendance in the history of the great Exposition, over 600,000 paying visitors having
THE

passed through the turnstiles. Thursday,
Maryland and Delaware day, the number of
visitors was over 160,000, Friday 94,000, atd
Saturday 81,000. The commissioners of Fairmount Park have agreed to allow the main
exhibition building to remain for exhibition
purposes only, admission to be 25 cents, except
Saturdays, when it will be ten cents. The
privilege is to be terminable in two year’s
notice.
THE SOUTHERN DISTURBANCES

It appears from the official report that the
whites were the aggressors in the Camboy
affair, and that the negroes, being better
armed, soon overcame them. The rifieclnbs
in South Carolina have been disbanded, the
presenoe of United States troops rendering of
no avail their attempts at intimidation. There
are now
thirty-seven companies of United
States soldiers in the State.
It appears that heavy purchases of arms
have been made in New York by the White

liners.
POLITICAL.

Tammany hag nominated Smith Ely, Jr.,
for Mayor of New York.

hints respecting fall planting:
Fruit-bearing trees, shrubs, vines and brambles may be transplanted in tbe fall, and very
often under more favorable conditions, and with
better prospects of success, thau if set out in
tbe spring. There are some well known objections raised against fall plauting, especially of
fruit trees, such as the long exposure to the
swaying of the winds before growth commencBut the injury or displacement of the roots
es.
from swaying at the tops amounts to little com
pared to tbe many striking advantages gained
in planting at a season of the year when there
is comparative leisure; when the ground is usually dry and in good condition, and when the
necessary preparatory stirring of the soil can be
made without any extra expense. These are
points that tell in the growth and productiveness of fruit trees, either in the garden or the
orchard. If planted in the fall tbe soil settles
closely around the roots and fibres by the time
the spring opeus, and an earlier growth is
staited than with spring setting, which is often pushed back until the s> asou is well advanced, from causes over which the planter
has no control.
The spring may be backward
enough to hinder planting of trees in a way in
which they should be set out to insure success.
All other things being equnl, there is no doubt
al.

1.1

A »

A heated canvass is going
Hampshire. Semi-weekly torch-light processions are
held in all the large places.
Advices from New York, New Jerse? and
on

in New

California represent the Republic ins as confident of victory.
Gov. Tilden has written a letter saying that
if he is elected President be shall oppose the
payment of all Southern claims.
Letters have been received from London
saying that the Syndicate will not make
any efforts in connection with funding American securities beyond wbat the contract compels them to do, until the question of the
Presidential election is settled; and that in case
Governor Tilden is elected, they do not believe
it would be possible to mase any additional
steps successful. Not only have such advices
been received from London, but similar letters have reached persons representing certain
Syndicate interests in New York. The present,
ation of this aspect of the Presidential question
has excited the Democrats here more than any-

thing which has happened during the campaign, and the whole machinery under control
party

uaa ueeu set

actively

at

worn

Boil the vinegar ahd pour it

the solid
ingredients, stirring tbe whole briskly while
in in the act of pouring. Let the solution get
quite cold, and then immsrse the skin, which
must soak for at least two days. Then take
it out and tightly stretch it tiil it is dry. During the process of drying, comb and smooth
the hair. The remainder of the pickle can
be poured into a jar, corked up tightly aDd
put aside for future use.
Rubber Cement.

There are several kinds of India rubber
cement. The best known is “marine glue.”
A cheaper cement and one that is highly recommended, is made by cutting a quantity of
pure India rubber, in its natural state, into
small pieces, putting them in a wide mouthed
bottle and filling it about half full of the

purest benzine; the rubber will swell up
almost immediately, and if well shaken will
in a few days assume the consistency of hon-

If the rubber does not dissolve add
benzine. If when dissolved the cement is too thin, add more gum. A piece
of rubber one inch in diameter will make a
pint of cement. This dries in a few minutes
and is very useful in uniting pieces of leather,
as it is both elastic and durable.
In mending
rubber goods put a patch of rubber over the
place to be mended and cement it on with
ey.

more

A
Apply to
0Ct26d3t*

Twelve vessels and
ed in the Arctic seas.
The ships got entangled
many men are lost.
in the ioe packs, and all board perished.
There has been great damage in the gulf of
Mexico by a fgale, which broke Friday night
wrecked.

BRIEF MENTION.

mining in the Black Hills is looking
np,-Indian marauders are frtquent iu the
West.-A strike of engineers was made on
the New Jersey Central railroad Monday night.
At midnight all engines were stopped wbereever they chanced to be, thus putting travelers
to great annoyance and expense.-Yellow
fever is abating in Savannah.-New York
had a real London fog Monday nightFrancis P. Blair, the veteran journalist and
politician, died Sunday, aged 84.
Gold

FOREIGN.

The British parliament has been prorogued.
This is thought to be indicative of peace.
A terrible famine is prevailing in India.

Jenny Lind’s Naur.
A correspondent of the Gemantown Tele,
graph gives a recipe for this famous soup.
Wash a quarter of a pound of the best
pearl sago until the water poured from it is
clear; then stew it quite teuder in water or
thick

brsth; it will require nearly or quite a
quart of liquid, which should be poured on it
cold and heated very slowly; then mix gradually with it a pint of good boiling cream
and the yolks of four fresh eggs, and mingle

the. whole earefiillv with st.rnne veal nr heef
stock, which should always be kept ready
boiling. Mile. Lind was iu the habit of taking this soup before she saug, as she found
the eggs and sago soothing to the chest and

beneficial to-the voice.

Breakfast Indiaa Cake.
are now able to get Indian meal
from the new crop, I will tell your readers
how they can have excellent cakes for breakfast, which I call much cake. It is thus;
Take as much meal as may be required,
scald it partially; then take some drippings
of lard and warm water, melt the fat with it,
then take the meal and mix it with milk to
the proper consistency; add a little salt and
a beaten egg, or the egg may be omitted,
bake on the griddle and you will have an exAs

can

many and Austria bad formed an alliance,
that the Russian troops bad crossed the Pruib,
and that England was about to seize Constantinople, This of course meant war. Now
however the triple alliance is denied,{though it

the

care

of

a

babv

dlw*

TO

FRED. N.

Wanted.

AT Exchange street.

Business Wanted,
party with good experience, (chiefly in flour,)
and having a few thousand dollors in cash.

BY
Address

Ollier DM)

lO

t'angre.. Sinn,

of debts, bankruptcy, &c.,
speciCOLLECTION
collections
alty. Funds remitted
a

soon as

G. A. CLARK, ML.

74

D,

M. €.

ootlTd3w

PATTER

Practical and Expert

House Wanted.
a

Lost.
Jubilee Singers* Concert a pair of OPERA
GLASSES, marked Mrs. John L Shaw. The
finder will be suitabyl rewarded by leaving them at
the City Messenger’s Room, No. 4, City Building.
the

IPV

IVB.

Si 4V

dtf

Counsellor

LOST OR STOLEN !

at

Law,

A

PORTLAND,

The Natural Magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hand s on them and they sha’l be healed
.‘I0£ Cumberland, Cor. of £lm St.
nov8

dtf

HITCHCOCK,

Successor to the late George Marston,

Robes,

Boarders Wanted.

augtl

FEW Gentlemen can be accommodated with
board, at
oct26dlw*
NO. 25 SOUTH STREET.

A

Board and Pleasant Rooms.
<G taken the desirable house, No. 101
(near Park street), 1 am prepared
gentlemen and their wives, ana sinwith
pleasant rooms and board.
gle gentlemen,

MOTLEY,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

180

Middle

1

and atler
tickets will
follows:

ON

From

Barns and

State and Sher-

Family

seen from
preferred.
3 to 5 P. M.oct25dtf

in

TfltP st.rpptq

of 6

In

a brick house, corner York
willi Sphnun mid nil innilprn

Rent

$10 per month.

and
im.

Also

one rent
corner.
Price

house next to the
$12.50 per month. Inquire ot E. PONCE, Corner of
Middle and Exchange Street.
oct24dtf
rooms

a new

5

WITHOUT

Wintlirop

Parlor Stove, with Nickel
Trimmings and Anti-Clinker Grate.

should be taken with burns or freezes,
not to break or rack up the skin; and never
put on drawing poultices, it makes a big sore.
A cloth with a little mutton tallow or some
soft oil spread upon it will keep out the air
and heal it where the skin is torn up.

City Building
STREET.
dlw*

CENTER

sep20 Between Free

front rooms to let without board, with gas,
all modern improvemences, and frescoed; firstclass in every respect.
Both rooms on the same
floor and all other convenients, with Sebago Firstclass occupants and good recommendations desired.
824 CONGRESS St.
oc21dlw*

TWO

JF
so

oc!3

FOR_SALE.
desirable

Story Frame House, No. 85
JL Federal Street Easterly half of Block, containing 14 rooms, arranged for two tenements; is centrally located for business, with gas. large cistern, and a
never failing spriDg of puie water in cellar.
Lot is
36x120, with garden and fruit trees. Will be sold at
a bargain.
to
N.
S
GARDINER.
Apply
Real Estate Agent, No. 42£ Exchange Street.

rflHE

AotOP,

A 1

FOR

n.

J5ALE1

F0Il_SALE.

ocl2dtf

For Sale.
Ten miles

from
in
Portland,
Windham, on Stage Road to Bridgton, thirty acres ot land, mowing,
pasture and
woodland; under-

_idrained where needed, and in a
of
state
cultivation, with one acre of
good
muck: one mile from Church and Post Office: ball
mile from School; three miles from Railroad. Story
and a half house with ell, blinded and furnished
throughout, with cement cellar,wood, ice, hen house,
and yard with barn all in good condition; orchard of
young thirfly trees, grapes, pear, plum and smaller
fruits in bearing. Also the crops and farming tools,
including twentv tons of hay, at a bargain. Inquire
of W. H. VINTON, ESQ., Middle Street, Portland,
or DIt. HUNTINGTON, on the premises.
aug!7dtf

For Sale or Kent.
A first class residence, centrally situated
Ki! State Street; all furnished. Address

O, BOX 1602.

New two story French-Roofed House,
422 Cumberland St., containing fourteen rooms fitted up with furnace, gas,
inAirsrf
™*e£2=S»Sebago water, and all the modern improvements of h first-class house. Inquire of JORDAN BROS., No. 11 Danforth St.
apr4dtf
/ft

FOR

rooms are

all

F. 6,

sep29dtf

To Let.
Three Story Brick Dwelling House,
Dantorth Street, recently occupied by

THE

ings.

No. 174
Watson

HOUSE, No. 5 Carlton Street; commodious, pleasaut and every way desirable.
BYRON D. VERRILL,
205 Middle Street.
septOdtf

BRICK

To Let.
The easterly half of residence corner of Free
and High streets, now occupied by W. H. AnJo;;;
IBljll iiftrarm Esq.
Possession given first of May.
F. W. LIBBY,
Inquire ol
42 Exchange St.
apr!8dtf

Wholesale Store,
the Thompson Kloch, Nos. II7 A. 119
Middle Street. Good location below the Post
Office where all the wholesale dry goods and other
classes of trade are located, The finest store in the
city, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably f applied for soon. Apply to

E. THOMPSON,
on tlfeSpring St. Horse Car Route.
d&w22

Store lo Let.
No. 122

Dana & Co.,
STORK
Son. Possession

Dantorth St.
aprll

Commercial

now

street, next below
occupied by Joshua Hobbs &

given immediately.

For

Apply

at 96

No Clinkers. Pmectlj warm
Air and plenty of it.

beauty of Design, Economy,

ience, and Durability
It is adapted for

Convenstands without a rival.

WOOD OB

TO

With its silver trimmings it will be an ornament in
any drawing room.
CALL AND SEE THE ABOVE AT

NUTTER BROS. & CO.’S,
29 Market
AGKIVTS
sel5

Square, Portland,

FOR

BARSTOW’S GOODS.
eod3m

A Practical Business Desk,
A BEAUTIFUL LIBR1RV DESK,
IS THE WOOTOA

Printing

PATTERSON, dealer in Beal Estate. Office 379J
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
au26tt
and Pear) streets.
G.

Printing Materials of every description
Jype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

CABINET DESK
ita

its

varieties. Patent secured* Prices
reasonable. Agents Wanted.

"THURSTON,

GENERAL AGENT.
3 Free Street Block, Portland.
sepl6___dly
Fleisclimann & Co.’s
COMPRESSED YEAST
Makes the best and healthiest
BREAD.
This yeast is made
from Pure (*rain. Factory at
L.
I. For sale by all
Biissville,
retail grocers.

Posters, H«»d Hills, Bill Heads,
Cards, Tags,

<fcc. printed at shot t

General Agency

Dealers in

—

notice.

Passenger Trains Leave Portlaud.
10.45 A. Hi. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
2.45 P. HI. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.

Arrive in Portland:
11.15 A. HI. from Upper Bartlett.
4.10 P. HI. irom Johnson, Vt.
J.

Portland, Oct 9,

AT

—

220 Federal St. Portland.
TRADE MARK.

Streets.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
J. A. MERRILL Jfc CO., 139 Middle St

8ep2Sd(jia

J.

A.

A. MERRILL

KEITH.

.876.

HAMILTON, Supt.

E.

F.

RAILROAD.
Commencing Monday Oct. 9. 1876.
Passenger Trains will leave Portland for
Bouton at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., and 3.00 p. m., arriving at Soston at 10.45 a. m.. 1.40. 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12,10,
5.00, 8.10 p m.
For %V*Us, Norik Berwick, Salmon
Falls,
#»rea« Falls, Hover, Newmarket, Exeter,
HnvcrhiM, North Andover, Lawrence,
AndoverTlnd Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00

p. m.
For Wolfborough and Centre Harbor at
9.00 a. m.
For Kochestcr and Farmington. N. H„ at
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
For Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Kiddeford and Kennebunk at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00, 5.30 p. m.
iTforning Trains will leave Hennebuuh
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

Excursion Tickets to New York and
Philadelphia for sale at Boston «& Maine Railrood Ticket Office, including
Free Carriages from Depot in Boston to any
other depot and return. Choice of carriages.
N. II.—Bales as low as by any other Line.
■

Maine

Sw

tui lubi

luiuiuiauuu

Jr., Franklin Wharf,
oct28dtf

1

a

LINK

AND

—

Boston.

Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore. To Philadelphia $15,
For freight or passage to Noriolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
no2dtf

Providence. R.

8TONOGTOI
FOR NEW
AHEAD

LINE

YORK,

O V ALL

OTHERS.

This Is

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with tne ele-

“Captsicin” or “Capsicum,,” as being the
Capcine; the facts are that they are totally
unlike the genuine in their effect or composition,
and such imitations are calculated to iDjure the excellent remedial qualities of Benson’s Capcine
Porous Plasters. The unparalleled success of this

ffont Qnrl

nnnnlar

atoamop

Ctnnlnnrinn

Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always ia advaace tf all other line*. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D, Little & Co.’s,49} Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocl

cure than any known medicine.
They contain no metallic or mineral
and are superior
in their effects to electricity, and more certain.
Price 25 cents.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agent*.
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dtf

BOSTON

poisons,

^STEAMERS.”

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,

deod&wlmfO

TRY
Colds

PECTORAL
lor
and
Bronchial

affection.
Try the AMERICAN VEGETABLE HEALTH PILLS lor a Mild

Physic.
Try the AERATED OXYGEN lor
Catarrh, Asthma, Lung Diseases,
For
Dyspepsia and Bronchitis.
sale at ROOM 3. Cahoon Block,
385 Congress Street,

FOREST CITE AND JOHN BROOKS
will, until lurther notice, run alternately as follows:

Leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily, at 1 o’clock P. M„ and INDIA
WHARF. BOSTON, dally at 5 P. H.
(Sunday* excepted),

dtf

octll

FARE

MURRAY'S

LAXATIVE 11

PliRfflll

Bitters !
This medicine has been before the public most of
the time for the past twenty-five years, and has given
excellent satisfaction to all who have used it.
The
Bitters are composed of the best articles of the vegetable kingdom, and are again prepared by the
original inventor, and are confidently recommended as one of the best articles ever offered to the
public, especially for all those difficulties and ills attendant upon this season of the year. They are particularly recommended for the cure of

Z__

_e._1

Central

RAILROAD.
MONDAY, OCT. 9, 1S76.
Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Watervillc,
Belfast and Dexter at tJ2 35 a. in., 12.40 p. m.
Skowhegan 12.35 p, m. and 12.40 p. in.
Augusta, Hallow ell, Gardiner, and Brunswick
tl2 35 a.m., 77.00 a m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Rockland and Lewiston via Brunswick 77 00 a. m.,
12.40 p. m.
Bath 77.00 a. m., 12 40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p. w., 5.05 p. m.
Farmington 12.35 p. m.
The 112.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N. A. Railway for St. John and
Halifax.
tPuilman Sleeping Car attached.
7Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland, Oct. 0,1876,
au31dtf

$1.00.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex#
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

at night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Young,
No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound Lines $13.00.
Freight taken as usual.
dec27-75
J, B. COYEEjjr,. Gen’l Agt.

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

Indigestion or Dyspepsia, Jaundice, L.oss
of Appetite* General Debility* Costiveness, and all diseases can««d
by an(unhealthy state of
the stomach or bowels.
of recommendations might be pubnumber
Any
lished, but the article is so well and favorably known
that it is deemed unnecessary. Let the sufferer use
them a short time according to tne directions on each
bottle aud be convinced that all is true which is now
said of them. The best article of the kiDd ever offered for the relief of the sick and suffering.
SOLD ONLY AT

CO.

OF MAINE.

To the Electors of the

City

to warrants

from the Mayor and
Portland, the duly

Aldermen of the City of
PURSUANT
electors of said

qualified

their respective

meet in

city,

of Portland.

hereby

are
Ward rooms, on

notified to

the Seventh day of November
next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,

Tuesday

then and there to give in their votes for Electors of
President and Vice President of the United States.
The polls on such day of election to remain open
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall
be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will be in open session
at the Aldermen’s Koom, in City Building from
nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoon and from two
to five o’clock in the afternoon on each of the five
secular days next preceding such day of the election,
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose names have not been entered
on the lists of qualified voters, in and for the several
wards, and for correcting said lists.
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON. City Clerk.
October 19 1876.
oc20dtd

DISCOUNT ON TAXES.

SEW

TO

YORK.

OF

Steamers Eieanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and
u
HURSDAY,
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
7ery MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4P.
The Eieanora is a 1 w steamer, just birdfc for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations tor passengers, m::
this the most convenient and comfortable rout«king
for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven u.
:ing the
summer months on their passage to and from New

York.

Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ana from Philadelp;. a, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
BSr“Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamei-s as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further Information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag*t, Pier 38, E. K., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

Excursion Tickets
—TO—

PHILADELPHIA AND RETURN!
hr all the popular uoulea. via llll( IIK«TRK

WnRrtlk'k

nnd

li'li

iuk'W

iiv.

DON. NTONINOTON and FALL RIVKR
LINEN; also lo all point* WENT nnd
SOUTH and CALIFORNIA, R«il or
NCramrrs, for min at the LO WENT REDUCED RATEN by

31

ACCIDENT

twenty-seventh day of June, A. 1)., 1868, by his
mortgage deed of t hat date recorded in the Registry
of Deeds for said County, Book 356, Page 204, conveyed to said City, a ceitain parcel of land situated
on the East side of Temple
Street, in said Portland,
seventy feet front on Temple Street, and ninety feet
deep, being the same premises conveyed to said
Adams by the Temple Street Chapel Society,
by
deed dated July 22, 1856, and recorded in the
Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 272, Page 255,
to which reference is made for a more particular

TICKETS

furnished if
se21dis2wtostf

FOR THEISLAIDS.
Will leave the West Side of Custom
House Wharf, every week day, for
Scott’s Lauding at 6 15,8.30 and 11.15 a. m., 2.15 and
5.00 p. m.
Returning, leave Scott’s Landing at 0.40,9.00 and
11.40 a. m., 2.40 and 5.30 p. m.
Farr tor Round Trip, 43 rent..
Package
of five round trip tickets, $1.00. Tickets tor sale at the
office of Rollins, Loring & Adams. No. 22 Exchange
Street, and on board Steamer.
C. II. KNOWLTON.
w

jBgSgsSl,

oc3dtf_CAPT.
B O 8To¥

with authority
description,
condition in

in case of a breach of the
said mortgage to sell said premises at
and from the proceeds to pay the debt
secured thereby, and, whereas, the condition of
said mortgage deed has been broken by said Adams:
This is to give notice that said parcel of land,
with the buildings thereon, known as the Adams
House, will be sold at public auction, on said
premises, on the 8th dav of November next, at 3
o’clock in the atternoon, for the reason and purpose

—

auction,

aforesaid.
In witness whereof, I, Henry W. Hersey, in behalf
of said City of Portland, and by direction of the
City Council, and of the Building Loan Commissioners, and as Treasurer ot said City, by virtue
of whatever authority is given me in said deed have
hereunto set my hand and given this notice.
HENRY W. HERSEY,
Treasurer for said City.
1876.
aug!4eodtd

POSTERS and HARB-BIILS printed
thl. Office.

at

STREET,

TOE STEAMER TOURIST
on

Portland, August 14,

EXCHANGE

wanted.

SALE.

Charles H. Adams, of the City of
WHEREAS,
Portland, in the County of Cumberland,
the

also leave Railroad Wharf every Monday*
Uednesday and Friday Fvruina« at IO
o’clock, for Bangor, touching at Roekland, Camden,
Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden.
The City of Richmend connects with Steamer Chas.
Houghton, Capt. Ingraham, at Rockland everv Tuesday morning for North Haven. Green’s Lauding and
Oceanvilie (Deer Isle), So. West and Bar Harbor,
Mt Desert, aud Winter Harbor: and every Thursday and Saturday mornings for Ellsworth, touching
at No. Haven and Green’s Landing and Oceauville

will

(Deer Isle).

The steamer Lewiston touches at Bar Harbor on
her Friday trip from here only and on her Monday
trip coming West.
For further particulars, inquire of
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
ocDdtf
Portland, Oct. 7, 1876.

FOR

HARPSWELL.
STEAMER MAGNET,
will leave end ot
Wnarf,
Monday,

Capt. Curtis,
Commercial
u

ciiicwiaj,

11'iay

auu

jiuui-

Returning, leave iJarpswcll Monday,
■Wednesday and Saturday at 8 a. m.—will touch at
Long, Little and Great Chebeaguo and Hailey’s
Island each way. For freight, apply to CAPTAIN.
day at 3 p.

m.

d&wtf

octl4

Centennial Exposition
DESCRIBED AND IM.i'MTKATED
A graphic pen-picture of its hiMtory grand
building*, wonderful exhibit*. cnrioMitie*.
great day*,etc. Piofasely illuMtrated. thorMust sell
oughly popular and very cheap
immensely. 5.000 AGENT* WANTED.
c hance
This
will
the
lor
lull
be
Send
particulars.
of f 00 years to coin money fust. Get the only
reliable hiMtory.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, Springfield, Mass.
III \ •*«* “ol deceived by premai1
A TTT
lil/li tare books, assuming to be
LaL/
“official’' and telling what will happen in Aug.
and Sept*
ocl3d4wf
Investigate the merits of the IllusiABW
A.XJf C/ai X &«trated Weekly, before determining
work
tor
this fall and winter. The comupon your
bination for this season surpasses anything heretofore
attempted. Terms sent fiee on application Address
CCflA*. CLICA* A: CO., 14 Warren St.t
N. Y.
oc)3d4wt
L* VF

We will start you in a business you
make $50 a week without capital,
and respectable for either sex.
AGENTS SUPPLY CO., 261 iowery,
can

Hf £\ %I"|? T7easy

iflXFi.1 Xi 1
New York.

oc!3d4wt

Centennial Stationery Package.
The grainiest offer ever made, it can’t be
beat l Try it and be convinced.
SEE

WHAT

IT

CONTAINS.

20 Sheets of Paper.
1 Fabers Lead Pencil,
1 Slate Pencil,
1 Steel Pen,
1 Pen Holder,
1 Rubber Eraser,
1 40-Page Account Book, 1 Child’s Illustrated Book
20 Envelopes, (white and bufl), good quality.
HALTED
Sample package,
wholesale price list and outfit sent by mail on
receipt of 25 cents. Large discounts to agents.

AGENT*

CENTENNIAL STATIONERY CO.,
North Haven,

Please mention this paper in writing.

(

okn.

octl4dlwf

RUPTURE
Patients cured 30 yearn ago,

remain
sound. Dr. J. A. *herinan’s successful treatof Rupture has induced unprincipled persons
to advertise the elastic trasses as a certain cure.
Knowing them to be but an imperfect support.
Thousands of victims are to-day suffering through
this Elastic Truss delusion.
If it is worn tight around the body it wastes away
the muscles, interrupts the circulation and predisposes to paralysis; besides, the strap lietweeu the
legs drags the great ball of wood upon the ligaments,
spermatic cords and Pelvis Bone in a manner to produce impoteacy with all its horrors
indeed the
legion of trusses with their gripping pressure upon
the spine, abdomen and delicate parts adjacent to
Rupture, sooner or later cause kidney and bladder
affections; destroy manhood, making the young old,
and the old useless, until life settles into frightful
ment

apathy. The afflicted should think seriously oT this
subiect and.act in accordance with the dictates of

DR. SHERMAN’S
Treatment is Practical, Rational,
and Economical: its object is immediate relief and
eventual cure. It is based upon scientific principles
and easily demonstrated to tbe comprehensions of
every intelligent person. Though he does not use a
truss he uses a support infinitely superior which
keeps eveiything in proper position while the Cuiative Compound applied daily by the patient, excites
healthy action, adhesion and cure. Besides this
treatment does not interfere with labor or exercise
on horseback or otherwise, and
^fiords security
against inflamed and strangulated rupture.
The afflicted are coming trom all parts ot tho country. Terms moderate, depending upon the case.
Persons troms the country can receive treatment and
leave for home on the same day. Send It) cents for
Dr. Shermau’s Books with likeness ot bad cases belore and after cure. References given to gentlemen
who have been cured. Office No 1 Ann Street, New
York. Beware ot the fellow calling himself Dr. W.
G. Crempion and using Dr. Sherman’s name in his
advertisements to decoy the afflicted. Save this advertisement.
octl6
d4wt

MASON & HAMLIN
Dave been Unanimously assigned the

U.

on

NOTICE

STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND
CAPT. KILBY,

SEVERAL REQUISITES"
the

of such

of

"building lom7

(Mt. Desert), MiJlbridge, Jonesport

and Machiasport.

.ir.

a

Cent,
expire at the close
the 31st.
H, VV. HERSEY, Treasurer and Collector.
Portland, Oct. 21, 1876.
oc25dt(l

and Bar Harbors

“FIRST RANK

is hereby given that the time allowed for
W. D. LITTLE & C©.,
the voluntary payment of taxes under
NOTICE
DisFive
Per
count
will
of business

Will leave Railroad Wharf
every TucMday aud Friday
Fveniugn at IO o’clock lor
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, South West

CABINET ORGANS

store

STATE

CAPT. KEEKING,

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

STORE,

176 Middle St, Cor. of Exchange,
formerly occupied by Emmons Chapman,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
w here may also be found a good assortment of
Drugs, Fancy and Toilet Articles.
dtf
apr29

ST E A in E II~LE W ISTON,

Tnoo

anarn

aay,

famous and vigorous medicinal combination has
stimulated unscrupulous individuals to issue articles
under the above similar sounding words. To further
protect the consumer, we have cut the word
“Capcine” in each Plaster. Their powerful vegetable properties afford instant relief, and insure a

Cough,

Mt. Desert, Machias, Bangor, Ellsworth and Deer Isle.

III Pre«a—Outfit* Heady-The

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent,222 Washington sneet, Boston.
And to all pointfi in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

of

the DIAMOND

INSIDE LINES TO

week.

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petenburg and
Richmond, and Ya. and Tenn. R. R. to all '. aces in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

The proprietors of Benson’s Capcine Porous
Plasters have found it necessary to warn the public
against bogus articles that are offered them, under

oct2

Washington

Baltimore &

—

CAUTION AGAINST IMITATIONS.

quicker

STEAMBOAT CO.

wiliLi,

WM. KENNEDY.
BLA0KS20Nt‘.
and MoCLELLAN.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Wash .fton and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

consulted on the diseases of all domesticated Animals.
OFFICE AT WILSON’S STABLE,
204 Federal Street.
Houis—8 to 9 A. M., 1 to 2 P. M.
oct25eod3m*

name
same as

n,

First Class Hteaaiubip
JOHNS B0PKIN8.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE AV'POLD.
From Boston direct every TFESDA Y
and SATURDAY.

be

the

u

JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

Four times

Proprietor of Ripley’sAlterative Powders
May

lu

oj'juj

or

HTiiA.71.1UII’

Veterinary Surgeon,

Parlor Curs on trains leaving Portland at 3,00
m., and Boston 7.30 a. m.

nil

SATURDAY at 5 30 p. m. for
HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to*- Windsor, Truro, New Glasand Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
land; also at New Glasgow, N. 8., with Lindsey's Stages for Cape Breum, and at Halifax with
steamers for St. Johns, N. F.
BF“RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day of sailing

RIPLEY,

oc9dtf

Boston & Maine

p.

The Steamship FALMOUTH,
(built expressly for the route)
Capt. w. A. Colbv. will leave
Boston Railroad Wharf, every

MEDICAL

i

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

Tinlrnto Trio

SAMUEL

ou

LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Time, Ocl. 9, 1876.

lowest rates.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax.
Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central ami Portland & Ogdenslmrg traius at
Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class dinning rooms.

Daily Press

first class Beal Estate Security, in
OPPIC K
ON vicinity—Bents collected, taxes paid,Portland,
etc.,
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to P.

EKTI9ING AGENTS

of

cer.

G. L. HOOPER, Cor. York and Maple

D. B. SAWYER’S DRUG

An ornamental Parlor Desk

JL containing all the modern improvements In
qnir at No. 10 Central Wharf.
dtf
Jn

LOAN

OEOKOE F. HOWELL, Ac CO.,

dtf

PORTLAND Si OGDENSBURG KB.

handsomest stove in the market. Its elegant deand beautiful finish is admired by every one.

rriHE BRICK ROUSE No. 74 Danforth Street

Estate

or

J. M. LUNT, Supt.

apl

The Barstow Parlor,

To Let.

Job

due in Portland at 5.10 p. m.
8.50 P. HI. Train is through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
in Portland at 10.50 p. m.
Local Train from Gorham at 6.00 a. m., arrives in
Portland at 6.40 a. m.
is

COAL,

CliokerleRH Grate, II lu mi tinted Fire
Box, Boiler, Door and Patent Shelf Attachment.

has

C. OXNARD,
dtf

Portland

a. m.

II. ‘45 A. HI. Steamboat Express from New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5.00
a. m., and Worcester at 8.00 a. m., stops at
Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saecarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at
1 20 p. m., makes close connection with the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.45 A. HI. Train is a freight train with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and

SIZES.

Empress Range,

IN

II.

Trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.25, 11.45 a. m.,
and 8.50 p. m.
I, ‘40 A. HI. Stops at all Stations, arrives in Port-

C'hmigr

Street,

rnyOdtf

LINK TO

U XVil X X> VX.

radiating surface, and is
dwellings or public build-

SALE

Patterson’s Heal
BULLETIN.

FOR ALL THE

The No. 6 has immense
designed for heating large

No Dust.

JOHN

fflOIEi

SIX

comer

Sebago water,
large and pleasant.

No. 32$ Emery St.
mhU

eodtf

LOTS'

ST.
STREET
Terms reasonable and easy payments. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH,
my!3dtt31 1-‘J Exchange SI.
ON

Supplied

follows:

>

of Cumberland
Cumberland street.
and
furnace. The
gas

or

XVA'J X

nest m Market.

mHH

Let.

to
9 rooms,
aDd Franklin street, 203
FROM
with

on

For Sale.

HOUSE

8

Congress,

and

Furnace.

the

HOUSE,

ju28dtf

4

STREI T,

Wrougnt Iron

sign

No. 590 Congress Street, now occupied
by the Subscriber; can be examined any week
day between 3 and 5 p. m. For terms, inquire at
34 Union Street.
WM. C. HOW.

P.

To

To Let.

6000 feet of land
This is one of the most eligible sit
uatiens in the city of Portland. Terms of
payment
made easy. Apply for particulars to E. T PATTEN,
on the premises, 307 Brackett, corner of Vaughn St.
octlO
dtf

PH

dtf

Newhall, with or without the furniture. Possession
JOS. ILSLEY.
given immediately.
sept!9dtf

DESIRABLE situation, corner of Brackett and
Vauglin streets is ottered to a person wishing
a nice residence in this city.
This house is of brick
and is
improvements:
supplied with all the modernThere
a nice stable is within easy access
are about

A

YOU want the best fourteen dollar rent you can
find, call at W. W. Carr’s, 197 Newbury street;
a good rent for about seven dollars per month.

—

Barstow’s

To Let.

REAL ESTATE*

run ss

m., Lowell 12.15 p. m., Boston 1.15 p. m.,
Ayer Junction 12.40 p m., Fitchburg
1.25 p. m., and at IVorcester at 2.10 p.m.,
connecting with trains South and West.
9.30 P. M. Steamboat Express arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 p, m., connects at E pping
for Manchester and Concordat Nashua
tor Lowell and Boston, at Ayer function for Fitchburg ami Hoosac Tunnel Line at Worcester with Boston &
Albany Railroad, and goes through New
Loudon without
change of Cars,
there
connecting with the
magnificent
Steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving in
New York at Pier No, 40, North River
at 6.00 a. m.
8tate Rooms can he secured in advance at
Barnes Bros.) No. 28 Exchange Street anil
at the Depot.
4.00 P. M. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
6.30 P. M. Train runs to Gorham.

land at 10 00

To Rent.

care

Plated

MULNIX,

ANDREW
109

near

FOR 8ALE BY

—

Let.

of five rooms
TENEMENT
Inquire at No. 18 MARKET
oct23

Parlor,

first-class

a

To Let.

To

PORTABLE,

now made, with all the
improvements.

modern

A

Whatever is good for one just is as good for
the other. Cold water or snow will remove
the first fire or cold, then essence of peppermint, or a strong solution of alum water will
harden the skin and draw out the pain. Great

6.

WINTDROP RANGE

TENEMENT of 6rooms at 22 BRAMHALL ST.
Inquire on the premises.
oct24d1w»

Freezes.

and

the most beautiful range

tenement

ocI8eod3w*

5

tbc greatest heaters in the market.

To Let.
No. 6 Spruce street, Gas, Sebago water, and good drainage. Inquire of S.
C. RAND, No 153 Commercial street,

LOWER

Sizes—2, 3, 4,

BRICK OR

To Rent.
board, two famished front rooms on
second floor—square chamber and small bedroom.
Let seperately it desired. Apply at NO. 91
NEW HIGH STREET, between 1 and 2 o’clock P.
M.oct24dlw

Monday, April, 3, 1876,

a.

To Let.

FOURroom8

dtt

Leave Portland at 7.50 a. m.,
2.30, 4.00 and 6,20 p. m.
7.50 A. M. Train stops at all stations between
Portland and Rochester, and runs through to
Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 10.00 a.
m., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.)* At Nashua at 11.47

To Rent.

provements.

these tickets.

Trains will

d2w

rooms corner

parties bolding

On and hfter

To Let.
Large Pleasant Roonf; also some small rooms
in House, No. 118 Spring Street, Poieland.

of six

3 OO
3.00
4.00
6.00
8.00

Portland & Rochester R. R.

oct26diw*

man

$5.00

Mountian Houses will make reduced rates to

septl6

Pearl Street.

streets. Modern improvements.
TENEMENT
without small children
Caa be

Portland to Glen House and

Base of Mt. Washington and return,
Nuromit and return yia Fabyan’s
Summit and return via Glen

Rooms to Let.
PLEASANT, Sunny Lodging Room, furnished;

ONE
oct26

Monday, Sept. 18th, Excursion
be sold to the White Mountains as

Crawford House and return
Fabyan House and return

All the

67

Stair Builders.
R. P. LIBBY, No. 939 Fore
Cross St., in Delano’s Mill.

&_OGDE!VSBlIRGi

return

TO LET8

one

Street,

4.30 p. m.«
NEXT

Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass,
Portland. Me., May 4, 1876.
rav4dtf

dtf

suitable for
A hand
person, at
bell. Terms reasonable.

Real Estate Agents.

upwards.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

Plumbers.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

Cabin

With connections to Prince Edward Inland, €mpe Breton and Mt, Johns, N. F.

Cross, Portland.

a. m.

foot of Canal Street.)
For rates and lurther imformation, apply to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or
H. N. TURNER,

for £t and

mu it

Norfolk,

JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street

We take pleasure in referringyou to all the Fish
and Lobster Dealers, Produce Dealers,
Wholesale Dry Goods Merchants. Whole
sale Milliners anil any others of Portland, who
are now shipping by this route.
Our landing m New Yora is Pier 40, North River,

WHOP WROUGHT IRON PORTLAND

Pleasant Front Rooms to Let
with Board, Apply at 75 Free St.

Left

at

Line of steamers sail from

MAIL

Pattern and Model Maker.
JT. 1. BARBOUR, 930 Fore Street, Cor

(Norwich Line,

dim

apr29

Portland

New York 6.00
MORNING.
arrive* in

Street, dtf

jan5

To Boarders.

to

WHITNEY, No. 39 Ex.
Upholstering of all kinds
change
done to order.

3.00 n. m.,
m. NEXT

dtf

janll

at

Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and
Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent lor
New England, No. 3 India Street, Portland. Me.
tt^Sigbl Sterling i'hecks issued in sunn

—

DAY.

freight leaving

lowest rates.
The Glasgow

A.
St.

Freight Reanirins _Very Quick Despatch

OVER X. P. FARRINGTON’S,

WOODWARD.

fob

touching

Liverpool,

Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct.
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.

ui

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

Portland & Worcester Line

west. Close connection made .at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to Baltimore*
(Norfolk
Richmond, Charleston, Ne»berne and WsiNhinjcton.
D. D. V i?lINK, General Kastern Agent,
Devonshire Mtreet, Honlon.

Derry.
First-clkss fortnightly mail steamers of this line
sail from Halifax every other Tuesday, for
Liverpool, touching at Qareastowu.
Passage—First-class—$50, $70 and $80 gold, or its
equivalent; Intermediate $35 gold; third-class at

GEORGE

We would reflect fully call the attention of
IflrrchaniM and others to the superior facilities
offered hy the

New York at
arrives in Portland 1.13 p.

the Grand Trunk Depot,
Y ARMOUTH, ME.
dtf

WM. H.

Danfortb street
HAVI
to furnish

oct7

A.

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, epposite the Park.

Freight leaving

Coffins and Caslets Always on Hand.

Opposite

now
present proprietor
vacant, furnished and unfurnished.

Wfflt

Street.

—

GAO

UNDERTAKER,

Park

Book Binders.
<(VINCV, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL & SMACK FORD, No. 35 Plum

'li;i!I H1YIY OHICK DESPATCH.

of

BOARD.

corner

HOYT &

Carpenters and Bnllders.

Wlld©j

First-class Weekly mail steamof this line sail from Quebec
Maturday morning,
every

DIRECTORy7

Booksellers and Stationers.
FOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

Trains leaves Portland & Rochester R. R. Station
at 2.30 p. m., arriving in Philadelphia next morning
at 7.00 a m.
eept28dtf

tl3m

Dr. R. T,

A number of unreceipted Bills
of the Portland Publishing: Company. The finder will confer a
tavor by leaving: tbe same at this
Office.

well-known

BUSINESS

PORTLAND & PHILADELPHIA.

Branch Office at Haccsrappa, Me.

LOST 2

house,
will remain in the hands of
THEand Gray streets,boarding
who
has desirable rooms
the

JOSEPH HICKSON. General Manaaer.
W. d. SPiCKtt, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16, 1876.
ap29dtf

Portland to Philadelphia and Return
only oue change of cars between

Depots

Daily.
Through Bills Lading given from Boston and prinin
New
England to the South and Southpoints
cipal

LINE.

ers

for

tion.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ol
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

ALL RAIL.

until 4

SUMMER_SERVICE.
Shortest Ocean Voyage.

Cityd

Halt Labe

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to tbe West.
JgfTPULLMAN PAl ACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

ME.

sepl9

Paul,

days of sailing

River.
<«ood« Received at

n. in.

ALLAN

Northwest, West and Southwest.
J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

No. 511*2 Exchange St.

NOTE dated Ang. 15, 1876, payable to the order
of STAPLES & DOE,tor Two Hundred Twenty
Dollars and ninety cents. (220.90), three months attei date at Canal National Bank, and signed by A.
H. Davis All persons are cautioned against negotiating such a note as payment has been stopped
STAPLES & JUOR.
d2w
oct!9

Ht.

oh

WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY by Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colony Railroad via Fall

sepMtlA. R. STUBBS. Agent.

and all points in tbe

S16.00

INTRICATE

■>VlfW“lf

—

Denver, Han Franciuco,

ONLY

Accountaut,

accounts, partnership settlements,
etc., etc., adjusted. Previous business written,
and all work requiring competent services promptly
executed. Compromises between debtors and creditors effected, financial ability of debtors investigated,!
and settlements effected when desired
Instruction in book-keeping to a limited number.
Business from this city and vicinity respectfully
solicited.
Ample references in this and other cities.
mar7TW&Fteodtf

FOUND.~

Hagiuaw,

P0RTL11 & WORCESTER LINE

145 COMMERCIAL ST.

House
rent in the western part of the city.
must contain from seven to nine rooms, having
considerable direct sunlight, and be supplied with
gas and good water. Reference given. Address L.,
se27nalwttt
Box 1557.

days

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Di®by. Annapo
lis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.. Shediac, Aiutierst, Pictou. Fredericktown, Charlottetown and
Andrews aud

T# Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati. Hi. Louis, Omaha,

VI A.

J*16feUeodtt

On and after Monday. Sept. 18th,
the Steamers New Brunswick,
B. Winchester, and the
City of Portland, Capt. S. H.
Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,

St., every Monday and Thursday at
Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

same

LINES.

(OI K STEAMER* PEIt WEEK.

root of State
5.00 P. M., lor

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

Go to the Centennial

head

AMD

TRIPSJPER

___________

!

oc9dtfGEO. BATCHKLDKR. Supt.

STEAMSHIP

WEEK.

Capt. E.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

to all Points South and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Scats and
Berths at Ticket Office.
Passengers by this liDe avoid all change.

of Brown 8t.
Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

Androscoggin river.
JOSEPH HOBSON, Saco.

Passenger
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
—

TWO

Summerside, P. E. I.
CyFreight received

Offices

Through Tickots

Philadelphia, Boston & New England

fall arrangement

Trains will arrive as tollows:
Express train from Gorham at 8.30 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal aud West at 2.30 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.45 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.

Leave Boston at 7.30, tl3.30 and at 8.00
p. in., connecting with Maine Central
and E. &' N. A. Railway tor St. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

STREET

FREE
Opposite

miles Into the

MRS. M. D.

Portland
for Scarboro’, Saco, Biddeford, Hen*
nrbuuk. Wells i%orlh Berwick, Sonth
Berwick, Conway Junction, Blio I,

CLYDE’S

Digby,

Calais and Mt. John,
Windsor and Halifax*

ARRANGEMENT

Mail train 1.50 p. m. (stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.

leave

(littery,
Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn. Chelsea and Boston at
9.00 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery,
Saco,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynu? Chelsea and Boston at
3.00 p. m.,arriving in Bostou at 7.30 p. in., in
season for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
5,30 p- ■». Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8 00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 3.15 a, m., every day (except

Eastport,

On and after MONDAY, Oct. 16,1876,
rains will run as follows:
train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
tor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
train at 12,25 p. m lor Auburn and Lew-

are

made. Also collects in England and foreign conntries claims of American heirs.
sep‘29d&wlv

A

oci25d2w

Express

iston.

Mondays.)
RETURNIMG,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Poston, Mass.

5

RESPONSIBLE party tocut and draw three
to five millions of spruce timber a year for the
next three years and drive the same about eight

oc24

Express
Express

J. B. SANFORD,

Loggers_ Wanted 1

AT

D.

Hour. Ill to I'iA. 3l.,!ila$ P. ill.
ma3d&wtl

to learn Telegraphing for positions in Telegraph offices. Employment as soon as qualified. Call or address Portland Telegraphic Institute, 396J Congress
octl9dtf
St., or 162 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

LOST AND

l-'J

A. M.

Formerly occupied by Dr. Daveis.

—AND—

mA

Street,

THOMAS KA1NEV, M.

“A. B. B. B
oct21d2w*Portland P. O.

small family without children desire

WINTER

STEAMERS.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

ALTERATION OF TRAINS.

1876,

PASSENGER TRAINS

PORTLAND, ME.
ap13i)6m«ttf

a

5 YOMGLADIES

DOW,

172 Middle

C. L. MARSTON.

YOUIG IVEY

oct.

STEAMERS,

(fraud Trunk B. R. of Canada.

Railroad,

Eastern

ATTORNEY AT -ILAW,

Apply at 123

oc24_dlw

10

RAILROADS.

5ft Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND. MTB.
dly
jnl

man and Wife Wanted.

once-20 energetic salesmen.

JOBBER,

Watch and Chronometer Marker** Tools.
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,

take charge of a farm. Apply to
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.
oc25
dlw*

in riot and death.

the coinage of silver.
The war cloud which has bung over Europe
for a week past has lifted a little. Last week
it was believed that immediate war was inevitable. Reports were current that Russia. Ger-

tako

“35”, Press Offlee.

oct.25

&

MANUFACTURER OF

Wanted.
HOUSEKEEPER, one who understands gener-

al house-work.aud
A
Address
M months old.

MAKER

MODEL

NO. 3 DANFORTH STREET.

we

cellent cake.

Over two hundred thousand people are actually
starving. In some districts not a single blade
of grass is visible for miles.
Switzerland is troubled in some of its cantons
by dissensions between its Catholio and ProtesInsurrections 'against the imperial government are reported in China.
Much persecution of Protestantism is re
ported from Spain.
The Dutch have concluded to exhere to the
double standard of coin, restricting however

house-work.

the solution, which fastens the patch firmly.

trifling.
Intelligence has been received that the New
Bedford whaling fleet has been about destroy-

population, resulting

over

to

Schooner J. S. Gilmore of Maine, for New
York, was the vessel which collided with the
Vail River steamer Bristol Monday morning,
daring a fog on the Sonnd. The damage was

tant

^IaaI

ready for the curing pickle, vizOne pound
of fine oatmeal, eight ounces of corrosive sublimate, four ounces of saltpeter and one
gallon of vinegar.

MARINE DISASTERS.

were

<A

Prepare Skins for lings.
After removing all the bits of flesh from
the skin,scour it with hot water and soft soap
with a hard brush. Crush and well mix together two ounces of salts of tartar aod one
ounce of ammonia, which sprinkle on the
skiu while you scrub it. After this scouriDg,
dry the skin with sawdust and it will then be

the charge.

.Many vessels

k,.ttA> V.ntA

if the Ohio election

318,187;
Bell, Dem., 311,220; Chapman, Fiobibition,
1863; Barnes’s majority, 6956. Supreme Judge>
Boynton, Rep.,318,750; Frintc, Dem., 309,133;
Gage, Prohibition, 2065; Boynton’s majority,
9617. Member of Publio Works, Evans, Rep.
318,211; Clough, Dem., 310,348; Schumacher,
Prohibition, 2101; Evans's majority, 7.803.

oi tnat

V,

To

are

deny

Ua

trees
But tbis not often happen to be tbe
case, as every practical fruitgrower well knows.
It is therefore wise to transplant in the fall if
tbe trees and the ground are in readiness.

The full official
Secretary of 8tate, Barnes, Rep
returns

RAILROADS.

C. P. BABCOCK.

Wanted.
to do general

SITUATION

»

From the Maine State Press of Oct. 26, 1876.

demanding that they be
liberty. According to the

BUSINESS CARDS.

Wanted 2

THE FARM AND HODSEHOLD.

’Tls inBult to the honored dead,
Who did so lately give,
Their lives npon the baltlefleld,
That Freedom still might live;
And worse than insalt to the fame
Of those who gave her birth,
The goddess who shall ever rule
This proudest laud of earth.
Providence, Oct, let, 1876.

of Seven

which was taken from
of 185C. It is reported

that Roumania has declared independence, an
event which would complicate the situation.
The Turks have won several victories over the

Whatl place in presidential chair,
Him who refused his aid
To raise a dollar, or a man,
To crush secession’s raid?
Declared it outrage to oppose
The traitor’s godless strife,
And thus gave comfort to the foes,
Who sought his country’s life ?

History

WANTS.

Germany

AND

PHILADELPHIA
Steamship

Mnr.

LeaTe each port every WedVy & Sat’d’y.

Mo

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m«
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance oue half the rate o

1

sailing vessels.

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B, HAJIPKON, Ageui
TO Long Wharf* Boston.
Jn23-ly

S.

Instrument*,

at

CENTENNIAL,

1876.

and are tbe only organ** nitxigueri tbi** rutiit.
Their superiority is thus declared, not in one or two
re-pects only, but in nil tbe important qualities of au organ. A Medal and Diploma have
been awarded them, but medals of equal value were
awarded all articles deemad worthy of recognition, so
tbet many makers can advertise “first medals” or
“highest awards”.
Comparative rank in excellence, has been determined by th Judges’ Reports alone, in which tho

MASON & HAMLIN ORGANS are Unanimously assigned “The FI II J4| HANK in the several requisites” of such instruments* and are tho
only ones assigned this rank. See Judges' Reports.
This result was not unexpected,tor these organs have
Uniformly taken highest awards in such competitions, there being less than six exceptions in nundreds of comparsions They were awarded first medals, and highest honors at Paris 1876, Vienna
1H73, ttauliago 1875, Philadelphia 1867; having
thus boen awarded highest honors at Ifvery
World’s Exhibition at which they have competed, and being the only American organs whichever
obtained any award in Europe.
NEW STYLES, with improvements exhibited at
the CENTENNIAL; elegant new cases in great variety. Prices very lowest consistent with best material and workman ship Organs sold for cash or in-

give entire satisfaction tn evert/ reasonable purchaser nr the money returned. Illustrated Catalogue sent free.
MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.—154 Tremont
Street, Boston; 25 Union Square, New York ; 80 and
82 Adams Street, Chicago.
oc25d»wt
ioarranted to

AiiGNTN WANTED for

the 8TOR1'

fjHARLEY

of

gQSS
o*'

Written b» hin Inthrr
A complete account
this most lTly.ieriona Abduction ami
Kxe.iing
Search. With Fao Simile Letters ami Illustrations.
OiiImcIIm nil other ISAohi.
One agent took 50
orders in one day. Terms liberal.
Address,
John E. Potter & Co.,
Publishers, Philadelphia.
°«23
d4wt
_

fi

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE GREAT

lENTENNIflL

HISTORY

It sells faster than any other book,
Our Agent
sold V7 copies in one day. Semi for our extra terms
toagent9. .Address National Publishing Co
oct25d4wf
Philadelphia, Pa.

WELL THAT IS CUTE
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C’o., Bomon.
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f Greatest Offer of ihe sealu
■*“- n-A
son.
Fight §10 Chromos given
away with Home Guest, including Hoover’s Peerless
American Fruit, 2$ feet long, Lake Lucerne, Virgin
Vesta, &c. Mounted Out tit, four Chromos, §3 00;
8 Chromos, §5.50. J. LATHAM & CO., 419 Washington Street, Boston.
oct26d4wf
ttK FAUClf C’AICD* II styles with name 10
cts. Post paid. .J. B. Busted, Nassau, Kens.
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Co., N. Y.

that

tho ubscriber has
hereby given
been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
NOTICE
is

LOIS McLAUGHLIN, late of
Portland,
in the county of Cumberland,
and
taken upon himself that trust by
giviug bouds as
law directs. All persons having demands
upon
estate oi said deceased, are required to exhibit
same; and all persons indebted lo said estate
called upon to make payment to

deceased,

has
the
the
the
are

THOMAS A. ROBERTS. Executor.
Portland, Oct. 3d, 1870.
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Vaults Cleaned and Aslits Removed.
Li, OR DEUX
to by tailing at
A oradilrewsingpromptly nttemlwl
K. (illiSON,
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